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-Bate s 11/16/60

Transmit the following in AIRTEL

AIRMAIL

FROM;

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-66233)

SAG, LOUISVILLE ( 105-271 )

SUBJECT; NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS
OOsBI

Issue #24 dated November, i960, of "The Thunderbolt",
organ of captioned organization, carried an announcement stat-
ing a two day National States Rights Party (HSRP) conference
is to be held 11/26/60 and 11/27/60, at which National officers
of the NSRP will be elected. Conference to be held in meeting
hall owned by I I Chattanooga,
Tennessee. Conference schedule is stated as;

3 - Bureau (105-66233)
2 - Atlanta (105-763)
2 - Birmingham (105-477)
2 - Charlotte (105-683)
2 - Chicago (105-4630)
2 - Cincinnati (105-1139)
2 - Detroit (100-26534)
2 - Indianapolis (105-975)

,

2 - Jacksonville (105-60) j
,t

2 - Knoxville (105-202) jl * ,

2 - Little Rock (IO5-I87) jit X / i:

2 - Memphis ( 105-320) / / I

2 - Miami (105-1438) ..l ,<•/

2 - Mobile (105-339)
2,,- New Orleans (105-889) H
2 : - New York (105-28550)

v IT
2 - Richmond (157-14)
2 - Savannah (105-349)
2 - Tampa
2 - WFO (100-33457)
2 - Louisville (105-271) /

WLWsmk
(43)

mV’ '



LS 105-271

November 26 « i960

10 "%yi - 12 noon

:3© PM -

7 PM

Meeting of NSRP National Committee
to be attended by all National,
State and local unit officers.

Membership meeting to be attended
by all members and new officers
to be elected.

An open meeting, speeches by
members and friends, and local
supporters to be invited.

November 27, I960

10 AM A working and planning session
to be attended by all members
who plan to be active. Plans
for future strategy and expansion

will be formulated. Committees
will be assigned.

Each office will promptly determine whether any
informants of its division plan to attend above conference.
If so, recommendations as to attendance of such informants
should be immediately submitted to Bureau and Birmingham.
No Louisville sources will be in a position to attend conference,

UAOB, Knoxville will also cover conference through
discreet spot surveillances. Knoxville will also give con-
sideration to feasibility of misur and, if feasible, request
Bureau authority for same.

It is noted
of NSRP, is, in fact , I

is Legal Counsel of the NSRP,

CAUTION s IN PAST f

THEY WOULD SHOOT FBI AGENTS E

IJESSE B. STONER

AND STONER HAVE INDICATED
EiLING THEM.

2



DIRECTOR, FBI (105-66233)

SAC, FEW YORK ( 105-2^550)

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS
C C : Birmingham

Re Louisville Airtel dated ll/l6/60.

On 11/21/60 J | who has furnished
reliable .information in the past, and who in the past
has furnisher! information concerning captioned organ-
ization, advised that he was aware of the two day
conference of the National States Rights Party to be
held 11/26-27/60 in Chattanooga . Tenn..l I

In the event any information concerning the
above conference 5s received at a future date, the
same will be furnished expeditiously to the Buree.u,
Louisville and Birmingham.

2 - Bureau (1C5-6623?) (RM)
2 - Birmingham (105-U77) (RM)
1 - Louisville (106-20? ^ (Inf^

~
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' - wew TGFR UU3-2055U)
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For information of all offices, Birmingham has now

been designsWas origin in captioned master. Headquarters
iofr~Bl^-^TrF-TS~iaM p.qT Box 783, Birmingham, Alabama,

|

the residence of
WSRP I

2 - Birmingham (105-477 ) (RM)

1 - Albuquerque (157-16) (BM)
1 - Atlanta (105-763) (EM)
1 - Baltimore (100-20864) (EM)
1 - Boston (105-3841) (HM)

1 - Charlotte (105-683)(RM)
1 - Chicago (105-4630) (EM)
1 - Cincinnati (105-1139) (RM)
1 - Dallas (105-569) (EM)
2 - Detroit (100-26534) (EM)
1 - Houston ( 100-9575) (EM)
1 - Indianapolis (105-975) (RM)
2 - Jacksonville (IO5-6O) (RM)
2 - Knoxville (105-202) (RM)
1- Little Rock (105-187) (RM)
1 - Los Angeles (105-5724) (RM)
2 - Memphis (105-320) (EM)
1 - Miami (105-1438) (RM)

x

1 - Minneapolis (IOG-II656) (RM]_

2 - Mobile (105-339) (EM) w x

1 - Hew Orleans (105-889) (RM)

<£> Hew York (105-2855©) (BM)
1 - Omaha (105-806) (RM)
1 - Portland (106-588 ) (RM)
1 - Richmond (l57-l4)(RM)
2 - San Antonio (100-9379) (EM)
1 - San Diego (105-3320) (RM)
1 - Sto Louis (105-1564) (RM)
1 - Savannah (105-349) (RM)
1 - Seattle (105-1614) (RM)
2 - Sampa (RM) .

. ,

1 - Washington Field (100-34457) (RM)

1 - Louisville (105-271)
WLWsmk
(41)
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13 105-271

/

r

For the information of Birmingham* investigation in
captioned matter* as of 11/15/60* was pending in the following
divisions s

Detroit
Jacks©™- ’.lie

Kno: : « .tie

Memphis
San Antonio
Tampa .

/
Leads for these divisions were set forth in Louis-

ville letter to Baltimore of ll/l/SO* copy Birmingham. The
leads consist of furnishing characterization type information
concerning certain individuals t© Louisville. These divisions
should furnish such information to Louisville for inclusion
in a current report t© he submitted by Louisville

»

Investigation is also pending -'is* the Mobile and

Tarap,b Offices* pursuant to leads set forth in Louisville
letter t© Baltimore of 10/19/60. Mobile and Tampa should

furnish the requested characterisation type information to
Louisville for inclusion in a current report. Investigation
is also pending in Memphis pursuant to report of SA

110/21/60, at Memphis* copy Birmingham.

Investigation is also pending in Little Rock pur-

suant to leads set forth in report of SA I

1

8/29/60* at Louisville, copy Birmingham.

Also* as Birmingham is aware* investigation in

captioned matter is pending in the Birmingham Division.

By separate communication* Birmingham is being
advised re the most recent Bureau instructions concerning
the extent ©f investigation desired in captioned matter
and the period in which reports are to be submitted by

©fflees conducting continuing investigation re the NSRP.

- 2 -
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DIRECTOR, FBI (105-66233)

SAC, NEW YORK (105-28550)

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS TARTY
RACIAL MATTERS
(00: BIRMINGHAM)

Re Louisville airtei dated 11/16/60,

On 12/1/60/ I who has furawho has furnished reliable

| advised that a conference of the National
states Rights Party (NSRP) was held In Chattanooga, Tenn., In
a Klan meeting hall on 10/26-27/60.

As a result oT this conference, the following indi-
viduals were elected as officers of the NSRP:

HED DUPES
NTS. ANNE BISHOP,
Little Rock, Ark.
W. B, BURCH,
Killarney, Fla,
BERNESE (Ph) SETTLES,
Knoxville, Term.
ROY FRANKSNHOUSER,
Reading, Pa.
MATT XOEHL,
Chicago, 111.
J. B. STONER,
Atlanta, Ga»

Bureau (105-66233) (RM)
Atlanta (15-763) (Info) (RM)
Birmingham (105-477) (RM)
Chicago (105-4630) (Info) (RM)
Khoxvllle (105-202) (Info) (RM)
Little Rock (105-187) (INfo) (R
Philadelphia (Info) (RM)
Taaoa (Info) (RH)

;

^

New York 1157-4) I

New York (105-28555)

National Chairman

Vice Chairman

Assistant Vice Chairman

Secretary

National Organiser

Security Officer

Legal Counsel

UDB:nsk
(12/.
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united state^oyeH?

SAC, New York (105-28550)

Director, FBI (105-66233)

datb: 12/15/6O

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

Re New York letter to Bureau 12/5/60.

Relet sets forth that at the conference of subject
organization in Chattanooga, Tennessee, on 10/26-27/60, one

from Arkansas made a speech and urged the use of
violence. According to relet T I was contradicted by J, B«

Stoner who controlled the meeting.

New York should recontact I
for specific

details as to what specificallyurged concerning violence
and also ascertain specifically what was said by Stoner in
contradiction.

Little Rock should submit identifying information
on

| |
It is to be noted that he is not carried on

the bombing suspect list of the Little Rock Office.

Birmingham should promptly furnish all available
information concerning the National States Rights Party
conference at Chattanooga, Tennessee, in form suitable for
dissemination.

2 - Birmingham (105-477)
2 - Little Rock (105-187)
1 - Knoxville (Info) (105-202)

1 1 d/S 'J

w
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

ORANDUM

•DATE; 12-33-60,

/ r,.i4 FA
*'

;

« IsIPl
</

Director, FBI

SAC, Memphis

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

Birmingham Origin

Enclosed herewith for Bureau are ^ three copies, for

Birmingham two copies, and for other receiving offices one
n* a Dima meuo in

dated 11-28—60 f made by
xsmtau ujl au a »

to SASl ^nd

b6
b7C
b7D

Thus far ail information furnished by,

reliable , most of it being corroborated through independent
• Sources and investigation. He is thus considered to be of known

j?eliability.

p ALL COPIES REGISTERED MAIL
3— Bureau(106-66233) (.encJU-i*;

2- Birmingham(105-477) (encl.?*2)
1- Milwaukee (entSfe-l)

1- Philadelphia(encl.-l)
1- Jacksonville (105-60) (end. -1)
1- Little Rock (10 5-187) (end. -1)

1- Knoxville (105-202) (end. -1) .

1- Atlanta (105-763) (encl.-l) .

1- New Orleans (105-889) (end. -1)
1- Miami (105-1438) (end. -1)
1- Tampa (encl . -1)
1- Charlotte (105-683) (encl.-l)
1- Savannah ( 105-349) (encl.-l)
1- Cincinnati (105—1139) (encl.-l)
1- Mobile (105-339) (encl.-l)
1- Detroit (100-26534) (encl.-l)
1- Louisville (105-271) (encl.-l)
1- San Antonio( 100-9379) (encl.-l),

($- New York(105-28550) (encl.^T)
1- Chicago(105-4630) (encl.-l)
1- Indianapolis( 105-975) (encl.-l)
1- Richmond(157-14) (encl.-l)
1— Washington Field( 100-33457) (encl.-l)

\

b7D

1- Memphis f105-370) (end. -1)

1
1- Memphis! 157-7) (encl.-l)
1-. Memphis (105-316) (encl.-l)
WHL: FJ

1
SEARCHED /*\ , t

SHRIALUED
/
Oj,.'^FI 1L

>
"

y/ij)Ec'r9 is'

FBI— NEW YOurt.

(30)
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Me#105-320

did not know aay of 1th© people at

NSRP meeting prior to going to the meeting.

Most of the out of town delegates stayed at the Hotel

Patten ia Chattanooga,

, said he was shocked by the vicious and apparently

demented hatred of the FBI manifested and pronounced toy many of

the attendees at the meeting » He stated £qt example 9
that J# B*

STONER openly accused J. EDGAR HOOVER of toeing a ’’homosexual

pervert," STONER, he said, did not elaborate in this regard.

various
cerning

|added that much of. the meeting was _ devoted to^

members cussing the FBI and going into great detail con—

their toeing interviewed and surveilled toy the FBI,-..

.NED DUPES, J, B, STONER and
|

_ _
he said, were particularly vociferous in this regard,

I he said, complained that the FBI had for

months followed him and his wife. | I
bragged that he had

conducted counter—surveillances on the FBI; that he once tried

to run one of their cars off the road and succeeded in doing

so. He bragged that he once phoned one of the FBI Agents in

Charge and told him that|
|

was carrying a brickbat

;

and if the Agents did not quit ioxlowing him he would throw it

through their auto windshield.

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

A

b 6

b7C
b7D

b€
b7C
b7D

He described
|

l as being a non-violent, soft spoken

and extremely taciturn individual, who gave no indication as to

any of his NSRP activities in Florida or his purpose in being in

Chattanooga,

said no on© gave any indication as to who may
have perpetrated ‘the recent series of bombings in Chattanooga,
or any of the other unsolved bombings throughput the country.

On orally advised SA

that DUPES told
| |

name of the
who had previously soap wska'.. memberships was|

that on
NED DUPES, dated' 11-30-60

;

plril wan in Memphis
bo
b7C
b7D



Me#105»32Q

the effect that he could sell NSRP msmbe

people did not want to pay the extra $2,
siibscri t>tion. DUPES theorized thatl
I I had a ctually sold $5.00 membe

fference I

written to DUPES t©
.ps for $3.00 but
!©r ’’The Thunderbolt
id been lying and
.ns and had pocketed

pe recall© ..

and DUPES had promised to do this

contact r

tel 31 about the mee

|
(it is known that

getner in Klan type movements
his manner it is felt tham

about DUPES * suspicions ox
~l formerly worked to~

I does not like [__
can gain the confidence, o
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Memphis, Tennessee
November 28 , 1960

A conference -afid election of officers of the National.

States Rights Party (NSRP) ,
whose National Headquarters is now

at P. 0. Box 783, Birmingham^ Alabama, was held on November 26

and 27, 1960. It was held on the second floor of a lodge hall
located at 2523 Glass Street, Chattanooga, Tennessee. The

entrance to this hall stated that the building was also the
headquarters of the Dixie Ku Klux Klan. The person who
allegedly made the hall available was I I

a middle-
age, white male. I I

b6
b7C

At least one NSRP member was invited to attend this

meeting by a mimeographed letter on NSRP stationery mailed from
Birmingham, Alabama, bearing the return address of the NSRP as

P. 0. Box 783, Birmingham, Alabama.

This communication stated the meeting would be held at

the above described Chattanooga address, whose phone number was

OX 8-7791. It listed the following agenda:

SESSION SCHEDULE

November 26th 10:00 AM : Meeting of .NSRP .National Committee*
Saturday. to All national, state and local unit

Noon officers make up the National Com-
mittee

1:30 PM Membership meeting. Talks by old
to . officers and election of new officers.

4:00 PM introduction and messages from new
officers.

7:00 PM Open meeting and speaking for members,
their friends and local supporters

November 27th 10:30 AM
Sunday

Working and planning'’sessions. All
NSRP members who plan to be active
and have a future in this growing
movement are expected to be there. All
organizers will have an opportunity to
speak. We will lay out plans for future
strategy and expansion. Committee will
be assigned and dates set for other
activities.

SEARCHED INDEXED

SERIALIZED FILED

DEC 19 1960
FBI— NEW YORK
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Th© invitation &dcted that Bif* Edward Piolds^ NSRP

Information Director, and the staff would stay th® 5°tel T .

Patten and would arrive the evening of November 25, l9ou.

stated that officers would be elected for four-year terras. It

listed scheduled speakers as: The Host, JACK.W. BROWNj

EMORY BURKE (Keynote); Dr. E. R. FIELDS, Attoraey J. B ’ STONER,

NED DUPES, National Secretary-Treasurer; ARTHUR COLE, National

Chairman, Mrs. ANNE BISHOP and others.

Some of the delegates were late in arriving.

During the morning of November 26, 1960, the National

Officers for the next four years had been elected. They were

announced as being NED DUPES, Knoxville, Tennessee, National

Chairman; Mrs. ANNE BISHOP of Little Rock, Arkansas as National

Vice Chairman; W. B. BURCH of Killarny, Florida, National

Assistant Chairman; BERNICE SETTLES of Knoxville, National

Secretary; ROY FRANKHOUSER of Reading, Pennsylvania, National

Organizer; MATT KOEHL of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Security Officer,

and Dr. EDWARD R, FIELDS, a Birmingham, Alabama chiropractor, as

Information Officer,

There were about thirty people, including six or seven

women, at the afternoon session on November 26, 1960.

Among those identified as being present were Dr. EDWARD

FIELDS, Birmingham, Alabama; Attorney J, B. STONER of Atlanta,

Georgia; NED DUPES, Knoxville, Tennessee; !
|Chatta-

himself as IHiSftvJiTSVf*uiTi*1
llimmw

a white male irom I
,

of Little Rock
J

of Chattanooga!
unknown individual (a white male about 23 to 25

years old, 6* tall, 190 lbs,, light red hair, who claimed to

be a vi an mBmhfir from Georgia, had a car with 1960 Georgia
License l I This person bragged that the FBI had offered
him $7500 to spy on other Klansmen and he had told them to "Go
to Hell!*) ;

unknown individual (male white, accompanied the red
headed Georgian. He had black hair and was cross-eyed, wore
glasses, claimed to be !

from Georgia. He too, bragged that the FBI had offered him
$7500 to spy on other Klansmen. He said he and his

by the FBI on several occasions);!
' 1

f Milwaukee, Wis
III Mull! ! ! III

During the meeting f I
bragged that most of the

NSRP members were open but that some, due to their positions, -



'\4

had to be secret members. He said one such member was a Post-
master, who, he inferred, was from Georgia. He also mentioned
a Police Sergeant from Tennessee-wh© recently was fired when* .

he claimed, his superiors learned of his NSRP membership,
| |

said that for security reasons he could not reveal their names.

did a lot of
« said that he would, b6

During the meeting
vague and disjointed talking
if necessary, use guns to defend racial segregation ana states
rights. He did not get specific in this regard and could have

merely been ’’talking to hear himself talk.”!
present that

[

told those

On Sunday, November 27. I960, .just before the meeting
ended, a man by the name of I

~

a lot of wild violent statements to the effect that he would
fight and ki ll, if necessary, to defend and preserve racial

immediately silenced [ ltelling thesegregation.
,

, „ , ,

delegates that such violent and irresponsible statements could
. . ' . ^ <0 > > I 1 _ 1 I I J i.

hurt the NSRP movement. Based on statements made foy| it
_ „ u i i i l_ ' j

was apparent that he was well acquainted with and has worked
• ' 1 In fact, [

1with
she knew She said he snouia not talk about violence

] said

from Atlantal Isaid he wonaerea xf he

the one 1

J. B. STONER talked a lot, mainly he gave voluminous
statistics derogatory to the Negro race as a basis for his con=

tention that there must be no racial integration in the South.

b7C

b6
b7C

in discussing
|

I
said

the chiei witness agaxns't him was an FBI ’’stool pigeon” who had

been paid $125.000 by the FBI to testify against him. I I said

this man[~^ b that he had since dis-
appeared

b6
b7C

i
said little*

|

gave a deliberate and lengthy analysis of the U. S. Constitution,
claiming that the Constitution did not provide for racial inte-
gration. He claimed that the U. S. Supreme Court had perverted
the Constitution in its decisions ordering racial desegregation
of public facilities.

ho
b7C

During the meeting
bragged that they are ardent Ku Klux Klan members.

openly

STONER talked at length-,- attempting to blame this
-3-



country * s plight on th© Negroes, Jews and Communists. His major

hat© seemed to be the Jews, He talked at length about the

numerous United States citizens who have been arrested and con-

victed for commission of espionage against the United States on

behalf of Russia. He said that with two exceptions all of these

had been Jews. He said th© other two were Anglo-Saxons.

STONER emphasized that the problem of racial desegre-

gation was not the paramount problem facing the United States and

the South. He claimed that the Jews, who. are promoting said

'racial desegregation, are th© No. 1 problem. He claimed the

Jews are doing, this to demoralize the'' gentiles and thus use this

demoralisation as a stepping stone for their move to complete

control of the United States.

Admiral JOHN CROMMELIN of Wetumpka, Alabama was not

present. EMORY BURKE of Atlanta was not present.. Either ! |

or STONER told the audience that he had been detained in Georgia

in connection with the probating of the will of a deceased general.

A white male, exact description not recalled, was present

the first day. He was from the New York City vicinity and was an

avowed atheist. He evidently had made some sort of eccentric talk

at the morning meeting on November 26, I960, based on comments

made
to expe

i
and others present} that the NSRP was about ready

this alleged atheist and he allegedly left the meeting

in a fit of anger. Th© -details of this are not known but

said the atheist was trying to confuse issues.

by r
:pel

|
appeared to dominate the meeting. He spent

much time promoting and extolling the alleged virtues of the

official NSRP organ "The, Thunderbolt."

STONER, on November 26, 1960, spent much time attacking
the FBI. He claimed that ever since the Atlanta Jewish Temple

bombing the FBI had harrassed him and followed him; that the FBI
had questioned him about the Little Rock. Arkansas bombing cases r

He said that the FBI had arrested

charging them with an attempt to bomb a Negro college

in Little Rock on July 12, 1960. He laughed at the fact that
1 had even been caught by the FBI in the act of

. . . , * ^ . , i i _ .o t. * i -a

lighting the candle which was to have lit the fuse which would
have detonated the dynamite. Despite this the Federal- Government,

he said, had to turn all of them loose. Everyone, present laughed

at this.

STONER, [ ]and NED DUPES wanted to know if the

Memphis representative at the. me©ting knew[

*»4

of

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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Mpirmhi g T

sentatives knew
|
and whether the repre-

of West Memphis, Arkansas,

DUPES and I I were' disappointed t© hear that no

NSRP meetings were toeing held in West Tennessee. They urged
that active meetings be started and I I said that on his
return to Birmingham he would send the Memphis delegate a list

of NSRP members in the Memphis area, in order that they might toe

contacted and an active chs

and say how well they knew
n*wr> ha foymari- They did not elaborate

A good portion of the November 27 , 1960 session, which
did not start until around 11:00 AM, was devoted to future
possible NSRP activity.

b6
b7C

Some of those present called for more organized activity
in contrast to the heretofore ’’paper type” nature of the NSRP,

The officers led by outlined a vague plan of
future activity. I Inroposed that in the future members of
local chapters wear grey colored shirts to meetings. He
elaborated that he would have patch type NSRP emblems made which
could be sewed to the left chest side of the shirts. He suggested
that by the same token the female members wear grey colored blouses
with the same type patch emblem in the form of a thunderbolt sewed
on the left chest side.

b6
b7C

l
also said.,he would order some lapel type pins

made in the form of a thunderbolt which could be worn on a tie
or pinned to a shirt. He said these would cost $2.00 each,
the Memphis delegate second these moves and they carried.

lalso moved, and it carried, a plan to have city
NSRP chapters hold weekly meetings and to hold bi-weekly meetings
in the rural areas.

| |
emphasized that the NSRP cannot effectively work

through large units. Instead, he said, the units must be small
and flexible and ideally should not exceed four or five members
per unit. He added that the NSRP will issue charters for any
group having three or more members.

=5<=

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

bo
b7C
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of classified ads which will cost fifty cents per line.

. b6
|bemoaned the recent marriage ©f Negro movie b?c

and TV entertainer SAMMY DAVIS, JR. and Swedish actress MAE

BRITT. He said that both ©f them icla'imed -to be converted to. Judaism.

He said this was preposterous inasmuch as you could ci»t be a

legitimate Jew unless your father or mother was Jewish.

I I then elaborated on the grey shirt angle. He be

said his ambition was for the NSRP members to ultimately have b?c

complete uniforms, including pants, belts and caps. He said

that the NSRP would have to gradually work into the uniform

angle lest some members become scared, possibly remembering the

old German^American Bund of pre“World War II days.

ROY FRANKHOUSER of Reading, Pennsylvania, a young man

with a mustache, black hair and dark complexion, called this

uniform idea a form of neo-Nazism, He said he strongly advocated

the white supremacy theory of the NSRP but was opposed to any

neo-Nazi movement. FRANKHOUSER appeared to be intelligent. He

was quiet and talked little. He seemed to be a close friend of

FRANKHOUSER predicted that race riots would ultimately
occur in the Northern cities and the Northern white population
will then realize the Southern white’s problem and will support
the white Southerner in his battle to preserve racial segregation
in public facilities.

a young man having reddish hair and being
of stocky snort puxjLa.

| _

[ talked a lot in vague generalities. «e said tnat
actually the average Northerner was not prejudiced against the
white Southerners’ views once they realized the menace of racial
integration.

STONER and
|

|both criticized the United States
for having entered World War II. They claimed that had the
United States not done so Germany would have done the world a
tremendous service by killing off all the Jews in Europe.

b6
b7C

bo
h7C

b 6

b7C

Then STONER cussed the Jews, citing the fact that the
convicted espionage , agents JULIUS and ETHEL ROSENBERG had been
Jewsj that JUDITH COPLON, who was tried for espionage and whose
case was dismissed, was a Jew. He criticized the U. S. Justice
Department and the FBI for the handling of the COPLON case,
claiming that her telephone had been tapped in order that it
could be disclosed at her trial, thereby introducing grounds for
dismissal of charges against her-.-
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STONER went to great lengths to tell all of those
present that they should never tell anything to the FBI, under

any circumstances. H© said the FBI will ask seemingly meaning-

less questions and lull the interviewee into a sens® of
^

false

security and would then lead the interviewee up to pertinent

questions and then trap the interviewee into making damaging

admissions. He said that if any NSRP member is ever approached

by the FBI for an interview, that said interviewee or member

should refuse to be interviewed and refer the FBI to STONER, an
attorney.

STONER gave as an example the recent series of bombings

in Chattanooga. He said the FBI questioned one man about a Ku
Klux Klan meeting and when the man answered on© or two seemingly
innocuous questions, he was soon induced to name everyone at the

particular meeting. STONER did not elaborate and gave no indication

that he knew who had performed any of the bombings ©r attempted

bombings.

|were not knowingly mentioned
at the meeting and were not knowingly there.

(announced that the next national meeting of the

NSRP would probably be held on Labor Day week-end 1961 at a place

to be announced later.

The next election of national officers will be held

four years hence.

mentioned the current racial desegregation crisis

in the New Orleans, Louisiana public schools. He bragged that

the NSRP is passing out pro-segregation literature there and

called on all NSRP members to give their moral and financial
support to those Louisiana segregationists.

got up and said that thirty years ago a

Federal Judge issuing such pro-integration rulings as those
recently issued by U. S. District Judge SKELLY WRIGHT of New
Orleans would be hanged on the spot. I Ithen turned to

| to confirm this.
|

sat mute

and non-committal.

was accompanied by a young whit© woman, a brunette,
,V- 'Av
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about 5* 7" tall, weighing about 123 pounds, neatly dressed but

very dissipated looking.

NED DUPES remarked that a year or so ago an old man in

Memphis, name not recalled, had sold a number of NSEP memberships

and had allegedly pocketed most of the money and had apparently

not turned in much of the money. He said most NSRP members are

members at large and do not participate in the affairs of the

NSRP.I I too, could not remember the old man f s name.

Nearly all present deplored the fact that heretofore

the NSRP has primarily been a paper -^yp® and propaganda type

organization and not an action organization.

At the meeting and his associates did not

openly discuss their Ku Klux Klan movement and did not try to sell

any memberships. They did not identify any members in any other

localities. [appeared to be on intimate terms with

DUPES J |
and STOHEk

.

Someone, believed to be I 1 proposed that the NSRP

make or utilize movies which would promote their cause. It was

also proposed that they make tape recordings of speeches favorable

to their cause and send them from locality to locality in order

that they might be heard by diverse members.

enough to
use

,

in her purse

.

©posed to get a tape recorder small
She did not elaborate on its intended

I | was noted to be driving a car, a 1959 or

1960 Rambfler with 1960 Arkansas License r I
She was

^ccomdanied at the meeting by a nondescript elderly woman.

I I/jJJbW / i

:—
L&JH

5

#^ At the November 26 and 27, 1960 meeting,
|

r* distributed copies of the November 15, 1960 issue of ’’Common

Sense.'' Union. N. J. paper: copies of ’’TruthSeeker.*’ November,Sense,” Union, N. J. paper; copies of ”TrutH_^e.ek.en..” November,

1960 issue, published 3 8,,,£ark,JLqk,. Also copies

of "The Cross and the Flag,” October, 19|0 issues, official organ

of the Christian National Crusade, Los ^fngeles, California, were

on a table free for the taking. Also available were two throw-

aways of Christian Patriots Crusade, P.0. Box 147, Hinsdale, Illinois,

one entitled "Beware of the Jews," the other entitled "Save the White

Race - the Hell Inspired Jews Seek to Destroy the White Race."

It was estimated that about thirty people were present

at the November 26, 1960 session, and that about twenty were present,

at the November 27, 1960 session.
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DIRECTOR, FBI (105-66233) 12/2(7/60

SAC, NEW YORK

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS
(00: BIRMINGHAM)

ReBulet to NY, 12/15/60. ;

Oa I I wno uas furnished reliable
Information in tne past, advised that he did not possess any
furtner Information concerning tne conference ©f captioned
organisation held in Chattanooga, Tennessee, 10/26-517/60, other
than what he had previously furnished on 12/l/SO, which lrfermatiion
<-as set forth in NYlet to Bureau, 12/5/60, captioned as above.

I I made a 'speech urging tne use of violend'i
and, in consequence* was interrupted by J. B. STONER.

Any additional information concerning to is matter
received by the NYO, will/immedlately communicated to the Bureai
Birmingham and other interested offices.

2 - Bureau (105-66233) (RM)
2 - Birmingham (105-477) (rm)
1, - Little Rock (105-187) (INK)) (RM)
tV - New York (105-28550)
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Report Form

FEW63

FEDERAL I

Reporting Office

KNOXVILLE 0

Office of Origin

BIRMINGHAM

Date

12/15/60

Investigative period

11/26 - 12/7/6®
'

TITLE OF CASE Report made by

THEODORE A.

\

sanders

Typed Byt

MlC
CHARACTER OF CASE

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTS' RACIAL MTTERS

Synopsis':'
•

1

REFERENCE

Louisville airtel t® Bureau 11/22/6®.

-P~

CtsrJ

LEADS

ATLANTA DIVISION

AT ATLANTA, GEORGIA 5

[

*
„ , ^ i / 1 ,

,

" Wijll obtain registration ®f license, ,numb©r@ which*
appeared" on- automobile® observed In the vicinity ®f the' meeting
hall ©£" "the" NSRP duriTTg'"th© tlw a meeting was "in -progress'.

•Will ©heck names ©f registered owner ’through indices
for any - information reflecting owner is known t@ have engaged in
the field ©f racial- activities. -Any pertinent information should’
b© forwarded t© Birmingham Office f®r inclusion in future reports.

*

it U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTINQ OFPIMilQBe





A 1A&LSiU, j, storsrt il/2

CEAKLQCTg

AT CIIAPX/am , MOBTH CAMtt.I»A8

till ©fetala ©@jng®jp»ing 1
jp@jjistsf.iti©® as sat ®©rfc-fe-in l@a<S foss Atlanta Offie

IP*G® Sforfcta Carolina l%emu®



i@5-2©2

INCINNATI DIVI8I

Will
registration as set

information concerning license
in lead for Atlanta Office.

imignis pe eng
any pertinent 'infor
in future reports.
Chattanooga , on 11/

|
for any information reflectingm racial activities and furnish

n to Birmingham Office for inclusion
[
registered at the Hotel Patten

and checked out 11/26/60.

Will check office indices ©n following' names
registered at Chattanooga's Hotel Patten and wili advise JBirming
ham of any pertinent information indicating these individuals
engaged- in -racial actxvitiesr -

Will obtain information concerning license
registration as set forth in lead for Atlanta Office.

I960 Tennessee-,' license numbetrsT -



Will obtain information concerning license
registration as set forth in lead for Atlanta Office.

b6

Will cause a search to be made ©f the indices
'

©n the H$meg @f registered owners ©f autoatobiles for Hamilton
County, Tennessee, observed in vicinity and will furnish any

'

pertinent information to Birmingham concerning such -individuals.
j

196® Tennessee license numbers i

AT DECATUR, TENNESSEE;

COYER PAGE





•
.

•

iKX 1@§~2®2

ADMINISTRATIVE

A spot surveillance was conducted by FBI
Agents in the vicinity of 2523 Glass Street, last Chattanooga,
Tennessee/ on November- 26 and 27, 196©, while meeting of
the NSRP was in progress or was about to start.

Detectives of the Chattanooga Police Department
also supplied license numbers obtained by them on the night
of November 26, 196®, between 9s®® and 1©?©® p.m. ' These
license numbers are being set forth in the administrative
section of this report and leads are being set forth for
offices to Obtain the registered owner of these license
plates for checking through indices for any pertinent
information. This informant is not being set forth in the
body of the details of this report since occupants of these
automobiles as set forth were not observed actually entering
the meeting hall with the exception of seme license numbers
set forth where individuals were observed by Agents entering
the hall on morning of November 27, 196®. This particular
information is set forth In the details of the report.

A spot surveillance was conducted of the building
at 2523 Glass Street, East' Chattanooga, Tennessee, by Agents of
the FBI

^

and license numbers of automobiles parked' in the imme-
diate vicinity of this building were recorded. Records of
Hamilton County Court Clerk’s Office reflect the 196® Tennessee
license numbers recorded were registered as set forth s

11/26/60 (Saturday) morning l©;®® a.m. to 12;QQ noon





Otter cars observed afternoon 11/26/60, but did
not bear 106® Hamilton County, Tennessee, licenses:

The following license numbers were obtained on /

parked cars in immediate vicinity of 2523
' Glass Street

, Chattanooga
Tennessee, between 9:00 n.m, and 10:00 p.mu

, by Chattanooga City
Detectives

1960 Arkansas - 1960 Bambler Station Wagon







m

|
advised a ©a

Batten for 11/26/6®
rd of- ih®- -followings

registration
11/25/6© failed

Lead© are feeing set forth for offices wherein
'

the above individuals reside to check their indices and furnish
any information t®, Birmingham Office indicating these persons
engaged in any racial activity. Du® to the fact that it is not
known that these persons were in attendance at the NSRP meeting,
these names are not being carried in' the body of the details of
this report.





FD-204 (Rev. 0-28-58)

uniteTxstates department of justice
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

X - ONI, 6th Naval District, Charleston, S.C,
1 - OSI, Maxwell AFB, Montgomery, Alabama

Copy fos 1 - G-2 , Fort McPherson , Georgia

Report of: THEODORE A. SANDERS
Dote; 12/15/60

File Number: 105™2O2

Title: 'NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

Office: Knoxville

Bufiie 105-66233

Charade:: RACIAL

Synopsis: Meeting of NSRP held in hall of Dixie Klan's, Knights of
thf Ku Klux Klan, Inc., Chattanooga, Tenn. , on 11/26-27/60 for
purpose ©f electing national officers. Officials reported by
informant and press sources as elected were NED DUPES of Knox-
ville, National Chairman, Mrs. ANN BISHOP of Little Rock,
National Vice' Chairman, W. B. BURCH, KiHarney, Florida 1

,

National Assistant Chairman, BERNICE SETTLES, Knoxville,
Secretary, ROY FRANKH0USER, ; Reading, "Pa. , National ’Organizer,
M#TT KOEHL, Milwaukee,, fisc., Security Officer, Dr. EDWARD R.
FIELDS

,
_ Birmingham

, Information Officer. Informant advised
speaker^ at meeting eyening '11/26/60 , criticized the NegFoesr,'
the Jews and the' FBI. License numbers of automobiles, whose
occupants observed entering hall, set forth, as well as hotel
registration information.

DETAILS.; AT ; CHATTANOOGA „ TENNESSEE'S

v
’ The Chattanooga News-Free Press , Chattanooga,

Tennessee, a daily publication, in the city edition of 11/26/60,
page five.,-, column three, carried the following news story;

" "Rights Unit Meets Here

" Segregation Goal,
Dr. Fields Says

"A group identifying itself 'as the 'National States
Rights Party (NSRP) opened a two-day conference today in a club-
house art

- 2523"' Glass -St

.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of any kind. It Is the properly of the FBI, and Is a loan to your agency/
It and/or its contents are not to bo distributed outside your agency*
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"The opening session, closed t© the press, was
held in an upstairs room, the entrance to which was marked
'Welcome Klansmen.

'

"Dr. Edward R. Fields, editor of the Thunderbolt
described as ' the official white racial organ of the National
States Rights Party' , told a reporter that some 35 persons from
several states were in attendance at the opening session, held
for the election of new officers and for 'the discussion of
plans for future strategy and expansion'

.

"A reporter entering the clubhouse was met by a
man who asked, 'Are you one of us?’ Asking to see Dr, Fields,
the newsman was asked to remain downstairs in what appeared to
be a clubroom while Dr, Fields was summoned from the meeting
upstairs

.

Important Plans

"Dr. Fields said he expected 'important plans'
to be made at the two-‘day meet. He said he expected some 55
leaders from several states to show tip for the meeting before
it ended Sunday at about noon.

" 'We are her© to make plans for ©ur fight,'
Dr. Fields, who is only 28, told' a reporter.

"He was asked what the group was fighting for.

" 'Segregation 0

, Dr. Fields answered.

"This group has been called ' extremists 1 by
other states rights and oonsbi'ttorttonal organizations. .

"Dr. Fields, a Birmingham' chiropractor
,
said 'the

local host"for the conference was Jack Brown, a resident of
East Chattanooga . He said the clubhouse ' is the property of
Mr. Brown'".

"He said new officers ©f the group, elected
during the initial session this morning, were Nat Dupes of
Knoxville, national chairman; Mrs. Ann Bishop of Little R6ek,
Ark. , national vice chairman; W. B. Burch, Killarney, J?la. ,

national assistant chairman; Bernice Settles, Knoxville,

-2-



secretary; Roy Frankhouser, Reading, Pa., national organizer;
Matt KOehl, : Milwaukee, Wis. , security officer, and Dr. Fields,
information officer.

"Dr. Fields said all the officers were present
for the meeting except Mr. Burch. He said he had been contacted
earlier and he had agreed to accept the post.

"Dr. "Fields said the group was 'working quietly'
and preferred! not to have publicity in publications other than
its own organ. The News-Free Press reporter was not invited
to the meeting, but went to report on the convention in response
to a 'tip' outside the organization.

"Dr. Fields and two officials later agreed to
pose for a news photo.

"Entering the clubhouse, whose front door was
plastered with "Faubus-for-President" stickers, a reporter was
stopped by an" elderly man who wanted to know the visitor's
identification and purpose in ©©raing.

"This man later was 'identified' as Charles Smith
off New ;t©rk "€ity , who boasted' of having founded the American
Association for the Advancement of Atheism.' Dr. Fields said
Mr. Smith" was not part of his group."

A' -photograph accompanied* "this article showing'
three individuals identified as NED DUPES of Knoxville', national
chairman; Mrs. ANN BISHOP of Little Rock, Arkansas, national

’

vice chairman; and Dr. EDWARD R, FIELDS, information director.

J advised Agents
of 'the""FBI that the building located at 8523 Glass Street, East-
Chattanopga," Tennessee', is the headquarters of the Dixie Klaus,’
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc. He advised this building is
used by -members of this organization and their friends. , No other
organization or business is located at this address.

I

haS 1dentif1ed as|

|
This building is located in the business

district of East Chattanooga
, Tennessee

.
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©n Sunday morning between 10:0© a.m. and 10:30
a. in., November 27, 1960, FBI Agents observed individuals
leaving automobiles bearing the license registration listed
below and entering the building located at 2523 Glass Street,
East Chattanooga, Tennessee:

1960 Tennessee license
I960 Arkansas license
I960 Tennessee license
I960 Tennessee license

On December 7, I960, records of
Knox County Court Clerk Office, reflected Tennessee

1 registered to I

- ~

tered to

I

Records of Hamilton County Court Clerk 1 s Office,
sa, Tennessee . reflect that license f lis ragis-

ano Tennessee license

Information previously reported

1

On November 29, 1960,

J
Hotel Patten, Chattanooga, Tennessee, advised that

tae registration cards reflect thatl

registered on November
25, 1960, at 3:12 p.m,

,

occupying room 816 and checked out on
November 27, 1960; that NED DUF3S, 808 North TJ^ird Street,
Knoxville, Tennessee, registered on November 25, i960, at
4:49 p.m. and occupied room 346 and chankad out on November
27,1960; that

)
iNational

States Rights Party

,

registered at 9:48' p.m. on governoer 20 , i&$u, and occupied

P 246, checking out on November 27, 1960; that I

representing National States Rights Party

,

registered at 10:21 p.m, on November 25,
iwow

, occupying room 520, checking out November 27, I960,

-4



b6
b7Cany registration for J

ROY FRAMKHOUSER
, or

advised that he ha.d n© records for
B. STONER

J

J
Confidential Knoxville Informant T-l on

November 27, I960, and December 1, 1960, advised a meeti ng
<0'f the NSRP was held on the night ©f I

at 2523 Glass Street, Chattanooga, Tennessee, Whidh xs the
headquarters ©f the BK KKKK "

Enfc-rmant advised this meeting was ©pen to
the public. Members tst the DK

V KKKK, Inc., Klavern #1,
2o23 Glass Street, Chat tanooga, Tennessee, had been invited
to attend this meeting. I~

Informant advised the meeting began at
approximately 7^30 p.ra. and tpygmated at approximately

He advised 30 persons were
.ated approximately 15 ©f

10 - @0 p .

m

present at ’rais meeting.—He
-
® ...... ._ v(r v

the persons present were members of the BK, KKKK* Inc.
at Chattanooga, Tennessee. He named the following BK,
KKKK, Inc.

, members wh© were present:

b7D

b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

Informant advised this meeting was held under the
leadership of the reported president of NSRP,

|

from Bi rmingham , Alabama. He advised speakers were:
one of the leaders of the OK- tcrftK; iuc. , Chatfc&nOdga,

and (FNll> STONER, Atlanta, Georgia.
5 residences unknown,

b6
b7c
b7D



ana
| |

spoke xn ©pposxtxon t© xntegration.
| |

spoke in opposition to integration stating that the
Jewish race was responsible for the integration move-
ment . He said that STONER spoke violently in opposition
to_ the _ Negroes, the Jewish race, and the FBI. STONER
criticized the FBI relative to investigations and accusing
him and others in the bombing of Jewish Synagogue in
Atlanta, Georgia, during 1958, He also criticized the
FBI for its investigation in relation to integration

Informant advised no formal business took
place during this meeting and the object of the meeting
was to afford opportunity to the various speakers, and to
attempt t@ interest .in the organization. Informant
advised

|
reported there was not a chapter

of the NSRP located in Chattanooga, 'Tennessee, but they
hoped to organize on® in the future.

Informant reported he did not know the names
of all the various members of this organization

,

’ who attendee
this meeting, nor did 2a© know the cities or states they
represented. Informant advised that

|

I former member of tne o. s. Rians, Knights
©f the Ku Klux Klam. Inc. . at Jasper.' Tennessee, was nresent
at this meeting, and stated he was a member of the

Informant advised i

stated the NSRP had held meeting881

all day on I 1 and
for the morning of

|

officers were invited to attend tl

at the DK a KKKK, Inc. Hall
had scheduled a .meeting

at the hall, but only



DIXIE KLANS, KNIGHTS OF THE
KU KLUX KLAN, Inc.

Sources advised it was announced at a meeting
of KXavesrn #1, u. S. Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan,
In©. CD. S. Klans), at Chattanooga , Tennessee

, on September
17 , 1957 , that some former leaders ©f Kiavern #1 and their
associates had been banished from U. S. Klans during the
preceding week.

Sources advised those individuals who were
banished formed a new klan organization known as Dixie Klans,
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc. , with headquarters in
Masonic Hall, 2523 Glass Street, East Chattanooga,
Tennessee

.

A General Welfare Charter was secured by
DK, KKKK, from the State of Tennessee on October 21,
1957 , which charter list© some of the purposes of the
organization as freedom of speech and association,
rejection of forced integration, presfrvation of the
constitutions off the United States and of Tennessee
and the preservation of the sovereignty off each state.

On lay 13 , 1959 , sf,
source stated that the

DK, KKKK, has active klaverns in Tennessee, Georgia, and
Alabama. This source advised attempts were made to
organize klaverns of this organization in Arkansas,
Mississippi, Florida', South Carolina, and North Caro-
lina, but the attempts at organization in these states
have not been successful.

D. S. KLANS, KNIGHTS OF THE
KU KLUX KLAN, Inc. (TENNESSEE), aka

:
Source advised on October 12, 1956, that

_
|
organized a new klan group at Atlanta,

Georgia, in 1953. This organization received a corporate'
charter in Georgia, in October., 1955, under the name U. S.
Klans

.
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Sources advised in October, 1956, that the
U. S. Klans has a® affiliation with any previous klan group,
but utilizes with minor changes the Klan Kloran or Ritual,
written in about 1915 by WILLIAM JOSEPjS SIMMONS and used
by' the now defunct Knights of the ICu Klux Klan (1915-1944)

.

These sources advised the XL S. Klans has as its principal
aims and objectives the promotion of Americanism, White
Supremacy and Segregation.

Source stated the aims, objectives and
principles for all practical purposes are the same as
those of the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan.

Sources stated that on numerous occasions
has

.

announced objectives will be made through legal
means and without violence. They advised klan officials
expect to achieve objectives through strength in membership,
thus

.

insuring selection of public officials who are sympa-
thetic with their views.

Sources advised in November, 1956, that
and other individuals responsible for organizing

the U, S, Klans are former officers and members of the
Association of Georgia Klans (AGK) . AGK has been designated
by the Attorney General pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

Sources advised in 1958 that the U. S.,

Klans continues as the principal klan in operation and is
actively engaged in recruiting members in several Southern
States. These informants advised that the U. S. Klans
have made considerable progress within the past year in.
opening new units in the Southern States.

L
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT
t

OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUBEAU OF INVESTIGATION

Knoxville, Tennessee
December 15, 1960

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS

Reference is made to report of SA
THEODORE A. SANDERS dated December 15, 1960, at
Knoxville, in captioned matter.

Confidential Knoxville Informant T-l
has furnished reliable information in the past.

, This is ‘loaned to you 'by 'the FBI, and
neither it nor it® contents are to ‘be distributed
outside the agency to which loaned.





the TRUTH SEEKER
A Jccmoi for Reasoncra and Rodct3

Editoq, Charles Smith
; associate editors, Marshall J. Gauvui

and Rgsirt Kuttker; contributing editors, Herbert Cuther, Bv-
*am Campbell, and Patricia Schuyler.

VOLUME 87, No. 11 NOVEMBER, 1960

ftsbKahed monthly by The Troth Seeker Company, Inc Prwident,
Paries Smith; Secretary. Frederick H. Pcizin, 38 Park Row, N.Y.

SwoadclM* postage paid at New York, N. Y.

Subscription rate: One year, $2.00; six months, $1.00. Make
check*jmd^ money orders payable to The Troth Seeker Co., Inc

The contents of The Troth Seeker are not copyrighted, and may
be used by any one with or without credit.

Governor Davis, Accept Our
Acknowledgment of Error

In the recent campaign for state offices in Louisiana, Janies
Davis, candidate for governor, declared that, if he should
be elected, the State charity hospitals would cease to be
hatcheries of illegitimate children. We predicted that he
could not make good his promise. In other states efforts

' "n public-expense breeding of Nes?m bastards
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POST OFFICE COX 261 JIFFERSONVIUS, IWCJAm

/

pTA„ #

&1AT&&4AI. C&&ZCS:

ARTHUR O. COLE
ChaJmtan

MftS, PfTER COWAN
Vtc^-CWnnon

mo D07>£S

Sccrolory-Trociureiv-

MATT KO^A^fT^T-
Sw®®”

DR. EDWARD R. %1ELDS
Infomwttcn Dimeter

nOVMHSE 26th
SATURDAY:

ITiU AiiS H£Rij8T INVITEu

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTT

CONFERENCE AND ELECTION OF OFFICSRS

Mboot c£3 acU Coi

Cc^rocpcndn^ Secretary

N. $. ft. P.

P. 0. Dos 216?

KnoxvHSo ?, Tortnossoo

PLACE:
DATE:
MEETING HALL:

HALL PHONE:

SESSION schedule

10 A.M.
to

12 NOON

1:30 P.M.

to
4:00 P.M.

Chattanooga, Tennessee
November 26th and 27th
2523 Glass Street
OX 8-7791

'nJfA
'i/yj^

Meeting of NSRP National Committee. All National^
State and local Unit officers make up the National
Committee.

j RE" THERE ON TIME1

Membership meeting. Talks by old officers and
election of new officers. Introduction and
messages from new officers.

II07EMBER 27th
semi:

7:00 P.M. Opai meeting and speaking for members, their
frirride an.: local supportoro. /»*

10:30 A J4. Working and planning session. All NSRP members
who plan to be active and have a future in this
growing movement are expected to bo there. All
organizers will have an opportunity to spsak.
We will lay out plans for future strategy and ©3&-
ponsion. Committees will be assigned and dateo
set for other activities.

DR. BIXiARD R. FI3SHB AND STAFF will stay at the Hotel Patton. Wo will arrivo
Friday evening. W© hope that you too will stay at this fine hotel so that waoy all bo together. REMEMBER, IT WILL BE FOUR TEARS BEFORE WE ELECT OFFICES
AGAIN. THIS IS TOUR PARTT - ATTEND WITH TOUR FEU0W MEMBERS , We need rourlLa
on future NSRP planning, policy, etc. Speakers include: Our host Jack Brown
(wolccming), Hon. Qnory Burke (keynote). Dr. E. R. Fields, Atty. J. B. Stoner,
Ned Dupes, Arthur Cole, Mrs. Anne Bishop and others.

NSRP Conference Committee
Box 783, Birmingham, Alabama

P.S.: Election results still not completely in. Election report and
Conference report will be issued at the same time.

y
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Smith. Charles 100-5521

SMITH, CHARLES. ~ii/56
~

100-0-117060
"

Editor Truth Seeker Co*
Rational Liberal League

6 7 (/

JhlTH, CHARLES
. 100-86328*

1081). Gerard Ave.,Bronx

SOB;
• 1895

IDENT REFS SEE SEARCHSLIP 5/l3/5?_ 100-86328-3

APT #1

100-929.94*
LJL . *

—

1

SIXTH, -CHARLES
'

$/# 100-19915-35#



100-2936-XA786 ' v /
ri'jH, CilABIiS - ~

ftotosvat of HO Gen. office ****.*> H»» **

Lodce ip.57 XH£

B; 1895

lV5o

M1tH> CaAiitSS 1}$£ 100-2936-lAlli92 ,

P'l607

108i{. Gerard Ave

.

nB&Jffe W: ^ y
/vt>~ ?9</*
7
l 00-86328*

On J |Garnished 8k

dues membership lists of the BVO current as or late

i reflected the above named held
I lnl I

iITli, CHARLES

SMITH,' CHARLES

105-UU27-7 P. 1

100-10l;539-l

5/51

iMT'T'T-r . CHARLES 3/59 105-6129-166

Charles 4/26/62 ~ 116*84462*



SOTH, CHARLES jjl *65-11899

B; li/l/9b, Clevealnd, Ohio

AKA: Chief OS-KO-MON * singer and dancer

SMITH,’ CHARLES
;

9/58 105-28550-25- P3

elderlyman -who publishes' the pamphlet "The Trpth Seeker"
38 Park Row, New York 8, NY

age; 67 years in 1956

SMITH, CHARLES i/56 105-6112-568 p.g

Editor.of "TRUTH SEEKER"

age 67 in 1956

. smith, ciaries (colored)

Negro- seaman
B; 10/22/92 Jamaica, B.W.I.

SHOCKS CHARLES

Age 37 in 19^3

191^3 Occj__Seanan_______

SMITH, CHARLES

\ OM, *7, C'‘'•'V

100-51115- -13 yf]

ioo-ii8HiO-7 l/y/

p. 37'
I

130-48140-7

imnlTl BRITISH) ARRIVED NIC 7-28-43
,

PASSENGER SS AQBATANIA (BRITISH;

100-18524-208 ,207 ^\
\

3‘TTn * 1
1

Born; 8/2/OU ’

!Born;

S.. 215

r.. 439

77-.606U*

N0I IDENTICAL WEi-
(char].es J osepli”niith

)

' '100-86328*





SMITH, CHARLES 100-269

SMITH, CHARLES

SMITH, CHARLES, MR.
100-269

Pmltfa. Charles
"97-169-3000

4/25/51

OnL^- |apprlSStely
d
430 wrappers died in

5S0~~
tte naljl worker and/or tho Eorker^o

mailing the naii*
vnrk City area. ine

,

subscribers in the he - these wrappers. The

name and address appeared ! ^ subscription

bottom line of the ^dress^ndica
4/25/SL, -

data, which is identified^ m
of their lack.

97-169-3000. ^^being’ typed, have been destroyed

of evidentiary value, being w

smith; Chas.

/o/JL 7 ^

Bureau criminal record 11/26/38

60-302







SMITH, CHARLES

The Tru^b Seeker Co.

33 Park Row
Hew York, NY

'ITH, CHARGES

SMITH, CHARLES

]

SMITH, CHARLES

SMITH. CHARLES

6/59 105-6112-778 p46

n off

30-11<"'51 3-20 Att.#l l bt

121-5035-la9
'

'

.
a^XT •—; z ^

5/56 105-6112-586 —
:

Ue* /^//*-^ s/ a£ ,'^^ I
Cr' -rt*P ^2 7,1 a.<S •*- Mf/vX*'

fj

8/56 105-618^110
P.L

*100-53398- .3' //

SMITH, CHARLES 8/60 65-18233#

1 -A^ *£} ,/>. ' t

SMITH
-

,. CHARLES 5/56 100-128155-3 A,
j pjjuJ**

:

...
.• - P-^

..

President-- aaidl director of Trttth Seeker Company:, .^/ A /
In corporazfced. Room 1019, 38 Park Row,. New York City.

j

-6.'7 (/$ szj .. ’

j

//j

Bh' i°d
‘
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97-169-1/1 979
Cm,

16

On 9/20/51J [jjirnished bk\

I I and Sill la li£jt of approximate
1;/ 12^000 subscribers to the "Daily Torker 11

and/or "The Worker"* The above name appeared
thereon* The last 15.ne of the above listing
constitutes the subscription code which is
identified in the report of Sk

|

|
16/6/51* NYE captioned "FREEDOM OF THE

PHESft GO., IKC-: IS-C«, pages 15-17. (Serial
97-169-3062) • _

stsrm, cmm

CHARLES MR. 9T-169-1A979
Sad* '3 ?» ' 3

mis.

-2-5-51-M-Ks^i
1 . . _ ,1

to 9/20/£U CLSJ |_furnxshed SA|
,—

^

—zz
-|*nd SE a list of- approximate

It 12 fl00Q subscribers $0 the MDaily Wprker.

and/or “The Worker"* She a&ove name appeared

thereon. ‘The last line of the above listing

constitutes the subscription code which is

identified in the report^f SA I
I

1 6/6/51? «XC* captioned «PREH>°M,0F THE

Mess <30., INC. 5 IS-C«£ pages 15-17* {serial



ITT , CHARLES 100*^26603‘-1A521'7

pi 2468

SMITH, CHARLES (ME.) 3/54 97~l69~Subfile A-2Q901

Dates 2/S/54

of known reliabilit3
r made available to this

office, in forma lion ooncei ninr; subscriptions of above
to the "Daily Worker sr "The Worker* 11

SMITH. CHARLES

4679 'pg

. 97-169-1A 9Z9
Sec. 2 • p^loo

1/16/52

Qn 9/20/5lJ
land SE

ly 12, 000 subscnoers
and/or " The Worker "

«

_l£urni shed SA' I

|
a list of approximate

So the ''Daily Worker"
The above name appeared

thereon. The last line of the above listing
Constitutes the subscription c ode which is
identified in the report of SA |~

1 6/6/51. NYC, captioned "FREEDOM OP THE
PRESS CO., INC.; IS-C'V: pages 15-17* (Serial
97-169-3062) •









100-21350-1514

SilTH. CHAK1.ES

ffSEI, CHARLES

SMITH, CHARLES

100-45646-1791,92
)
?

•'f

100-50S47-1C8
°

1

100-54703

p
: /

SEE: SMITH, CHARLES M.
-

'n
i"

r
'rn "'"

\
1

i SMITH, CHARLES

S 68 p7 I

100-80410

100-83438-//”"

I
^ It* 10/53 p.3

SMITH, CHARLES



SMITH, CHARLES • 5/59 157-4-1

Pres. - THE TROTH SEEKER COMPANY, INC,

S„:iTII, CHARLES 12/# 157-13-6

(9/59 )

P2

publisher of- the "Truth Seeker"

(an atheistic publication)
former employee of CONDE LksGIITLEY- of Union, NJ

SHTH, CHARLES 12/60

Hew York City
Editor of "The Truth Seeker"

! SMITH, CHARLES 100-11988-187 7



"Pursuant to our arrangement, there are lit;ted
boloy the names and addresses of individuals who have received
publications similar to those sent to you from time to within
the last few weeks, and returned to us for delivery:

Among numerous names listed is that of

"CHARLES SMITH (Editor), c/o Truth Seeker Company, 38 Park
Row, Uew York, if. Y."

Letter to IJY dated 12/6/i|.0 from
Treasury Department, United States
Custom Service, ITew York, If. T.
RS:

t

HAD
.1

%

b7D



"On October 29. 19^6.
advis ed he was in possession or

literature which 3lie believed to be subversive , She
explained there has recently been some discussion in the
community as to whether it would be a good thing to teach
religion in the schools. She said this is r'orbidden in
the Akron School System but that certain students in
Eenmore High School have been attending Bible Study v

classes in a private home before going to school. This
received some publicity in the Akron Beacon Journal and
the names and addresses of some of the members of the
group were published.

'h€

b7C

"Shortly thereafter each of those persons received
envelopes postmarked at Canton, Ohio, 3:00 All, October 22,
1956, which envelopes contained several pieces of literature
from Truth Seekers Company, 33 Park Bow, Hew York, hew York.
She said the literature spoke out against tne Bible,
stating it is fiction, iinioral and the worst form of
reading . She said the literature also ridicu.led the
United States Constitution and tne persons who wrote the
Constitution stating it was never intended this country
be based on any religious principles.

"She said tnese publications show the editor as one CJ.LlhL^S

SIIITH. She said another publication entitled 1 Save the
Public Schools,* published by the national Liberal League,
30 Park Bow, Hew York, Hew York, is shown as being edited
by IdHISHALL J. GAUVIH.

'|
|
said these publications are receiving ^

widespread circulation amongst the high school ana junior
high school students in the Hormone district, and she
believes the distribution of such material to school stuaents
snould be stopped."

CLEVELAHD letter to ITT.! YORE
dated ll/l/56
B2

:

CHARLES SkITH
EDITOR TRUTH S„,Aj£i CO.
iiiTIOijAl! LlBhhil. LEAGUE
SECl.iRlTY I-IATTER - 0
100-0- 117060



r

[

furnished the following information on
which he received from a source whom he termed

reliable but whose identity he did not wish to disclose.

"He stated that a meeting of the TRUTH SIMffiR group

b7D

at 1

"
1

present including' tAie following : JAJl; 3 i'ALOT.h.l i

"lie stated that the urineinsl! srjealrep viaS—jpne

b6
b7C
b7D

briefly*
"This source also stated that also spoke

"J/AEOLR advised this source that he was having
difficulties with CILIRLrj SHITE and that he slight not continue
to attend SUITE’S meetings but could hold his own meetings
of the IIATIGRAL PJHAI; .SAUCE IAIRTY."

I-IAD

- '\ 11

/
7\

HIT:/ YORK llemo 12/22/^8 of
SA EDUARD A. BRA1IDT
DETXTTSD:

]
COiA'IDEUTIAL SOURCE
RE: CHARLES SloITH

RACIAL 1-IaTTERS
100-0-117060-A

b7D



I
I ( Complainant )

|

I mersonally contacted
I1Y0 this date at 1{.:30 p,m, He stated that ho had been
contacted by one l L I|Y. whom
he has known on and off for several years. I I a sired hi
to attend a meet Inn:

|~

} stated that thi
CHARLES SillSI. f

’’lie stated that I I and I 1 appeared to be in charge
of the meeting. He stated that the purpose of the mooting and "

be
tho discussion therein appeared to be the supremacy of the white bi
race and the elimination of ITegroes and Jews*, He stated that

|
brought out that everyone at the meeting was a Pacist and

that German and Italian anthems were played,

*

1 pointed out that they wanted to get the backing
of some soaathern people in order to put out a racial paper and
attempt to net teachers sympathetic witn their alias into southern be
schools, I Istated that concrete plans must be made, lie aaid b?
that ^ nothing similar to the Atlanta bombings must take place as
it gives them unfavorable publicity and sets them back,

|

sail., that Pacist control of the country must be attained ohrougn
the intellectual classes*

"Oonnlainant stated that many books on racial issues
are in I I possession aud that ITazi flags were in evidence
at the meeting. Complainant said that ho is not in sympathy be

with the above. He said that he Is in a position to get further b7

information for the FBI since I Ifeels that he is a friend of
his* 1 1

u II»• * *

HEW YORK Memo Z/k/59 of

|
( Complainant

)

HE: CHARLES SHIPH
RACIAL liATPJRS
100-0-117060 B



Public anions

nT-l indicated that on October 15, 1957 1 the
August - September HR Bulletin, was boing distributed by
I1AD0L : . He said this bulletin, was entitled
Sets Up a Ililitary Dictatorship In Arkansas* by JAiu.,8 H,
riADuLn* He sa,id tnat liABGLE stateo. in. tne article that
iiilohiuTObjiR like TiTKJRT and RoOS:,/JILT before him has
proceeded to trample the civil rights or white Gentile
Pziuricans because ol extreme pressure by every Jewish
organisation* He indicated that the brutal su.prcssion
of segregation leadei*s, JOHN KASPER and Reverend
PPiED STROUD in liashville, indicated the Police State
methods tided by the Jewish dominated Supreme Court and
the EISERHOUER gangster regime in Washington* He also
stated that the FBI is trying to frame up a new sedition
trial by accusing leading citizens of Little Roci: of
conspiracy to foment rebellion against a court order
to integrate Central high School. The article also s tatod
the Phi is carrying out inquisitions which even arrests
and holds teenage girls incoimiunicado over night,

”T~1 indicated



T

- 2 -

!,f
j?-l added the title oi‘ the article in tills current bulletin
would be 1 Tiio Catholic Church Verses Racial Rationalism* •

"T-l Indicated that this article is antl-Seraitic
and ant1-Religlon,

b7D

Date of Activity
Identity and/or description
of Source of infcmation

1-1 Re Aus*-Ger>t

,

I Bulletin

Date
Rocoived

Ayent
to Shon
Furnished

Pile ITo.

..here
Located b7D

10/15/57 3A :jd
t.jard 105-6112-51^

A. BRAIiDT

IIY renort of SA 30JAAD A, BfiAIIOT

dated" l/l0/56
iyyT r

?T/,;,p •

UAflOjIAL R^iTAISGAHCE IduiiT
IS - X
105-6112-568 p. 8

HAD X



IL. |
flipniched the following information

on] He indicated that the ’Truth Seeker’ nroun.
T-iaarW: tw fill '.nr'

. hnlrl a rieeti-ng on I I

|
He stated that about

25 -persons were present, including JAHL8 HADOIL,

I

and about 6 other members of the National
Renal s sanee Party , He stated that SLITII and JAIIkS HADOLE
were tho speakers and that SklTK spoke for about l\S minutes
and no one appeared to understand what he said, iLADOLE
spoke along his usual lines attacking the Jews, Negroes
and Puerto Ricans as an unassimilable oeople, 11

CO of ITT r.erao of SA 'X^L'CD A, h

dated 3/10/50
ENTITLED:

COITkIDEiTTlAL SOURCE
IN FIL-. khTITIkD

:

RATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
IS - X
105-6112 - 506



The following excerpt is taken from a Hew York
Report dated U/9/$Q entitled RATIONAL RBHAISS/JTCS PARTY

:

"IV. ACIIOh TAkAh TO IKPL ilki-IT Till

PROGRAM Oh TAL ISP

“A, Ilootings

nT-l indicated o: 1 that
. meeting on
*» _ rvi

group headed by CHARLES SMITH. lie said that ILTDOLi; was
accompanied by about 15 of his boys, but IIADOLE indicated
to these pei*sons that he had no intention of trying to
take over SMITH’S group* IIADQLY, however indicated he
hopes to speak regularly at these meetings, this saving
himself the trouble and expense of organising public
meetings of Ms own*

"T-l added that IIADOLA spoke at this meeting
along his usual anti-semitic line, and CDYALJS SMITH,
who is quite elderly and ill, attended the meeting, but
did not sneak*

Identity
of Source

Date of Activity
and/or Description
of Ini'orraation

Re meeting l/l0/53

Da.te Agent to
Received whom

Furnished

1/13/53 EDWARD A.
BRAIDT

File Humber
where
Located

105-6112-572

HY report of SA EDUARD A. BI-LAiDT
dated i)./9/53

IMi'
r|lITL2D s

HATI ORAL
*
REIIAISSAilCE PARTY

IS - X
105-6112. - 595 p. 6



The following information is taken from NY
letter to Director dated 6/10/59:

11On I*/28/59* Detective I

[(conceal), furnished SA
with a numoer of 3 x 5 cards bearing the names and
addresses of various individuals, some of whom have
contributed to the National Renaissance Party (NRP)
which is headed by JAMES H. MADOLE.

1 I advised that he had
received this material rroml

that they had obtained the material from an unidenti-
fied individual l l

Among the names mentioned is that of

”SMITH, CHARLES
The Truth Seeker Co* (Truth Seeker)

38 Park Row
New York, N©w York Subscription Contribution Membership

$3 » $2 .

NY letter to DIRECTOR 6/10/59
TiTJTTTT. ’HID •

NATIONAL ‘RENAISSANCE PARTY
INTERNAL SECURITY - X
105-6112-778 p. lj.6



k}

b

"On 29 April I960,
<

I

'

I Anti-Defamation League
1 nai B * rith, Suite 300. 515 i'o.dlson Avenue. ITew You.;. 7-Tewii

york, residing at
|

|was
interviewed tinder oath at Headquarters, lOcith CIO Group, 111
Hast 16th. Street. Hew York. Hew York. 11 bv Special Agents

1

»

b6
b7C

The following informati on is taken fron EXHIBIT I -
"Transcript of interview under oath with STDJACT, in sworn
statement form, executed by I-IIP, on 19 hay I960.*.,

"20^.

"206 .

"207

.

0,:

A:

r>.
'v •

A:

M;̂*

A:

The Truth Seekers magazine, who is that published by?

Charios Smith.

That organization is he repre sonting

?

The Racist Porur.i,

The Racist -forum is that an organisation as such,
or is it just a forum?

Its just a forum, its actually there is no organiza-
tion as such. There is a Truth .lookers magazine
which Charles Omith is the publisher and editor of,
and this magazine sponsors tho Racist Porum,

/

HAD • I.

IT

Photostat of rsnort 9/20/6C
SA L

\ fc* 6
' b7C

108th CIO Group
TITLE:

qqgr *
DrOjui •

PIL- D1T07ITL2D:
BATE Oii'AL REBAUCABCI! PARTY
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105-6112-832 p. 26
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CC of letter from WFO to DIRECTOR dated 7/30/58
enclosing a letterhead memorandum setting forth data
regarding proposed anti-Jewish demonstrations*

The following information is taken from memo-
randum:

nConfidential Informant T-l, who has furnished
reliable information in the past* advised on July 21, 1958,
that G. Lincoln Rockwell, 6512 Williamsburg Boulevard,
Arlington, Virginia, planned to hold anti-Jewish demonstrations
in the Washington, D. C., area during the weekend of July
25-27, 1958.

MAmong those taking part in the activity besides
Rockwell, according to T-l, were:

ttCharles Smith, who is an elderly man who publishes the
pamphlet ‘The Truth Seeker,* 38 Park Row, New York 8,
New York*"

n ti
• * •

T-l in the memorandum is
located in

b7D

Data reported from T-l is

CC WFO letter to DIRECTOR 7/10/58
Re: ANTI-JEWISH DEMONSTRATION IN

WASHINGTON, D.C. , 7/25*27/58
IS-X

In case Entitled?
NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY, aka
IS-X; RACIAL MATTERS

105-28550-26
-25 (MEMORANDUM)

MAD

7 '

l
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"Series of five articles appeared in 'New York Daily-
News* 1/20-24/59, written by DAVID BURK and entitled, ‘Peddling
Hate in America: Egypt’s NASSER, «... .Persons specifically named
in BURK’s articles are ... CHARLES SMITH. ...”

"CHARLES SMITH
"’Truth Seeker*

"On 4/13/56, NY T-2 advised that TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, INCOR-
PORATED, Room 1019, 38 Park Row, New York City, was chartered
October 1, 1940# in the State of New York. The officers were
listed as follows:

"CHARLES SMITH, President and a Director of the
concern.

"MARTHA BIGINELLI, Secretary-Treasurer and a
Director.

"TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY is the publisher of a monthly
’free thinkers* magazine entitled ’Truth Seeker’ with a
average monthly circulation of 2,000 copies. This concern
also publishes books and acts as book sellers. The present
management obtained control In 1936, assuming assets and lia-
bilities of TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, INCORPORATED, which corpora-
tion was chartered in New York State August 11, 1883. It is a
nonprofit organization with income derived from donations and
mail order sales of publications. This source further advised
that CHARLES SMITH was 67 years of age as of January 25, 1956,
and was single and native born. He had been employed by the
corporation for a number of years prior to 1936 at which time
he was elected president.

"MARTHA BIGINELLI was indicated as being 68 years of
age, as of January 25, 1956, single, native born and a long
time employee of the concern.

"NY T-13 advised on I

b7D

|
according to this source, among those picketing

was CHARLES SMITH, an elderly man, who publishes the ’Truth
Seeker’, 38 Park Row, New York, New York,
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“NY T-14 advised on September 3, 1958, that CHARLES
SMITH, 38 Park Row, New York City, was in attendance at the
National States Rights Party (NSRP) Convention held in Louis-
ville, Kentucky, on August 30, 1958.

"NY T-l advised on November 3, 1958, that the NSRP
was founded in 1958 and is composed of former members of the
Ku Klux Klan and notorious anti-Semites.

"This source also stated that at a convention in
Louisville, Kentucky, on August 30, 1958, the NSRP indicated
it was a political party dedicated to segregation.

"The Ku Klux Klan has been designated by the Attorney
General of the United States pursuant to Executive Order 10i)-50.

"The 'New York Daily News' of January 21, 1959 in the
above referred to articles by DAVID BURK, states in part:

"'Charles Smith under the auspices of whose New York
Racist Forum Madole holds his indoor meetings, plies antheism,
anti-Jew and Anti-Negro theses, plus the offer of a 'Free Book
Catalogue' listing such titles as, 'Symbols, Sex and Stars',
'An Open Letter to Jesus Christ*, 'Sex in Religion', 'Short
History of Sex Worship* and many others.

"tSmith's monthly Truth Seeker, 'Oldest Freethought
Paper in the World - a Journal for Reasoners and Racists',
splashes its pages with groups of items like this: 'White
racists do not hate the colored man. It is the bad seed within
him which they desire to eliminate. The race leveler is the
hate preacher'."

"NY T-l advised on March 31, 1959, that he had no
further information at this time concerning CHARLES SMITH or
' Truth Seeker '

.

"

INFORMANTS

NY T-l

NY T-2

NY T-13

NY T-lij.

File

File # 105-28550-68

File # 105-28550-l|.0

-v

/

b7D
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NY Report ii/9/59 bv SA
1 1

case ent: AIMLB PARTI-
CIPATION AND INFLUENCE IN DIS-
TRIBUTION OF HATE LITERATURE IN
THE UNITED STATES, INTERNAL
SECURITY - MIDDLE EAST
105-3^293-21, p. 80
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’On Potential
Panel Source, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, personally furnished SA|

|

Volume 06, ho. 3 > for I-Iarch, 1959} ox 1 The Truth Seeker 1
,

Pafje ij.0 contains an article by EUSTACE 1-ZULLIIJS

’Hate* subject of the Chicago Office regarding a speech
made by MULLINS, and IIATTHIAS KOAHL, another ’Hate* subject
at Shimer College, Ilount Carroll, Illinois. This
information is being disseminated by separate communication,

I |
voluntarily subscribed to ’The Truth

Seeker 1 and to date has furnished, this office with the
January, 1959} February, 1959 and March, 1959 issxies. Ke
also furnished tho Catalogue of Free Thought Books for
1959 end I960 published by the Truth Seeker Company,
Incorporated, 38 Pari: Row, New York 0, llew Yorl:7

’’The editorial mast of ’Tho Truth Seeker’ d.e.=cribes
it as ’A Journal for Peasoners and Racists’ published
montnly by ^The^Truth Seeker Company, Incorporated, President
CHARLES SIIITIi, Secretary, JOHN L. IlllbERS.
Hew York.
Editor IIA;

O O
3<-> Park Row,

CtfTIT FRANK

The editor is CIiAuL_S SMITH; Associate
ALL J. G-AUVIIf; Contributing Editors IL CRT

SYAITCAHA, ROBERT KUTTLER and ERYAI-I CYAPEELL.

"it is to be noted that the i-Iarch, 1959 masthead
lists as secretary FREDERICK II. P0LSI1T.

"Chicago indices are negative on ’The Truth Seeker*.

h u
• • • •

b6
b7C

HAD /

''i

00 of Chicago Letter to Director
dated 4/6/59
RE: THO TRUTH SEEKER

IS - X
157-4-1



The following excerpt is taken from the Synopsis
of Richmond report dated 10/9/59:

D. C., in July, 1958# with a group from Few York City
picketed the White House, but stated did not actively!
participate in the picketing organized by ROCKWELL. \

stated that he had been a member of the Nationalist Youth
League in New York City and that some of the other TneTnherg
of the picketing group were I I

tt
* * * •

I who prior to
i

jresided jIn New York City, was be

1 member of the
Nationalist Youth Party, CHARLES SMITH, publisher of the
*Truth Seeker* (an atheistic publication) and former employeen/wrrsm tutt Tmr ^ ^r> rr j -.-r iof CONDE HcGINLEY of Union, New Jersey, f

of the New York State White Citizens Council* H

In the interview of by ONI on 6/15/59
he gave information regarding people in the New York group
that he could recall. Among those mentioned was the name
of CHARLES SMITH. The following is set out from this
interview:

b6
b7C

,fCharles SMITH - an elderly man from New York who
published the ‘Truth Seeker*, an
atheist publication. He used to
work for Conde McGINLET (not on the
trip) of Union, New Jersey, who
publishes a newspaper which he claims
is the * oldest anti-Semitic newspaper '

on the East Coast.

»

The following is taken from signed statment of

b6

’’Charles Smith an elderly man came along. He has a
b/c

publication called the truth seeker in New Y0rk. Sunday
before the picket the New York groupe suddenly decided not to go
through with the picketting. Comdr.“Rockwell gave a pep talk
& they went ahead and pTcketted.”

RICHMOND REPORT of SA
dated 10/9/59

^

ENTITLED: WORLD UNION OF FREE
ENTERPRISE NATIONAL SOCIALISTS:
GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL, aka
RACIAL MATTERS
157-13-6, p. 2, 13,
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UNITED STATES ©0VERMENT

^
' ‘ *

*/»/v*VTOs DIRECTOR, FBI (105-70374)

V

\' FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (15Tf-13)

DATE: 12/29/6#

SUBJECT: AMERICAN NAZI PARTY aka
;

RACIAL MATTERS

(00:WASHINGTON FIELD)

Re Richmond lets to Bureau, dated 10/5 and 20/60,
and WFO let to Baltimore, 11/23/60.

On who has furnished
reliable information in the nasj arivi sari that

had confirmed tne story
that JAMES Hi MADOLE, leader of the National Renaissance
Party (NRPb 10 West QOth Street, wm. had infVnWlI

b6
b7C
b7D

0 -

2 **

fe -

2 -

3 “

3 -

2 -

1 -

l -

dz
Tb
i
1

(RM)
fSRP)

Educational Association)

[Ends. 2) (RM)

Bureau (Ends. 2)
1 - (105-66233) (NSRPj
1 -(62-83296) (NRP)
1 >-(105-9621) (Christian
1 -(65-33939) |

Washington Field (I57-I)
Baltimore (157-1) (RM)
Birmingham (RM)
Newark (rm)
1 - (105-1910) (Christian Educational Association)
Philadelphia (RM)
1 - (IO5-4158) (ROY E* FRANKENHOUSER)
Richmond (157-93) (RHl

' (412)

b6
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New York
•New York
New York
New York
New York

105-32653)
105-9520) I
157-29) (ROY E. FRANKENHOUSER ) (412)
105-28550 ) (nsrp)

(

4i2)

r

1 105-6112) (NRP) (412 )

New york [157 -13 j

JDB:mma
(27) earched"

b6
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b7D
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I stated that MADOLE had
I MADOLE * s followers

to the cause of GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL* s Fighting American
Nationalists (FAN) movement.

[ |
| further stated that he had been in Washington.

D.C.' and Arlington, Virginia, onl Ifor
a EAi\f organization meeting and

\ 1

Iwhich xvas held by ROCKWELL in Washington,

! I Istated that the plans of FAN discussed at
the I meeting were the issuance of an anti-
KENNEDY pamphlet and establishment of picket lines on
.JOHN F* KENNEDY for President headquarters, date, time
and place of picketing not indicated.

j Onl
|
advised that

|
mentioned

above, I I anti-KENNEDY picket line on the
evening of 10/27/50, in front of the Hotel Biltmore, NYC,
where Democratic Headquarters were located. The source
stated that the ticket line consisted of I

1 l ana anotner un-
identified male. Anti-KENNEDY signs carried by the pickets
tj>ore the identification that they were FAN signs,

I

I 1 4

On advised that the un-
identified male who participated in the above picketing is
f

“ “ ~
'

I who
in the past has been present

|

1
1 JAMES Hi MADOLES and also in t;he past

nas Deen x>vesent\
|

_
I CONDE MC GINLEY at

lestnut Street, Union, New Jersey.

r- 2 ~



NY 157-13

with a number of 3 X 5 cards bearing the names and addresses
of individuals, some of whom have contributed money to
the NRP; Included in this list was one I 1

further advised on that
he had received information that ROCKWELL 1 s organization
in Arlington, Virginia, I I

[
other two, _
are unknown.

J and the
but whose names

The source further advised yhat one
who is employed in the post office at
is a ROCKWELL sympathizer and a member of PAN*

By letter to New York dated 10/5/60, Richmond
advised that the following individuals were four new members
of captioned party;

I

NYO. indices reflected no information Identifiable
with these individuals. advised
he could furnishv>£fcO.- information concerning them.

On advised that CONDE
MC GINLEY of the Christian Educational Association, 530
Chestnut Street, Union, New Jersey, who publishes the
periodical, "Common Sense," had stated that ROCKWELL had
written a book in which ROCKWELL makes the statement that
RUSSELL MAGUIRE, publisher of "American Mercury, " had
promised to pay $10,000 to ROCKWELL,

|
|of Anna-

polis and one of s sons if they would mill some
Jews i

The source stated that:

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C

b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D
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The source was unable to furnish any add:
information concerning the alleged offer made by f
except that CONDE MC GINLBY was worrledl

Concerning

|

it is noted that
on 3/9/59 , 1 1 of "The American
Legion Magazine ,

" advised that he had learned from, vaiiona
sources that

|

— “ — —
"American Mercury" magazine xs a conrirmea anti-Semite.

I I of "American
Mercury" who furnished information to a Bureau representa-
tive at Washington, D.C. on 1/20/58, and with whom contact
has not been sufficient to determine his reliability,
advised that I |

was very anti-Semi-tic and
described

| I
as a refugee from the "crack~pot fringe."

On
| |

furnished two articles
which had been mailed out by ROCKWELL. These articles con-
sist of a pamphlet entitled, "And They Call Me A Jew Spy l",
and a letter headed, "Urgent", and addressed to "Fellow
American White Manl". Photostats of the above two articles
are herewith enclosed for the information of the Bureau
and Washington Field.

- 4 -
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1

The source further advised that who is now

_l

Residing at
had been

\ f'Bulletin" published
by the ANP and had been! ANP by

1 1

j On
1

I advised
SA 1 Ithat on Sunday J la meeting of
PAN called by

1 1

1

advised that in addition to
I there were about id persons present at this meeting

and included | 1

concerning
'O indices reflect no pertinent information

It is noted that
]
(Bufile 65-33939,

NY Pile 105-9520) has in the past addressed letters to
the Director and has furnished information both orally and
by letter to the NYO concerning individuals who are active
in the affairs of the NRP. However, a great deal of the
information furnished by| |was based on hearsay and
conclusions drawn by him. it is further noted that

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C

b6
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In the past has been irrational at times and unable to

distinguish between facts and fiction.

NYO indices reflect that| I

(NY file 105-32653) was interviewed by Special Agents or

the FBI on 12/2/58, in order to develop information con-

cerning bombings of a racial or religious nature , At

that time | ]
advised that he had been invited to

participate in a demonstration in Washington, D.C. organized

by GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL in July, 195°, but had de-

clined.

, l
advised that he did not

learn what was discussed at the above meeting which lasted
j- t . 1 1 _ _ * * M ^ J 4-1* a

from 3; 30 n.m. to 6;40 P.m. on hut advised that

ROCKWELL and the other from one {
one from GEORGE LINCOLN

of FAN. It is noted that as previously set ^ forthXS tAVUV/M. ^ KJ
— -

in this communication . I |
furnished information

that one

m

1

ismbsi? m fan.

who is employed in the post Office at

is a ROCKWELL sympathizer and a

On advised that in addition

to those previously mentioned who attended the FAN meeting

on |

~1 ERNEST FJ.MHURST and one| |(Ph ) whp

comes from were also present

.

wo indices contain no information identifiable

with I I

Concerning ERNEST ELMHURST it is noted that he

was born in Germany in 1891 and entered the United States

at New York City on 11/19/22, under the name of ERNEST

FREDERICK CARL KLOPPLEICH. He was naturalized in United

States District Court, Boston, Mass.*, on 4/22/29, under

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D
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NY 157-13

certificate number 2940861, at which time he changed his
name to ERNEST FEEDERIK ELMHURST* ELMHURST is the author
of "World Hoax" in which he attempts to show the tie-up
between Communism and world Jewry, In 1952 ELMHURST
delivered a lecture in Hanover, Germany, before various
youth organizations in which he advanced pro-Nazi arguments
and attacked Great.Britain.

the
and
main purpose

According to |

I FAN meeting was done
most of the talking at

I I

stated that the•!previously mentioned
»f the meeting was to enlist; ' volunteers for

9 picket line on the motion picture "Exodus" which has
zemieifein New York City on 12/15/60. According to
['FAN signs" will be used in this picket line.

| | also stated at this meeting that he had
been informed that the name, "Fighting American Nationalists"
to some people sounds entirely too belligerent and indi-
cated that if a change is to be made he can easily retain
the initials FAN and substitute for it, "For America Now"
or "For Action Now."

b 6

b7C
b7D

b€
b7
b7

The source further advised that at the above
meeting I I mentioned that he will be in touch with
the FAN group in' South New Jersey and furnished Q

'

the phone number of this FAN group which sounded
with

Tilce

bo
b7C
b7D

Baltimore is requested to search indices and
attempt to further identify!

—

Newark is requested to ascertain the identity of
the sufccriber to telephone number!" 1 and
furnish all available background information to the Bureau,
WFO, Richmond and NYO for their information.

bo
b7C

- 7 ~
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Philadelphia is requested to verify the residence

I and attempt to develop any information con-
cerning | lactivitiOs in behalf of the NSRP in that
area. Any information developed is to be furnished to
Birmingham, which is office of origin in NSRP*

pn
Richmond is requested to conduct indices search

Jwho Is a member of PAN and reportedly era"

ployed at the post Office in[

NY© will continue to report any information
made available concerning captioned organization.

All offices receiving copies of this letter and
who have been requested to conduct investigation concerning
captioned organization are requested to furnish a copy of
the results of investigation to Richmond inasmuch as the
headquarters of the ANP is located in the Richmond Division,

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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January 2b, I 3CI

’ E

f

sac, bi&;ikok&& noh^my

SAC, LOUISVILLE (lQb-271)

/
• : - :

( •

_ •

/
K&XON&u STATES BIGHTS PAXTO
ilACIAL fcACTEftS

OOiBH

Enclosed for each office is a photograph of issue -Mii
dated January, 1061, of "The Thunderbolt", the official organ
of captioned organization. These photographs sere made from an
issue of this publication received by

\ on i/tf/ox, m an envelope
postmarked i/G/ei at Birmingham Alabama, bearing return address
oa ihe Thunderbolt, a*»o, Box 733 , Alabama". Also
enclosed for each office is a photograph of a tract h-satfea * The
Thunderbolt Ean", which was made from a copy received by

in the above described envelope. Original record of
receipt of this material by Louisville Division is filed in
nouisville file 105-271-2071.

Bureau has previously been furnished current Jssiu
of ’The Thunderbolt"

»

LEAPS

Biib.lhGhA^I, K£» C3LKAN3 AND HKE VOAK: (lyjCJ&ATIQff)

Copy enclosed for Birmingham as origin in captioned
mt tor. Copy for information New Orleans in view of information
in instant issue of Thunderbolt re Hew Orleans school situation.
Copy for Information of New Turk in connection with 1 b’b-ST f

.

iLwiiO.-ibT, who is known to that office: and »hu La*, juniorini printed
in the current issue of The Thunderbolt.

PliXIAPNLfBIA DIVISION:

Current issue of Thunderbolt reflects ACT £TlMb£H0lJ3E;j,
the KSitP National Organizer, led some picketera on 12/1d/bO in
heading, .Pennsylvania. It also reflect^ the N312* has a beok shop

% -*

A -
2- -
1 -
2 —
1 —
1LW
<c*>

Birmingham (105-47?) (Seels 2) /f
Hew Orleans <Info) (I05-AS9)fineis /2v

;

Philadelphia (Ends 2) . !

New York (Info)Uncls 2} • /
dan Antonio (100-0370) (Ends 2) / —

•

Louisville (105-271) ’ <
: nt.va : ...

t?2S

b6
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ZjS 1025-271

located at Box 423, Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania* Philadelphia
should contact established sources to ascertain if KS31? is
active within Philadelphia Bivision* Birmingham should be
advised of results of such contacts, together with a character-

1EH0BSEB and the subscriber to |

j

Any investigation should be discreetly
conducted as leaders' of NSRP have previously complained re Bureau
investigation of it, maintaining it is engaged only in political
activities*
SAK AflTQMO DIVISION:

Current issue of Thunderbolt reflects new Texas State
Chairman of M33P to be E. E, WILLIAMS, 1207 South Clay Avenue,
Waco, Texas. San Antonio contact established sources to
determine if JRSftP chapter active in that division. Advise
Birmingham, together with characterization of

b6
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—
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DIRECTOR, ELI (l03~3o..33)

SAC, NEW' YORK (xO^-LJuju)

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS IARTY
RACIAL MATTERS
(00; BIRMINGHAM)

Rc-rop of SA THEODORE A. SANDERS, 18/lj/cQ,
at Kaocvilie

.

NY indices are negative on

Th<
NY, reflects

i current telephone direct*:-»r.v for Brook
to be at|

NY .Indices .are negative dn th.U nc:,jj .

iL

AY Indices contain numerous references to
CHARLES SMITH who is associated wish ,fTho Truth Soaker M

.

TEC fOi-LOdia., r.i,^

cixia xudxV iuuai

;

Lo useu O ["* V OS^rikatiOn Of

"Tne Truth Scu t ;er
r

is a publication
ixxa jtfrotl 1

1

4*)^-* *•* x C*<xi^p^n^, , JLUC . , j
Lark Row, UY 3, AY » fae editorial
idast of the Karen, 1349 issue of r

Tn--

Treta Seeker !t describes this public,, tie;.
c.3 "u journal for ne^soners and Racists fi

,

published xdonthiu c\> Tno Truth Seeker
COkpVi'v , lac « , iresiueut CiiAiiLbS tEIii',
3a lark now, AY. The Editer Is eacen
ut i iL’aiai o LA'xXxXi

»

On advised that CHARLES SMITH,
33 Park Row, ' NYC, was in attendance at the Rational States
Rights Xartd convention held in Louisville, Kentucky, on
3/3o/o3.

b7D

RHC
2 - Bureau ( iu„i-uo233) (RK)
S - Liraiin^i - (iOj-477) (RK)
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NY 105-23550

An article* in tho "Now York Daily Nows”, a NY
daily, of 1/21/09, by DAVID BURK stated in part as
follows

J

"•Charles Smith under the auspices of whose
New York Racist Forum Kadole holds his indoor meetings,
plies antheism, anti-Jew and Anti-Negro theses, plus
the offer of a ’Free Book Catalogue* listing such
titles as, * Symbols, Sex and Stars', 'An Open Letter
to Jesus Christ', 'Sex in Religion', 'Short History
of Sex Worship' and many others.

"'Smith's monthly Truth Seeker, 'Oldest
Free-thought paper in the World - a Journal for Reasonors
and Racists', splashes its pages with groups of items
like this: 'White racists do not hate the colored man.
It is the tad seed ’Within him which they desire to
eliminate. The race leveler is the hate preacher'.”

On ](reliable) characterised
"The Truth Seeker Group" as an athiest organisation run
by CHARLES SMITH.

furnished information
reflecting that CHARLES SOTH of ,!The Truth Seeker” was
associated with JAMES H. KADOLE and the National
Renaissance Farty (NRF)

,

A characterisation of the NRP i£ follows;

Gi who obta ined
his information from a source he termed
reliable but wnose identity he did not
wish to disclose stated that the NRF
is an anti-Semitic, anti-Christian,
anti-Negro, nco-Facist organisation
with activities generally confined to
the NYC area. It was founded in 19^9
by JAMES H. MADOLE who is in complete

b7D

b7D

b7D



NY 105-28^50

*

control of the NRP. NRP’s main function
is distribution of the "National
Renaissance Bulletin" on a monthly
basis and distribution of pro-Arab
literature obtained from official
Arab establishments in NYC, This
source advised the headquarters for
the NRF is located at the residence
of MOLE at 10 West 90th Street,
NYC.

The Un-American Activities Committee
of the US House of Representatives in
a preliminary report dated 12/l7/p4,
stated that "National Renaissance
Party activities and propaganda are
clearly subversive and un-American," .

- 3 -
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• •STANDARD FORM NO. W y

Office Memorandum • united states government

to : SAC, Albuquerque (157-16) DATE: March 15, 1961

RPM s SAC, Birmingham (105“477)

SUBJECT: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS
(00s BH)

On November 3? I960, the office <?f origin in tl
-

matter* was nhana-sd from T.oiiisvlllfi to Birmingham.
INSRP, actually

controls the organization. P. 0. Box 783, Birmingham,
Alabama, is the National Headquarters mailing address.

A1buquerque ( RM

)

Atlanta (105-763) (Info. ) (RM)
Baltimore (100-20864) (Info. )(RM)
Boston (105-3841) (Info. )( rm)
Charlotte (105-683) (Info. )(RM)
Chicago (105-4630) (Info. )(RM)
Cincinnati (105-1139) (Info. ) (RM)
Dallas (105-569) (Info. )(RM) O
Detroit (100-26534) (Info. ) (RM)
Houston (100-9575) (Info. )(RM) , )

Indianapolis (105-975 ) (Info. ) (RM)
^

Jacksonville (105-60) (Info. ) (RM)
Knoxville (105-202) (info. ) (RM)
Little Rock (105-187 ) (info. )(RM) ^ '

Los Angeles (105-5724) (info. ) (RM)
Louisville (105-271 ).(lnfo. ) (rm) 9^3
Memphis (105-320) (info. )(RM) K
Miami (105-1438) (Info. }(RM) dy*
Minneapolis (100-11656

)
(info. ) (RM) (j /

Mobile (105-339) (Info. )(RM) y~'

New Orleans (105-889) (info. ) (RM)
Newark (105.-0386) (Info. )

(

rm)
New York (105-28550) (info. ) (RM)
Omaha (105-806) (info.) (EM

}

Philadelphia (105-3918) (info. ) (RM)
Portland (105-588) (info. ) (RM)
Richmond (157-14) (info. ) (KM)
San Antonio (100-9379) (info. ) (RM) (
San Diego (105-3320) (info.

)

(

rm) \

St. Louis (105-1564) (info. )( rm)
Savannah (105-349) (info. ) (RM)
Seattle (I05-l6l4)(lnfo. )

(

rm)
Tampa (157-45) (Info. )(RM)
Washington Field (100-34457) (Info. )(RM)
Birmingham
:fmb

, ./ .

)
(v / -

'

'it-

& fry

JU1U. Wo J \ xw

fo. )(RM)
Co. )

(

rm)
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resides in

| "The Thunderbolt" 5 self-styled white racial
organ of NSRP.

There is nothing to indicate NSRP is holding any
meetings in Birmingham.

The Bureau has Instructed that activity of the
NSRP is to be followed through informants, sources, and
other logical investigative techniques. If data Is received
Indicating new State NSRP chapters are established, or old
ones reactivated, conduct the necessary investigation to
determine the activities of such chapters. In the event
Information is developed indicating the NSRP maintains a
bank account, monitor such account. If feasible. Maintain
contact with established informants and sources familiar
with the NSRP, or its principal leaders.

Regular reports are to be submitted each six
months by any office which is conducting a continuing
investigation of the NSRP in its Division. Any Information
of immediate interest to the Bureau must be furnished to
Bureau in the proper form for dissemination, which is usually
a letterhead memorandum. That office should then submit a
properly documented report if the matter is to be RCJC'd, but,
if not, it should be included in the next regular report.

A review of instant file reflects that considerable
activity has occurred in the Philadelphia territory, and that
office should submit an Investigative report covering this
activity.

bo
b7C

Each office receiving copy of this letter will
follow and report the activities of an NSRP chapter in
their territory, or activity pertaining to this matter.

For information each office, the following Is a
characterization of NSRP:
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l

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS
Bufile 105-66233
BH file 10~~477

On November 2.6, 1957 , a source advised that the
United White Party (IJWP) orxs.nized at a convention
held in Knoxville, Tennessee, on November 10, 1957. An
article* in the November 26, 1957 , issue of the ’’Greenville
Piedmont", a newspaper of Greenville, South Carolina,
reported that a ”Ku Klux Elan spokesman of Greenville
reported the recent formation of a new political party to
be known as the United White Party" . According to the
article, the party was formed at a recently held meeting
in Knoxville, Tennessee, at which many KLansmen were
represented. The UWP was reported as being opposed to all
"race mixing organizations and individuals".

The July, 1958, issue of "The Thunderbolt", self~
described as the "official Racial Nationalist Organ of the
National States Rights Party" (NSR?) reported that rank and
file "States Righters" had merged with the UWP under "the
banner of the National States Rights Party" with national
offices at Post Office Box 261, Jeffersonville, Indiana.

In November, 1958, a source advised that the NSRP
is composed of past members of the Ku Klux Xian and notorious
anti-Semites

.

Issue #19, dated June, i960 , of "The Thunderbolt"
announced the address of the headquarters of the NSRP had
been changed from Jeffersonville, Indiana,, to Post Office
Box 783> Birmingham, Alabama.

Onl 1 a source advised that

The March, 1959, issue of the Anti-Defamation
League Bulletin contained an article by JEROME BAKST entitled
"Angry Young Men of Hate". Regarding EDWARD R. FIELDS, the
article stated, "FIELDS, 26 years old and a Louisville

b6
b7C
b7D

3
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chiropractor, is a key figure in the National States Rights
Party and co-ordinator of'"all its activities, contacts and
liaison with leaders of other hr.te grouos. Ee apparently
started Jew-baiting in his ie^s, "aided STONER in the
Christian anti-Jewish Party, and got involved in newspaper
notoriety while attending chirr ;X?a,etvry school in
Pavenport, Iowa. There, ~e..,rly in. 1954, according to
newspaper reports,, he pasued anti-Jewish stickers on store
windows during Brotherhood keek.

The Ku KLux Klan h:; s been designated by the
Attorney General of the United States pursuant to Executive
Order 10450.

The source reporting the above information in
November. 1057. is 1 I

1 +
| J source re'oortlnz the information in
is and the source reporting

the information in| is These
sources have furnished reliable Information in the past.

b6
b7C
b7D
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i ffc-263 (5-12-55)

Reporting Office

BIMINGHAM
TITLE OF CASE

Office of Origin

BIRMINGHAM

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

Investigative Period

3/31/61
Report aade by

10/1/60 - 3/I5/61

C c B. STANBERY

CHARACTER OF CASE

RACIAL MATTERS

Typed Byt

:fmb

REFERENCES

Report of SA C. B. STANBERY, Birmingham,

, {

,10/5/60

j

/- *,./

# {{ /, Report of SA THEODORE A. SANDERS,
|f J Knoxville, 12/15/60;

I 1%^' ^
*>k Report of SA WARREN G. JOHNSON,

i Little Rock, 12/27/60J
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Report of SA
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ADMINISTRATIVE

The source who furnished information in this
report regarding

|

I As noted In this report , information from this
source can only be made public through the Issuance of a
subpoena duces tecum V~

~ ”

* * *

COPIES MADE;

5 - Bureau (105-66233) (HM)
1 - G-2, 3rd Army, Port McPherson, Ga. (RM)
1 - OSI, Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala. (RM)
1 - ONI, 6th Naval District, Charleston, S. C. (RM)
1 - Atlanta (105-763) (Info) (RM)
1 - Charlotte (105-683) (Info )(RM)
1 - Detroit (100-26534) (Info 5 (HM)
1 - Jacksonville (105-60) (Info) (RM)

• 1 - Knoxville (105-202) (Info) (RM)
1 - Little Rock (105-187) (Info) (RM)
1 - Louisville (105-271) (Info) (RM)
1 - Miami (105-1438) (info)

(

rm)
1 - Memphis (105-320)(lnfo)(RM)
1 - New Orleans (I05-889)(lnfo) (RM)
<P- New York (105-28550 )( Info )(RM)
1 - Newark (105-6386 ) (info )(RM)
1 - Savannah (105-349; (Info) (RM)
1 - San Antonio (100-9379) (info) (RM)
1 - St. Louis (105-1564) ( Info )(RM)
2 - Philadelphia (105-3918) (RM)
2 - Birmingham (105-477)

B
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INFORMANTS

Identity File Where
of Source Located

is not

re information in

re information in

|

re information
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Sources Used for Documentation of Dixie Klans are:

Sources Used for Documentation of U. S. Klans, Knights of
the Ku Klux Klan, Inc. are:



f
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Careful consideration has been given to each source
concealed and "T 1

' symbols were utilized only in those
instances where the identities of the sources must be
concealed.

LEADS
ATLANTA
CHARLOTTE
DETROIT
JACKSONVILLE
KNOXVILLE
LITTLE ROCK
LOUISVILLE
MIAMI
MEMPHIS
NEW ORLEANS.
NEW YORK
NEWARK
SAVANNAH
SAN ANTONIO
ST. LOUIS

Information copies of this report are being furnished
to above offices inasmuch as there is information of interest
to them in instant report.

PHILADELPHIA : At Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

* Will Submit current report in this matter.

BIRMINGHAM? At Birmingham, Alabama

Will follow and report activities of NSRP.

E#

COVER PAGE



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 - G-2, 3rd Away, Fort McPherson, 6a. (EM)
1 - OSI, Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala. (RM)
1 - ONI, 6th Naval District, Charleston, S.C.(Ryi)

Report of: C „ B. STANBEHY
Dote: March 31, 1961

Field office File #t Birmingham 105-477

Title. NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

Office. Birmingham, Alabama

Bureau File I: 105—66233

RACIAL MATTERS

Synopsis. Headquarters of NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY remains
at P. 0. Box 783, Birmingham, Ala. Main work of NSRP
appears to be publication of "The Thunderbolt", self-
described as the official "White Racial Organ" of this
organization, f I resides at

I Recent issues
of "The Thunderbolt" are anti-Jewish ana also attack the
F.B„I. NSRP part in i960 General Election set forth.
Names of National officers, elected at Chattanooga,
Tenn., Conference, November 26-27, I960, set forth, as
well as information concerning the conference. On
January 17. 1961. a source advised that I

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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DETAILS?

OFFICERS OF THE NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS
PARTY (NSRP)

Issue No. 25 of ’’The Thunderbolt", dated January,
1961, self-described as the official White Racial Organ of
the NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY, reported as follows;

"At the recent Chattanooga Conference of the
NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY (11/26-27/60), the
following Party members were elected to serve you
during the next four years:

"NED DUPES,
National Chairman
from Knoxville, Tennessee;

Mrs. E, L. BISHOP,
Vice-Chairman
from Little Rock, Arkansas;

Mr. W. B. BURCH,
Assistant Chairman
from Killarany, Florida;

Miss BERNICE SETTLE,
Secretary-Treasurer,
from Knoxville, Tennessee;

ROY FRANKHOUSER,
Organizer,
from Reading, Pennsylvania;

MATT KOEHL,
Security Officer,
from Milwaukee, Wisconsin;

Doctor EDWARD R. FIELDS,
Information Director,
from Birmingham, Alabama. "

2
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f-

ADDRESS OF NSRP

Issue No. 25 of "The Thunderbolt” shows the address
of the NSRP as P. 0. Box 783* Birmingham* Alabama.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF NSRP, CHATTANOOGA,
TENNESSEE. NOVEMBER 26-27, I960.

BH T-l, on December 1, i960, furnished the following
information concerning the National Conference of the NSRP,
held at Chattanooga, Tennessee, November 26-27, i960:

The conference was held in an old two-story brick
building, the outside of which resembled an old theatre. The
front door was kept locked and entrance was gained only by
rapping on the door and being identified by an officer of the
NSRP, or by giving a secret sign of KLAN membership. On the
inside, over a door, was a sign which read, "A KLansman Is
Never Taller Than When He Is Kneeling To Pray". The meeting
hall was decorated with flags and symbols. To the rear of the
speaker's stand was a fivq foot by five foot "Thunderbolt" flag.
To the left of the "Thunderbolt" flag^ stood a Confederate flag.
An American flag was on the right of the Confederate flag. A
small "Thunderbolt" symbol, about twelve inches square, was
nailed to the speaker's stand.

The meetings were divided into three sessions. The
first session started at 10:00 A.M., Saturday, November 26,
i960. This session was devoted to the election of officers.
The second session was from 7: 00 tp 10:00 P.M., and was open
to the public. The third session was a "work shop" for workers
in the Party, beginning at 10:00 A.M., Sunday, November 27,
i960, and lasted until about 1:00 P.M., that day. Actually,
all meetings were attended by essentially the same people;
about 28 people at the first session; 36 at the evening meeting;
and 23 at the third session, on Sunday morning.

The first session began at 10:00 A.M., November 26, b

I960 and closed at 2:00 P.M.
| |

presided at b

the election of officers, (it is notea tnat tne names of the
officers elected were set out above.)

3
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the NSRP,
J, B. STONER of Atlanta, Geqrgia, is Attorney for

After the election, I
|
discussed "The

Thunderbolt" and other "patriotic" publications. He said
the "Republic" (not the "New Republic") is going out of
business, because the millionaire supporter of the publication
died

„

He said "The Thunderbolt" has no such supporters.
said that members of the NSRP are all poor and there

5said.are no middle class people in the NSRP.
"These middle class people are only interested in the almighty
dollar - like the Jews. They may be white people - but they
have sold their souls to the dollar. All they want is a
little ranch-type bungalow in the suburbs and if integration
comes they *11 send their children to private schools."

[

[ | noted that EMORY BURKE of Atlanta, Georgia, was absent,
because the will of some General in Atlanta, was being
probated and BURKE wanted to secure some of the historically
valuable papers and other things fop himself.

Th
m r

e evening meeting began at 7; 00 P.M.
speech from
described as the "host" of the conference, and,

, ..

Scheduled to be the main speaker, but hp> ri(=>fg>rr»ftri hn f

with a
I was

was

,

.was said to be the.
the KLAN group which meets in'une meeting place used by

T7T
the

NSRP conference, f ~l speech was a plea to "return to the
Constitution". He urged his audience to read the Constitution
and teach the Articles to their children.

Georgia, f

The next speaker was of Atlanta,

Atlanta temple bombings
]was identified as ~cne "marcvr" of the

told the group, "they wanted
to sacrifice this innocent; ooy oh a Jewish altar .

11 More than
said that a man named

f

ldid the bombing.
_|and J. B.

once,.
. ...

In connection with the| | trial, both|
STONER accused the FBI men of perjuring themselves to get a
conviction. I I speech consisted of a plea to back up
the NSRP and its officers.

J. Bo STONER of Atlanta, Georgia, was the next
speaker. He denounced the FBI, the Jews, and the Communists
In an extremely emotional tone. He said the Negroes are
simply "pawns" in the struggle, "like th© Congo and Cuba".

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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STONER said, "I used to call the FBI men dogs - but now I
call them rats - and I must apologize to the rats".

I I spoke next . In his speech,
blasted the Federal District Judge in New Orleans! "He is

a tool of the Jews," he said several times. He said, "This
Judge holds himself up over the people of New Orleans - who
did not elect him. He holds himself over the county - and
over the State, too. And they did not elect him. Who
elected him? A little clique in Washington, on directions
from Moscow? " I

[

emphasized that the NSRP is a "racial"
group. | said, "We are not interested in water
fluoridation, or in a tax cut. We can take care of these
things later. Make no mistake - this organization is anti-
Jew. We are anti-Jew because the Jews are anti-American.
They are our real enemies."

I advised the group that all Jews are
Zionists. He said they have no religion, and that their
bond is a national - race. He said the Jews have a
nation within our nation, and the only people allowed in
their nation are those belonging to their race. He said
that the SAMMY DAVIS episode was a publicity stunt; that a
Negro cannot belong to the B*nai Brith, or any social group
of Jews. | 1 shouted that tbe Jews want to integrate
"our" race - not theirs. He said, "We must fight to protect
our white race".

At the close of this meetin
*



The Sunday meeting concerned the development of
new chapters or units of the N5RP. I presided and
stated that the national headquarters would''' do "anything
humanly possible to help those in the field". He said the
main responsibility would be on the locsl' people. I I

noted the absence of a member from New york^a, Mr ......CHARLES,
H., SMITH. I I said that Mr. SMI^E^asnot needed by the

"SrSKP'j tKat he was at the conference tp promote his cause.
He said .SMITH,, is the Editor of.

T

he.,Truth. Seeker" . which is
an atheist pubSca®.onf] [saln ~6tiat 'SMITH" !s also
Pounder of the AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OP
ATHEISM.

|

~|st'ated, "This is/a Christian organization".

There was a lengthy discussion over the legal
aspects of incorporating the organization and copyrighting
the flag and symbols. STONER advised against incorporation.
He said the NSRP is a political party and entitled to rights
as such. He said that the Democratic and Republican Parties
were not incorporated. Regarding th$ question of copyrights
for the flag and symbols, STONER paid that he was afraid that
"The Thunderbolt" symbol was in the public domain, that he
would check on it.

asked the group to approve a resolution to
require every member to purchase a "Thunderbolt" pin. He
said he could arrange to have a suitable lapel pin made for
about $1.50 to $2.00 each, if he cpuld be certain of 300
sales. The group was a little cool to the idea of compelling b6
the members to buy the pins. | |

emphasized the value of b7c
the symbol by describing the situation in Atlanta, Georgia,
in the days of the "Columbian" organization. He said a few
"Thunderbolt" posters were nailed up and before long the
teen~agers began scrawling the symbol on walls and trees over
the city. He said, "a Jew or a nigger could not walk down
the street without seeing the symbol and feeling fear in their
hearts .

"

6
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A (phonetic) from
b6
b7C

asked for the floor. He said, ”
3

;
wasn't; at yesterday's

meetings, but I can see now that I didn't miss anything.
While our schools are being integrated and our race mongrelized,
you are sitting here arguing about these pips! What we need
is somebody who will get off their seats and act. You know
how bad we lost at the ballot box. We had the best man we
could get and lost. We've got to fight this thing out with
physical force !

"

STONER and l.lumped to their feet and STONER
shouted, "Mr, Chairman, the man is out of order speaking of
violence in this meeting. Our Constitution and By-laws prohibit
this kind of talk.” I" I said, "We are all disappointed with
certain things about the election, but we did better than I'd
hoped even. It will take time, but eventually we'll get in
Washington, and we'll do it without physical force."

b6
b7C

The conference ended on this note. STONER later
said that he did not have any objection to the use of force.
He said, in fact, that sometimes it is necessary, but he felt
that the open meeting was not the place to advocate anything
like force. STONER said, "Let him do it alone, if he wants to
do something like that."

The following were present at this conference:

J. B. STONER,
Atlanta, Georgia

j

b6
b7C
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A young man from Wilkes-Barre

,

Pennsylvania, who was with
FRANKHOUSER;

An old man of 75 or 80 years ,

who was with I I

b6
I 1 b7C

(EMORY BURKE, Atlanta . Georgia, was absent, and
it is not known whether or not ] was present.)

BH T-2 advised, on December 1. i960, that he
attended a meeting of the NSRP at Chattanooga, Tennessee,
on November 26-27, I960. He said the meeting was held at
the meeting hall of the DIXIE ELANS* 2523 Glass Street,
East Chattanooga, Tennessee. T*r2 furnished the following
information;

On November 26, I960, related that the
States of Arkansas, Florida, Louisiana. Tennessee, and
Mississippi, had a candidate for President pn the NATIONAL be

STATES RIGHTS PARTY ticket. Governor FAUBUS of Arkansas b?c

requested that his name be removed in the State of Florida,
and it was done . | |

stated that there were over
15,000 names on the petitions in Florida; that it cost ten
cents each to have them checked by the Registrars of the
State and Counties. I I stated that "the Party" and
"some member" spent several thousand dollars getting up these
petitions in Florida, and other States; that, at the present,
there were no outstanding bills uppaid, and that " the Party"
was well satisfied at the results of the election. I I

said that getting the electors on the ballots of five States
was a big political gain; that the final results were not all
in, but when they were received that everybody will be
informed through "The Thunderbolt" \ I

reported
that "The Thunderbolt" has no outstanding bills unpaid, and
has several hundred dollars set aside for improvements. He
said that "The Thunderbolt" will become a weekly publication
and will also publish books and pamphlets on race matters.
He said that any member can have a book or pamphlet published,
but that the cost of printing must be borne by the writer and
not by "The Thunderbolt"

.

9
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| |
told of

the work of the NSRP in the Presidential election in Arkansas.
She said that there were 36,000 signers of petitions to place
the name of Governor FAUBUS op the ballot, "and got 32,000
votes".

of
|reported that seyeral hundred dollars

"own money" went into this work,

Ten States had representatives at the conference
as follows:

Alabama 2

Arkansas 5

Georgia 4

Florida 4

Kentucky 2

Louisiana 3

Missouri 1

Mississippi 3

Pennsylvania 2

Tennessee 7

is Secretary of the Atlanta "unit".

A resolution providing for the wearing of a gray
shirt with a patch of "The Thunderbolt" over the heart was
adopted

.

A resolution was adopted vfhlch provided that ’*3?he

Thunderbolt" would become a weekly publication.

A resolution wap passed which provided that all
units are to hold at least two meetings a month; that large

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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city units are to hold four meetings (or a weekly meeting).

A resolution was passed which provided that all
units are to put on a campaign for pew members ,

with help
from national headquarters.

|
I and others discussed placing copies of be

"The Thunderbolt" in cars, in parking lots, at shopping b?c

centers. It was agreed that this would be done, and that
each unit would put their rubber stamp address in a box on
the last page. Some members wanted to place "The Thunderbolt"
under the doors of homes. This was left? to the individual
units. Lapel buttons are to be made and sold, if they can be
purchased "cheap enough". Clasps for women’s coats and
dresses are to be sold and women are tjo have gray dresses
with "The Thunderbolt" on them t

Arkansas

.

words. L

arrivedT _

Istarted
but|_violence,

to stop trying to be a
action. At this point
person wanted to hear
Pennsylvania,

W
]
stopped him.

£

r from Pine Bluff,
to say a few

s time for
He said it was time

olitical party and to have some
n interrupted him. Only one

and an unnamed memb
-

|
called on

say that it

speak. ROY FRANKHOUSER of Reading,
wanted to "hear him qut"

b6
b7C

It was announced that the next conference would be
on Labor Day, 1961, at an unknown place, so far as was known
at this time.

The following wef*e present at the Chattanooga
conference:

b6
b7C
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<

b6
b7C

On January 6. 1961. BH T-8 positively Identified
a photograph of|
identical with the individual,
was described above as al
(fnu)[

from f
as being

HI who

who advocated violence ax; une jNiovemoer,

National conference of NSRP, at Chattanooga.

or
i960.

bo
b7C

BH T-l, above-mentioned, advised, on February
1961, that a photograph of

|

~

is identical with the individual knpwn as ^fnuj
|

addressed the NSRP Conference in Chattanooga, Tennessee,
above-mentioned, and suggested use of physical force.

17,

1 wno

BH T-2, above-mentioned, advised, on February 17.

If1961, that a photograph of
is identical with the individual known as
advocated violence at the above-mentioned conrerence

.

who

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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THE NSRP AND THE i960 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
'

I' J V J 11 VPTT' 'T l-J
*

'i
" J ;> ))* " - —

BH T~3 advised, on January 11. 1961 . that he had

I regarding the
19bO Presidential election. T-3 said this letter contained
the following information:

According to an Associated Press wire dispatch of
December 4, i960, the NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY led all
other minor parties with 214,549 votes* This points out the
fact that the NSRP is the third largest Party in America.
The NSRP pulled more votes thap all tfte other political groups
in America combined. NSRP did not keep KENNEDY from winning,
but did prevent him from receiving fifty per cent of the vote.
As a result, KENNEDY Is not the choice of the majority of the
American people. He now enters office unsure of himself,
afraid of future elections, and afraid to offend voters.
KENNEDY is without a mandate from the people for his Communist
race mixing platform, and will be a weak President without the
respect of Congress. NSRP won a great victory in preventing
KENNEDY from being able to claim a majority. KENNEDY
received eighty per cent of the Negro vote and ninety per cent
of the Jewish vote. NIXON lost the election by wasting his
time running after the minority vote, who would not vote for
him anyway. NIXON still has n°t learned his lesson, and con-
tinues to ’’cow" before the minorities, begging them for future
help. KENNEDY was definitely elected by a Negro - Jewish bloc
vote. KENNEDY* s administration Will say* "To heck with the
white Christian majority". A third Party movement, the
NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY - "the white man’s Party" - is
the only answer. Traitors and oldr.ljLne politicians must be
repudiated. NSRP people must be elected to public office.
The "religious issue" hurt NSRP in Alabama, Arkansas and
Tennessee. NSRP did poorly In Alabama* and did not actively
campaign, because six Democratic electors campaigned as State
Righters with the promise not tjo vote for KENNEDY. Democratic
Party of Alabama placed large billboard signs all over the
State, proclaiming that they stood for "white supremacy and
the right". In one Tennessee county, 1,200 ballots were
thrown out, because they claimed NSRP people voted for FAUBUS
and NIXON both. Vote fraud is suspected. Also not counted
were 12,000 registered voters in Florida, who signed petitions

bo
h7C
b7D
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to get NSRP on the ballot. In a letter, dated November 7th
and postmarked, November 10, I960. Governor FAUBUS wrote
NSRP office and apologized for r3&©vl.ng his name from the
Florida ballot. He stated that unbelievable pressure had
been brought against him.

In Michigan, KENT COURTNEY entered his so-called
"Independent American Party" op the ballot. This was done
after Major TOOHEI's Tax Cut Party had already qualified for
the Michigan ballot. There was ap agreement among all
patriotic third parties not to enter a State inhere another
right-wing party was. already on the ballot, COURTNEY spent
thousands of dollars and was unable to get on the ballot in
more than one State, and there polled only 539 votes. If
NSRP had had only $5,000.00 more to work with, it would have
been on the ballot in ten more States with over a million
more votes cast for States Rights, More than a third of a
million white Americans voted £or a third Party. If each of
these people would "join, work and huHd this movement", in
a few years, the United States wou3.d he governed by a new
white man's Party.

Dr. FIELDS and NED DUPES talked over Radio Station
WEPG in South Pittsburg, Tennessee. These talks reached into
both Alabama and Tennessee. Station WAPP, Chattanooga,
Tennessee, carried NSRP message, Florida NSRP workers paid
$1,200.00 in filing fees for 12,000 nnweh filed. "Florida
will be one of the first States to see our movement in the
State house. The overall picture looks good. We congratulate
you and thank you. You have launched a political battle which
will see the eventual salvation of this white republic and the
destruction of the Communist enemy. The future holds much
for those who will get out and work t© save our race, nation
and faith. This election proves that it is possible to win
in a legal political election. The man going into the White
House now is without the suppprt of a majority - that is our
Victory."

The above letter thanked all people who worked to
get NSRP on the ballot and to get out the vote. This
letter advertised a booh, "Jewjph War of Revenge" by ARNOLD
LEESE, stating that this book details the history of how the
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Jews manipulated United States Into World War II on the
side of Communist Russia. This book 'was described as a
’’must" for every patriotic freedom fighter, and that every
reader will be able to understand world happenings of the
past twenty years after reading this took,

This letter advertised the following "patriotic"
items s

"The World Hoax" by E^NES? F, ELJMHUfiST;

"Segregation Versus Integration"
by Reverend W. M, NEVINS;

Two books by Major R. H, WILLIAMS,
former Counterintelligence Officer,
"Jewish Anti-Defamation League and Its
Use in the World Communist Offensive" and
"Know Your Enemy", (50 pictures of
Communist Jews;;

"Federal Reserve Conspiracy”

;

"Our Nordic Race";

Issue No. 21 of "The Thunderbolt",
"on how the sit-ins can take over your Mayor
and Police Department"

.

The above letter set forth five reasons for
subscribing to "The Thunderbolt", namely?

1. It is the only newspaper published by apy
right-wing third Party in America,

2. It represents the largest;* fastest growing
nationally organized white political movement
in thirty States.

3. It is dedicated to fighting for the preservation
of our race, nation and faith.
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4. It Is a positive publication that belieyes that
America will be save <3. by highly organized white
man (In opposition to those who can only weep
over how bad off we are and that all is lost -

defeatist line).

5. If you are sick and tired of the red, me-too
parties, and want something dynamic, positive,
going places with action and faith in a cause
that, we can win, then Join the NATIONAL
STATES RIGHTS PARTY op subscribe to its official
organ, "The Thunderbolt”.
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"THE THUNDERBOLT"- PUBLICATION OP THE NSRP
" — ...—

—

1

—

r n

"The Thunderbolt" ip self^described as the
official White Racial Organ of the NSRP-.

Issue No. 21 of "The Thunderbolt P , dated August

,

1960 , announced a mass meeting at the Knox County,
Tennessee, Courthouse steps, on August 20* I960, at 4:00 P.M.
It was reported that Dr. FIELDS* NED DUfES* and LEE FOSTER
would speak on "Sell-Out and Race N^xinS ahd What You Can Do
About It". The first page pf this newspaper contained an
article critical of Mayor DUNCAN of Knoxville and Chief of
Police JOE KIMSEY, in connection with the "sit-ins" at
Knoxville lunch counters. The article indicated that Mayor
DUNCAN had sold out to the "sit-ins" au<* tfyat Chief of Police
KIMSEY protects Negro pickets bnt arrested white pickets.

The paper contained blanks fpr subscriptions to
"The Thunderbolt" and membership in the NSRP.

Other articles appearing in the paper are:

"U. N. Hears Grim Details of Atrocities
in the Congo";

"Let’s Get A White Girl"$

"F,B,I. Probing Anti-Estes Pamphlets";

"F fB.I. Won’t Look Ror Two Missing Security Agents";

"Nixon Sells Out";

"Propagandists Conceal Facts On Race";

"Scientist. Reveals That Negro Blood Differs
From White";

"Faubus Boycotts Demo-Convention";

"White Governors Boycott Johnson", etc.
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on October 4, 1950,
'copy of "The Thunderbol

"Draft Faubus Grows
numbered

' * - - - -

a large headline, "Draft Faubus Grows" . This issue said that
NSRP elector slates to draft ORVAL for President were
emerging in the States of Alabama, Louisiana, Virginia,
Tennessee, Delaware, Kentucky, Arkansas, and elsewhere; that
the big battle is being waged in Florida* and that many
experts feel that the NSRP can* carry Florida once on the
ballot. W, Bo BURCH of Killamey, Florida, vjras quoted as
saying that his group had been holding back op filing
petitions to put FAUBUS* name or} the ballot pending a decision
on a Special Legislative session t}9 provide for unpledged
electors.

b6
b7C

Also, on the front page of tpis issue, was an
article entitled, "Rights Party Qualifies in Alabama".
This article stated that a new political group, the NSRP,
qualified August 18, i960, with Sepretary pf State BETTYE
FRINK, Montgomery, Alabama. Tfye Chainnan of this group,
JOHN D. KNOWLES of Opelika, filed a listj of eleven
Presidential electors with the Secretary of State.
According to this article, the electors were chosen at the
Party's convention. May 3, 19f?Q, at Opelika. This article
said the NSRP group chose as its electors, JOHN D. KNOWLES,
ERNEST WILSON, JACK ANDREW TOMLINSON. Mrs, LILA EVANS,
LODWICK H. BARTEE, ANNETTE M. BARTEE, GEORGE E. ALLEN,
THERMAN DeLEE, WILLIE BAZZELL GARREJTf, LEE; J. CROWDER, and
SANFORD D, RUDD. The article concluded by stating that the
Party platform demands that the. Federal Government stop
"interfering with the sovereign rights of the States as
guaranteed by the Constitution, issuing decrees which violate
State sovereignty, fostering thought control and refrain from
violating the traditional sqciajj. CUPtoms of the individual
States"; and that all Federal control be removed from the
National Guard and State law enforcement!, the article
concluded.

The inside pages of this four-page issue contained
several photographs with accompanying comments as follows:

"Volunteer white men end police in arrest
of sit-in. Note policeman swinging at
resisting Negro",
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"White men corner another sitfin";

"Two Acts - antied men are seen.
Note policeman";

"Youth holds sign that rephrases NAACP"
(Sign read, "Niggers' Ain’t Gonna I^ike
(Colored People").

A photograph was printed qn page 3 of Vice-
President RICHARD NIXON shaking hands with a group of Negro
teen-agers and others. An article unierneath this photograph
was entitled, "Nixon Invades The South With Civil Rights
Pitch. Mixing Hasn’t Raised The Cultural Level Of Negroes".

Another article was entitle^., "Negroes Threaten
To Drive Whites Out Of United States Soon, North Carolina
Defenders Are Told".

Page 2 carried an article entitled/ "Jacksonville
Minutemen Guard". This article stated that, ori August 28,
Negroes rioted against whites in Jacksonville, Florida.
This article stated that Negroes 4rove through white areas
of Jacksonville, "wildly firing guns and throwing fire bombs
in the white business places". White men did not take such
violence lying down, according to this article, but two
white policemen and three armed white filling station
attendants shot and killed a Negro. The article said that
Whites Jumped into cars and drove through the neighborhood
shouting, "Arm yourselves, the niggers are coining".

Other articles in this issue were entitled:

"Governor of Louisiana Defies United States
in TV Talk";

"Negro-bloc Votes Elect Governor in North
Carolina"

;

"Down With Supreme Court";

"Kennedy Joins The Mau Maws”; and

"Perez Denies Attach qn Jewish Faith"

.

(This article refers to District Attorney
(LEANDER H. PEREZ of St. Bernard and
(Plaquemines Parishes, Lowisiana)
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Page 3 carried a short article entitled, "F.B.I.
In Civil Rights" . This article said that Civil Rights
Schools were being conducted for Southern police officers
by the F.B.I., according to Director J, EDGAR HOOVER.
Southern policemen are told "that the F.B.I. did not write
the Civil Rights laws, or hand down the decision on school
segregation. It’s the F

P B.I.'s Job to enforce the law of
the land with impartiality." The article said that it is
not J, EDGAR HOOVER'S Job to declare the Supreme Court's
decisions "the law of the land% when everyone knows only
Congress can pass new laws. The article concluded, "We
want no F.B.I. schools in the South to Intimidate local
police officers into surrendering whitje rights to the Negro.
HOOVER wants moderation. We want him to pack up his carpet-
bag and get out of the South. HOOVER has no business
meddling in our school problem'*

,

Also, on page 3, was the following:

"On September 29 F.B.I. race mixers approached
18-year-old SAM ALEMOND, 212 Alabama Avenue , Rossville,
Georgia. SAM is a member of the famed Chattanooga DIXIE
KLANS, INCORPORATED. The F.B.I, offered SAM, $6,000.00 to
pimp or rat on local segregation activists ,

SAM got rid of
the snoops fast. He told them tjo go straight to Hell. God
bless this brave young Klansman and may his righteous spirit
spread."

Issue No. 23 of "The Thunderbolt", dated October,
i960, printed a front-page article entitled* "States Rights
Can Win, November 8" . This article set fopth statements
Indicating that Governor FAUBUft Of Arkansas could be elected
President. It reviewed the Presidential election of 1948,
when STROM THURMOND ran on a States Rights ticket.

Other articles were:

"Jewish Congress Cites Wilkins";

"States Righters File in Tennessee";

"General LEMNITZER Takes Over Top Military Post"

S

This article said, "LEMNITZER is the Jew who
openly sold us out in Korea - and is responsible
for the deaths of thousands of white Christian
boys who died while fighting in Korea.");
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"Kennedy Picks Jewish Brain Trust"]

"Negro - Jewish Political Ties Urged"

]

"How To Vote White And Night, November 8".

On page 2 was a photograph, with the following
comments;

"Below is a remarkable picture of the Jew
HYMAN RICKOVER, giving our Atomic secrets
to a Communist leader, Soviet Vice Premier
(Assistant Dictator ) eyes our Atomic Power
Generating Plant in Pennsylvania."

Issue No. 24 of "The Thunderbolt" , dated November,
i960, was entitled, "Special New Orleans Edition". The front
page contained an article, entitled "perez Turns Spotlight On
The Enemy". This article quotes PEREZ as follows:

"The Zionist Jews are leader^ in forcing Communistic
racial integration. I am not anti-Semitic, or anything else,
except that I am uncompromisingly ^.gainst forced racial
integration as sponsored by leading Zionist Jews in this
country and in this city, That cannot be successfully denied
by ISIDORE SEELIG or IRWIN SCHUI^AN or anyone else. The facts
speak for themselves." This article states that the NAACP is
not a Negro organization] that it has n^Ye:F a Negro as its
President, and that it was founded fcy thp Jewish "Spingarn
brothers, JOEL and ARTHUR."

On Page 1 appeared a reprint of a letter to
Governor DAVIS of Louisiana, requesting him to close the
schools until private white schools could be opened. This
letter was signed by "New Orleans Committee For Private
White Schools"

.

This issue printed a long article, which indicated
that KENT COURTNEY, Publisher of the "Independent American"
in New Orleans, and head of the "Independent Party", was
trying to knock the NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY off the
Florida ballot. This article stated that COURTNEY has "talked
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and misled',' and the NSRP has "acted and led" . The article
concluded by calling KENT COURTNEY a rake, A letter was
printed near this article, allegedly signed by KENT COURTNEY
and addressed to Florida Newspaper?

»

dated {September 28,
i960 . This letter contained the following}

"The official publication of the NATIONAL STATES
RIGHTS PARTY is an anti-Semitic hateTmopgeping sheet called
"The Thunderbolt". A recent lasue of "The Thunderbolt" had
the audacity to attack J. EDGAR HOOVER. This attack on J.
EDGAR HOOVER is in line with the Communist Party’s attempt
to smear the House Committee on UnrAmerioan Activities, the
Senate Internal Security Subcommittee* and tjhe Federal Bureau
of Investigation.

"I do not believe that Governor FAUBUS would want
his name on the ballot if he really knew the kind of people
who are behind the so-called NATIONAL SPATES RIGHTS PARTY.
For your additional information, I enclose reprint of an
editorial from the "Shreveport Journal", which was printed
about the middle of April, i960 .

"A thorough exposure of "The Thunderbolt" and the
Shadowy leaders of the NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY would seem
to be in order."

This issue printed other articles entitled:

"Your Child Under Black Teachers"*

"Racial Culture";

"Non-White Population Is Up In U.S."

"Mai Britt Will Convert".

Another article dealt with Jewish people in Russia,
and concluded:

"For sometime politically crafty Jews in America
have been seeking to climb on the Anti-Communist Bandwagon by
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"falsely claiming they are being persecuted in Russia. They
seek to hide the fact that Jews use the puling class in
Russia. 70,000 Jews live in Moscow, RRUSRCHEY, himself,
married a Jewess, as did his son. KARL MARX, the Jew,
founded Communism. Never believe any fairy tales about Jews
being persecuted in. Russia. It is the Jew wh° is persecuting
everyone else."

Issue No. 25 of "The Thunderbolt", dated January,
1961, printed a front-page story entitled, "Reds Move Into
White House. Kennedy Betrays VpterS' , This article stated
that voters have been shocked by the "un-American appointments
made by President KENNEDY. DEAN RUSK, Head of the Rockefeller
Foundation and a Rhodes (Socialist) Scholar, yrlH he Secretary
of State. ROBERT McNAMARA, President Of Ford, with connections
with the Red Ford Foundations, will be Secretary of Defense."
This article said that for the first time in history there
will be three Jews in the President's Cabinet; that never
before has there ever been more than one Jew In any President’s
Cabinet. This article listed those men as ABRAHAM RIBICOFF,
ARTHUR GOLDBERG, and DOUGLAS DILLON. The article said,
"DOUGLAS DILLON (real Jew name, LAROWSKl)". "This is the
position the Jews have always wanted tp worm their way into -

direct control of the public treasury, KENNEDY announced that
he wanted to place a Republican In his Cabinet (to show
bipartisanship), so he picked the Jew piLLOR, Every decent,
respectable Republican should pise up in outrage over the
placing of this Satanic Jew in our Treasury, as KENNEDY’S
Republican voice in the Government, DILLON is also head of
the International Jew Banking House of DILLON, REED & COMPANY,
controlled by king of world Jewry, BERNARD BARUCH." This
article mentioned that MYER &RLDMAN, PAUL A. SAMUEpSON, and
PIERRE SALINGER are now all holding Government positions and
stated they are all Jewish individuals.

The article concluded by stating that all the
above individuals were not elected to office, but were
appointed. A paragraph at the bottom of page one stated,
"Many forget that this is a Christian nation and not a Jewish
cesspool. The NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY program would ban
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"any Jew from serving In the Government",

Another article was captioned, "Sammy Davis Invited
To Inaugural Ball". This article read;

"To top all this off, as a final slap at all White
Americans, KENNEDY has invited SANJNfY DAVIS, JR., and his wife
to his Inaugural Ball. This, KENNEDY (whose family made
millions in deals with the Jew-controlled whiskey industry)
will flaunt race mixing in our fapep, That is a red flag he
is waving, friends, and we are ap mad as a hull. If you
want to do something about this hellish mess, then write us
today.

"

Another front-page article was entitled, "Israel
Fights Fulbright for Secretary of State",

A front-page bulletin paidj

"On December 18, ROY FRANKHpUSER, NSRP National
Organiser, led five youth members in picketing Governor
DAVID LAWRENCE, who was making a treasonous speech at an
Israel Bond Drive in Reading, Pennsylvania, We congratulate
these brave members for bringing our message to the attention
of the man in the street."

Page 2 and Page 3 of this Issue contained an
article entitled, "Opinions Of World Famous Men On The Jews",
compiled by ERNEST F. ELMHURST, Author of "The World Hoax".
This article printed alleged statements from sixty individuals
such as GEORGE WASHINGTON, MARCUS TULLIUS OICERO, JESUS CHRIST
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, WINSTON CHURCHILL, etc., on this subject.

Page 4 of this issue printed an article entitled,
"State Righters Elect Officers". It is noted that the names
and addresses of the officers mentioned in this article have
been set out above.

Another article on page 4 was oaptioned, "N.S.R.P.
News Notes" . An announcement wap made in this article that
if any NSRP member should desire to organize others into a
formal active unit, in their area, they should write for a
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free organizational manual, care of J3ox 783, Birmingham,
Alabama. This article mentioned that the fl[SRP h^s a Book
Shop, care of Box 423, Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, and
solicited invitations for free extensive book list. This
article mentioned that a "Nord-Europa Encampment" would be
held in London, England, May 20-27 i that a group of NSHP
members would make the Journey to celebrate tjie racial
holiday and study race with fellow white wen from all over
Europe. Anyone interested should writ© for details and
lowest possible travel rates, care of Box 733, Birmingham,
Alabama

.

A paragraph in this article announced that E. E.
WILLIAMS, 1207 South Clay Ayenue, Wa,co, Texas, is the new
State Chairman of that State. The paragraph concluded that
WILLIAMS needs the help of Texans ip. organizing that State.

Another paragraph under "N,S.R»P. News Notes" was
captioned "Where Is All The Gold Going", Tjiis article said:

"You guessed it. Much of it is finding its way
to the bandit state of Israel." This article quoted Dr. E.
LEHMAN, General Director of the Israel National Bank, to the
effect that Israel had received from outSi4e sources a total
of $278,000,000.00. Dr. LEHMAN Was further quoted as follows

"For which we do not have to repay a single
dollar to the outside world."

This article concluded, "Yet EISENHOWER’S answer
to the outflow of American gold is to break up the families
of U. S. servicemen by bringing home their dependents. The
Jew dominated politicians dare not cut off the fantastic
giveaways of your tax money to the parasitic state of Israel.
The Jewish state receives more free aid from the USA (per
person) than any other nation in the world. The Jew is the
cancer which feeds upon all pepples

f
No wonder they are the

most despised race in the world, They are themselves
responsible for the hostility they create wherever they go."

Enclosed with Issue No. 25 was a mimeographed sheet
entitled, "The Thunderbolt Man, Americas Future Hope For
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Whitefolk Salvation”. This sheet had a drawing of a man
wearing "The Thunderbolt" emblem at the top of the left
side of his shirt. This sheetf listed four decisions made
at the NSRP Chattanooga conference *

as follows

j

(1) All members will wear "The Thunderbolt" patch.
Men will purchase a grey shirty women a grey
blouse or dress. AH will have a "Thunderbolt"
patch sewn over th^ heart, (As illustrated in
picture above).

(2) All NSRP units will begin holding regular weekly
meetings, (once a month being required)

(3) Organizational manuals
, new platforms, taped

speeches, local unit stationery, and other
supplies are being issued local units.

(4) "The Thunderbolt" newspaper, all funds available,
the dedicated efforts' of every pfficer, will be
given the task of organisation,

"We must build our movement from coast to coast.
Now is the time - this is the last chance for the White Race.
We must win, the fate of the White Race is in our hands. If
you stand with us, do your part and return the coupon below."

The coupon referred to was addressed to the
NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY, f. Q. Jtoaj 733, Birmingham,
Alabama, and contained appropriate spaces for ordering
"Thunderbolt" patches ; making application for membership in
NSRP,* securing extra copies of Issue No, 25 of "The
Thunderbolt", which was described as "qujj most powerful issue,
opinions of 60 great white men on the Jew, Awaken your
neighbors, mail them out, pass them out in the street, check
number you can use above."

A last space was shown, wherein funds were
solicited. "If you are unable to- be an organizer, or work
out in the open, then please send us the ammunition (funds)
so this struggle may be carried out to th© uttermost."
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The sheet concluded with, "White man may we
hear from you today."

Issue No. 26 of "The Thunderbolt" , dated
February, 1961, was a "Special Georgia Edition", Page 1
contained an article entitled, "Ta.lme.dge r- Vandiver Sellout"

.

This article mainly discussed United States Senator HERMAN
TALMADGE of Georgia, and indicates thut TALMADGE is not a
real segregationist. This article stated that HERMAN
TALMADGE is a leading salesman of Israeli bonds in the South.
The following is an example of the cj©ntentS Qf this article:

"As a result of his father's White Supremacy
reputation, HERMAN TALMADGE was enabled to become Governor
of Georgia, and then to get elected t° the United States
Senate without ever doing anything for the white race. When
Governor, HERMAN published a weekly newspaper, 'The Statesman'
During each election campaign, its columns were devoted to the
racial issue. As soon as each election ended, it completely
dropped any mention of the nac£ problem, HERMAN only used the
Negro issue to get votes, As a public official

*
he has never

seriously done anything to maintain separation of the races."

Pages 2 and 3 of this issue contained an article,
illustrated with photographs, entitled, "Leo Frank Case and
Today's Jewish Rape of the South", This article stated that
MARI PHAGAN, a 13-year-old white girl* w^s found murdered in
April, 1913, at the National Pencil Company factory in Atlanta
Georgia. The article seated that IfEQ FRAN|C, bom of German-
Jewish parents. Superintendent of the factory, killed MARY
PHAGAN in a sex crime. The article is detailed, One photo-
graph is entitled, "The Beast Is Hanged". Half of page four
is devoted to the concluding part of tjie article on HERMAN
TALMADGE. Other short articles are?

"Kennedy Appoints Mope Jews To Power";

"States Righters. A Secret Revolution Has
Taken Place In Washington, The Jews Have
Taken Over The United States Government";
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"Remember Mary Phagan
Committee Visits Grave' 1

.

A photograph was printed in connection with the
latter article, showing a photograph of ROBERT BOWLING
of Atlanta, Georgia, Chairman of the "Remember Mary Phagan
Committee", placing flowers on the girl

* p grave.

There is an unidentified white man beside
ROBERT BOWLING at the grave.
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NSRP ACTIVITY IN ALABAMA

On December 5 , i960 ,
tjie Birmingham FBI Office

received a copy of a letter on NSRP letterhead, addressed
to the Editor of the "Birmingham News", Birmingham,
Alabama, which read as follows?

"I wish to take issue with your editorial
of Dec. 4. You give a ’Solid welcome to the new
F.B 0 Io agent in charge, Thomas ^T. Jenkins, Our city
and state have the highest respect for our F.B.I,
men. *

"The main purpose of Thomas J. Jenkins
here in our state is to intimidate voting registrars
and other public officials. Under the direction of
an extreme left-wing Justice Department, the F.B.I.
is seeking to have eyery illiterate Npgpo in this
state on our voting rolls. The F,B.I, Is trying to
return us to the Reconstruction era, 'They want the
Negro in political office dominating the Whiteman.
No, Thomas. J, Jenkins and his F.B.I. are NOT welcome
In Alabama, nor do we have ANY respect for 'these
integrators. We wish they w’o'Wld P^ck tjieir carpet-
bags and get out. Bull Connor and the State Police
can take care of any criminals in this state, The
F.B.I. in most cases hampers local law enforcement
and therefore is not needed."

This letter was signed by Dr, ENWAip R, FIELDS,
1216 Woodland Avenue, Birmingham, Alabama, The NSRP
letterhead stationery identified Dr, EDWARD R, FIELDS as
Information Director of the NSRP, The envelope in which
this letter was received had a return address of "The
Thunderbolt", P. 0, Box 783 , Birmingham, Alabama,
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Pat® January 20, 1961

On January 17, 1Q61, a source advised that

b6
b7
b7

The above information cannot be made public,
except through the issuance of a subpoena duces tecum.
The appropriate person to be subpoenaed is I

b6
b7C
b7D

On 1/17/61 at B1.rmlJ3.gham, Alabama P'l® # BH ,. 105?-477

by
Special Agent C. B. STANBERY : fmb di^tqted 1/20/61

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to

your ageney; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside Y.our agency.
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BH T~6 advised, on February 22. 1961, that he
attended a meeting of the I I b6

|
b7C

I T-6 said, in his opinionJ Iwas
armed. He said he saw the outline of the gun under I I

coat, and that when I I arose to leaye the meeting, he
heard the gun hit against the phair in whiqh I had been
sitting .

1 1

The JEFFERSON COUNTY CITIZENS COUNCIL
is self-described as an organisation supporting
segregation.

T-6 said that Birmingham Commissioner of police
EUGENE "BULL” CONNOR addressed this meeting# which consisted
of about 20 people, in the interest of his reoleetion as
Police Commissioner. T-6 said th$,t J“ ]

~| of the meeting^

On December 22. 1060.l

It is noted that, on December 1, I960, I

had voluntarily furnished this Bureau with pne pppy each of
the three issues of "The Thunderbolt”, I

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
b7D

=1

,H T-5. above-mentioned, advised, on March 9,

1961, that
,

.

I is now residing at [

that f
]
His telephone number isl

Thas recently
1 T-B said"

1 Hesaid tfiis automobile pears'
License tag I 1 T^5 sai^ that thisf

T-5 said that, as far as he has been able to
determine ,

|

| i "The Tnunaerpoif , and nas noo peen
holding any meetings of the NATIONAL STATES RIGpITS PARTY.

b6
b7
b7

b6
b7C
b7D
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NSRP ACTIVITY IN NEW JERSEY

On January 19, 1961, Chief of Police PRANK JONES,
Delaware Township, New Jersey, advised that approximately
two weeks previously several men, who identified themselves
as members of the NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY, came to his
office and requested a permit to picket the Latin Casino,
where SAMMY DAVIS, JR., had just started his engagement.
Chief JONES ejected these individuals from his office, and
heard nothing further from them until he received a letter
a few days later, as follows:

"On the night of January 14 several
members of the NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
arrived in Delaware Township, with the purpose
of picketing the race mixing Negro SAMMY DAVIS,
JR. Upon starting to picket him at approximately
9:30 P.M., we were told by the policeman on duty
at the Latin Casino that we would have to get a
permit from you in order to picket.

"In complying with the officer’s request,
we went to the Police Station in order to get such
a permit.

"Upon arriving at the Police Station, we
were treated courteously by everyone, but yourself,
and you treated us very rudely. It is our
constitutional right to picket in defense of our
race and we shall continue to do so in the future

.

"Now I would like to know under what
Ordinance we are ’supposed' to get a permit in order
to picket in Delaware County. If there is no
Ordinance to this effect, we shall bring a suit
against you for threatening us and depriving us of
our constitutional right of protesting integration.

"Sincerely, ,

/s/
b6
b7C
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It is noted that the above letter was on
stationery bearing the masthead NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS
PARTY* and identified the national headquarters as being
Post Office Box 7^3, Birmingham, Alabama. The local unit
headquarters address was given as Box 423* Wilkes-Barre,
Pennsylvania

.

National officers listed on the left-hand margin
were as follows:

NED DUPES - Chairman;

Mrs. E. L, BISHOP - Vice Chairman;

W. B. BURCH - Assistant Chairman;

BERNICE SETTLE - Secretary-Treasurer;

ROY FRANKHOUSER - Organizer;

MATT KOEHL - Security Officer;

Doctor EDWARD R. FIELDS - Information Director.

On January 23, 1961, Chief JONES advised that,
during the week-end of January 20-22, 1961, he and members
of his Department, as well as members of the New Jersey State
Police, were present at the Latin Casino during all the floor
shows in which SAMMY DAVIS, JR. appeared. He stated that no
incidents developed and no suspicious individuals or
activities were noted. He stated that, in general, the
audience reaction to SAMMY DAVIS, JR. * s performance was normal
In every respect.
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GEORGIANS UNWILLING TO SURRENDER

Captain|
|
Atlanta, Georgia, Police

Department, advised, on February 17, 1961, that GEORGIANS b ~
r

UNWILLING TO SURRENDER held a meeting at the Tower Theatre,
Atlanta, on the evening of February 16 , 1961, for the purpose
of raising money to be used to fight integration in the
Atlanta area. The Master of Ceremonies for the meeting was
Jo 0. PARTAIN, JR. , Atlanta businessman, and the principal
speaker was LEANDER H. PEREZ from New Orleans, Louisiana.
Other speakers were ROY HARRIS and LESTER MADDOX.

Captain l J
advised that 500 to 600 people

heard the speakers attack Governor ERNEST R. VANDIVER and b6
other State officials for allegedly surrendering to the b?c

Federal Government on the integration of public schools issue.

Captain advised that he observed the
following persons at the meeting who were handing out the
February, 1961, issue of "The Thunderbolt":

Captain|
|
furnished a copy of the February,

1961, issue of "The Thunderbolt", which contained as a
feature story an article entitled, "Leo Frank Case and
Today's Jewish Rape of the South - A Christian Girl Murdered -

A Jew Arrested - A. Horrified But Awakened Southland" . This
article recounts the rape and murder of MARY PHAGAN, on
April 26, 1913, and the resulting trial and lynching of LEO
FRANK. The article attempts to equate the murder of MARY
PHAGAN with alleged efforts of the Jews today to force
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integration on the South.

The above-mentioned issue of "The Thunderbolt"
also contains information regarding the formation of a
"MASS’ PHAGAN COMMITTEE", whose purpose will be to beautify
and make pilgrimages to the grave of MAE? PHAGAN at
Marietta, Georgia, City Cemetery. ROBERT BOWLING is listed
as Chairman of this Committee.

The February 17, 1961, issue of the "Atlanta
Journal" carried an article concerning the meeting of
GEORGIANS UNWILLING TO SURRENDER, on February 16 , 1961.
The article states that LESTER MADDOX, Chairman of
GEORGIANS UNWILLING TO SURRENDER, noted the distribution
of "The Thunderbolt" among the audience and requested that
the distribution be stopped. The article pointed out the
attendance of ROBERT and RICHARD BOWLING, GEORGE BRIGHT and
WALLACE ALLEN at the meeting, and identifies them as being
individuals who were indicted in connection with the bombing
of "The Temple" In Atlanta, on October 12, 1953.

The article reports an interview with EDWARD R.
FIELDS at the meeting and quotes him as stating, "There is.

a parallel between the way the Jews are' forcing race mixing
on us and the way LEO FRANK murdered MARY PHAGAN. MARY
PHAGAN would be a good symbol for our forces to rally abound" •

FIELDS is reported to have said that 15,000 copies of "The
Thunderbolt" had been printed for the Atlanta area, and
that 15,000 more copies were due off the presses for
distribution in Cobb County, Georgia.
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MISCELLANEOUS

I received a

|

He said this letter was headed, "America In Danger”
Jsaid the letter mentioned that there had been a "big

let-down" in contributions to "The Thunderbolt" and the
NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY in recent weeks ; that this was
expected during Christmas holidays, but the question is.
according to "Should we fight only during the
election period every four years, or are we to fight month
in and month out? Shall we continue to grow ever more
stronger, gaining new converts every month and building a
real Mass White Man's Movement, which will eventually be
elected to power?”

I Imentioned "The American Mercury"
magazine, and said it had been doing a terrific job in
alerting America, He said that at the beginning of 1961,
"The American Mercury" ceased publication as an independent
magazine. According to I 1letter, this magazine has
been sold to "The Defender", a religious publication, and the
words, "Jew" and "Negro" will no longer be mentioned.

I I wrote that last year,|
| "Mercury", showed him a statement whereby

that magazine lost 4Y5.000.0Q in a three month period.
|wrote that I 1 personally made Tip this loss, but

that even a man of his standing could not take such a loss
indefinitely. This letter listed the following publications
which went out of business during the past two years:

"The American Mercury",

"The American Nationalist",

"The Virginian",

"Williams Intelligence Summary",

b6
b7C

ho
b7C

ho
b7C
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"The Americanism Bulletin”,

"The Revere",

"National Republic",

"Montgomery Home News", and

"Right”.

pointed out that all these publications had done a
terrific job, and raised the question why they ceased
publication. He pointed out that the ones with advertising
soon lost it when they entered the "Negro-Jewish question";
that those who had saved money or tried to finance their
publication themselves, soon were exhausted financially.

I I wrote that others were weakened by the long fight
with "constant harrassment by the enemy and by the loss of
printers and the drain of funds". He mentioned in this
letter that there are only a handful of right-wing patriotic
publications left; that during the past two years "The
Thunderbolt" and NSRP have been the "only bright light on the
scene"

.

The letter concluded with a plea to support NSRP
and its publication; introduced a "Sustaining Fund" and
asked supporters to contribute to this fund.

On February 13# 1961, | I
mentioned

above, advised that he received a mimeographed letter from
NSRP, Birmingham, captioned "Financial Position Improves"

.

A part of this letter is as follows

s

"If the fine response continues to our "Sustaining
Fund", we will soon wipe out "The Thunderbolt’s" deficit. We
need to be in a safe financial position, in order to plan
future action campaigns. Several of you have written this
office asking for some figures on just how much it costs to
get this newspaper out. Because our enemies read this paper,
we usually do not give out this information. But, I feel
that you deserve to know how we are progressing. During
December, ’The Thunderbolt’ lost $105.18. This month.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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" 'The Thunderbolt 1 collected $1,003.90. Expenses for the
same month (February) were $1,1%. 04 for printing, postage,
overhead, etc. This is a loss of $141.14. These figures
will give you some idea of the need for the "Sustaining
Fund". If we are to expand, we need to be guaranteed
$1,500. a month. Most of you seem to favor the Fund idea,
because you know how much you give, and when your book is
returned, you know we received it safely.

"We have no ads as business men do not want
to be involved in any kind of controversy. We are not
subsidised by the Government. (Life Magasine sends out
about 10 copies for 1^.) We must pay 30 to 40 times more
postage than Life per issue. We have no wealthy backers,
Just little average folks. We had rather have it that way.
We know you will not run out on us if the fighting gets
rough."

The remainder of this letter mentioned the fact
that President KENNEDY had appointed "two more Jews to
powerful positions". ARTHUR M. SCHLESINGER and PHILIP M.
KLUTZNXCK were mentioned. SCHLESINGER was appointed to a
newly created position as "Special Advisor to The President",
according to this letter, and KLUTZNICK was appointed,
"America's Jewish Minister to the United Nations Economic
and Social Council". This letter mentioned that when ARTHUR
GOLDBERG, Secretary of Labor, came up for his appointment
hearing. Senator BARRY G0LDWATER, "a Jewish department store
owner from Arizona”, passed him right on without any
questioning. According to this letter, "G0LDWATER stated
that GOLDBERG’S character was above question. (See How one
Gold builds up another Gold)."
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"chiropractor, is a key figure in the National States
Rights Party and co-ordinator of all its activities,
contacts and liaison with leaders of other hate groups.
He apparently started Jew-baiting in his teens, aided
STONER in the Christian anti-Jewish Party, and got
involved in newspaper notoriety while attending
ehiropractory school in Davenport, Iowa. There, early
in 195-45 according to newspaper reports, he pasted
anti-Jewish stickers on store windows during Brotherhood
Week."

The RU KLUX ELAN has been designated by the
Attorney General of the United States pursuant to Executive
Order 10450.
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DIXIE KLANS,
KNIGHTS OP THE KIT KLUX KLAN, INC.

Confidential Sources advised it was
announced at a meeting of Klavern #1, TJ. S. Klans,
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc., at Chattanooga,
Tennessee, on September 17, 1957, that some former
leaders of Klavern #1 and their close associates had
been banished from U. S. Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan, Inc., during the preceding week.

Sources advised those individuals who
were banished formed a new klan organization known
as Dixie Klans , Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc., with
headquarters in Masonic Hall, 2523 Glass Street, East
Chattanooga, Tennessee. A general welfare charter was
secured from the State of Tennessee on October 21, 1957,
which charter lists some of the purposes of the organiza-
tion as freedom of speech and association, rejection of
forced integration, preservation of the Constitutions of
the United States and of Tennessee, and preservation of the
sovereignty of each state.

On May 13, 1959, Source stated that the
Dixie Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc., has active
klavems in Tennessee, Georgia, and Alabama. This infor-
mant advised attempts were made to organize klavems of
this organisation in Arkansas, Mississippi, Florida, South
Carolina, and North Carolina, but the attempts at organiza-
tion in these states have not been successful.
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U. S. KLANS,
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLXJX KLAN. INC.

Source advised on October 12, 1956, that b6
I I organized a new klan group at b?c
Atlanta, Georgia, in 1953. This organization re-
ceived a corporate charter in Georgia, in October
1955# under the name U. S. Klans.

Sources advised in October 1956, that the
U. S. Klans has no affiliation with any previous klan
group but utilizes with minor changes the Klan Kloran
or Ritual, written in about 1915 by WILLIAM JOSEPH
SIMMONS and used by the now defunct Knights of the
Ku KLux Klan (1915“*1944) . These sources advised the
U. So Klans has as its principal aims and objectives
the promotion of Americanism, White Supremacy, and
Segregation.

Source stated the aims, objectives and
principals for all practical purposes are the same as
those of the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan.

I 1

Sources stated that on numerous occasions
I
has announced objectives will be made through

legal means and without violence. They advised klan
officials expect to achieve objectives through strength
In membership, thus insuring selection of public offi-
cials who are sympathetic with their views. b6

b7C

I 1

Sources advised in November 1956, that
|
and other Individuals responsible for organizing

the IT. S. Klans are former officers and members of the
Association of Georgia Klans (AGK) . AGK has been desig-
nated by the Attorney General pursuant to Executive Order
10450.

Sources advised in 1958 that the U. S. Klans
continues as the principal klan in operation and is ac-
tively engaged in recruiting members in several Southern
states. These informants advised that the U. S. Klans
has made considerable progress within the past year In
opening new units in the Southern States.
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In Replyf Please Refer to

File No. 105- <477

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

300 American Life Building
Birmingham 3 fl Alabama
March 31 # 1961

Titles NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Reference : Report of Special Agent C. B. STANBERY,
dated March 31# 1961 at
Birmingham, Alabama.

All sources (except any listed below) used in
referenced communication have furnished reliable
information in the past.

BH T-3# contact with whom has been insufficient
to determine his reliability.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of
the FBI and is loaned to your agencyj it and its
contents are not t© be distributed outside your
agency.
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'l

DIRECTOR, I .1 (105-66233)

sag, nra? york ( 105-28550)

RATIONAL STAIL'S RIGHTS PARK
RACIAL i'ITTTLRS

(00: BH)

Re".Hot to Albuquerque , 3/15/61.

Rolet requested all continental offices
to report activities of a national States Rights
Party (1ISRP) chapter located in their territory*

Oif
Lnrc

tJao has furni3hod
reliable information in the nast T and Detective

I i Bureau of Special Services, Hot; York
City Polico Department, both advised that, to their
knowledge, there was no chapter of captioned
organisation operating in the How York area.

b6
b7C
b7D

PTJC

2 - Bureau (105-66233) (HII)

1 - Birmingham (105*477) (Info) (RI1)

1 - ITot-i York (105-28550)

JD *nc
Uj.)



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Houston, Texas

April 13, 1961

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RACIAL HATTERS

c

On April 13, 1961,

_

]Anti-Oefamation League of B*nai B‘rith,
advised he has received information through his national
headquarters that the National States Rights Party is
planning anti-Semitic activities in the form of desecration
of property throughout the country in retaliation of the

1trial

»

advised that he knew nothing further
concerning the planned activity* He stated that in his
opinion the most vulnerable spots for such activity in
Texas would be in the cities of Waco and Austin, although
he had no information that any activity was actually being
planned in these cities.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C



FBI

ansmit the following in

AIRTEIi

Date: 4/17/61

(Type in plain text Dr code)

.air in. •

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-66233)

FROM: SAC, HptjSTOH (100-9575)

BE: MATIOMAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS
(OO-Birraingham)

Enclosed for the Bureau are six copies of a self-
explanatory letterhead memorandum. Three copies are attached
for Birmingham as office of Origin. All other offices
receiving this airtel are Being furnished with one copy
for information*

| has advised he will furnish
Houston Office with any additional information he

receives regarding this matter.

The information is Being submitted in order to
alert the various offices of possible activity within their
territory*

3 - Bureau (AM) (RM)
(Bncl* 6)

1 - Albuquerque (AM) (RM) (Info.) (Enel. 1)

1 - Atlanta (105-763) (Info*) (AM) (RM) (Encl.'i

)

1 - Baltimore (100-20364) (Info.) (AM) (RMGPncl. 1)
3 - Birmingham (105-477) (AM) (RM) (Enel. 3)
L - Boston (105-3341) (Info.) (AM) (RM) (Enel. 1)
I - Charlotte (105-633) (Info.) (AM) (RM) (Enel. 1)
i - Chicago (105-4630) (Info.) (AM) (RM) (Enel. 1)
1 - Cincinnati (105-1139) (Info.) (AM) (RM)

(Bn£U.
1 - Dallas (105-569) (Info.) (All) (RM)

(Encl. i)

/
(See next page for remainder of copies)

• ^
GWKsyfc , . /

{CX)

L z> S
SEARCHED..

SERIA* <7"0
JDESED^

''LCX.’v,
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HO 100-9575

Detroit (100-26534D (In

£

9,) (AM}{EM)
(Encl. 1)

Indianapolis (105-975) (Info*) (AM) (RM) (Encl. 1)

Jacksonville (105-60) (Info.) (AM) (RM) (Encl. 1)

Knoscville (105-202) (Info.) (RM) (Encl. 1)

Little Rock (105-137) (Info*) (RM) (Encl. 1)

Los Angeles (105-5724) (info,) (AM) (RM) (Encl. 1)

Louisville (105-271) (Info*) (AM) (RM) (Encl. 1)

Memphis (105-320) (Info.) (AM) (RM) (Encl. 1)

Miami (105-1433) (Info.) (AM) (RM) • (Encl. 1)

Minneapolis (100-11656) (Info.) (AM) (RM) (Encl. 1)

Mobile (105-339) (mfo.) (AM) (RM^Bncl. 1)

New Orleans (105-089) (Info.) (AM) (RM) (Encl. 1)

Newark (105-6386) (Info.) (AM) (RM) (Encl. 1) J
New York (105-28550) (mfo.) (AM) (RM) (Encl.
Omaha (105-806) (info.) (AM) (RM)

.
(Encl. 1)

Philadelphia (105-3916) (Info.) (AM) (RM) (Encl. 1)

Portland (105-588) (Info.) (AM) (RM) (Encl. 1)

Richmond (157-14) (info.) (AM) (RM) - (Encl. 1)
San Antonio (100-93 79) (Info.) (AM) (RM) (Encl. 1)
San Diego (105-3320) (Info.) (AM) (RM) (Encl. 1)
St. Louis (105-1564) (Info.) (AM) (RM) (Encl. 1)
Savannah (105-349) (mfo.) (AM) (RM) (Encl. 1)

Seattle (105-1614) (Info.) (AM) (RM). (Encl. 1)

Tampa (157-45) (Info.) (RM). (AM) (Enel. 1)

Washington Field (100-34457) (Info.) (AM) (RM)(Encl. 1)

Houston



DIH2CT0A, PEI (105-CS233)

sac, ite;j ychi; {105-20550)

IJATIOhAL STATE! RIGHTS PARK
RACIAL riATSERS
(CO;Hi)

On 5/10/61 1 an envelope eontainlny the Kareh , 15 Si
of ‘ The Thunderbolt ’ official op

-

an of captioned Grcanla&tlcn
and the April 15Si and I.’ay 15S1 issues of the ’’Truth CqoIzqA ,

published by tho Truth Scu&ar Co., Inc,, 35 Farl; Rev, Iff 8,
EY, ;;as slipped under the dcor of tire Cordon City, IBP Resident
Agency by an url:ne.;n persen.

It is to bo notod that tho enuolorr? f».nr»tn-Tw1yi-<« -ht-rhi

literature \7,is addressed to
nx, and boro tho return address,

'auj uraui ejorei*, ij rua: lAr.r. 21tj Yorl: 0, Iff. Kandvndtlxn and
bandrr

:
intl»3 on tho outside of the orr/olo.; .* .cead: \7or;;ard to

a.-£I, .JLneola, lls.r Y01S: (Kate Literature) - Several of u.s at
the college received this nonsence. It uust bo moral and
ccr_.;enist inspired’

1

.

A route,? of tho IffO indices reflected no information
concerning

It is noted tint| |;ho has furnished roliatd
information in tho past, has described The Truth deol'o*-*, 35 Pax
fcj, XISTC* an an atheistic orcanlL-atien ’.Hitch publishes the” Trui
AA±,;*

4 cn cnti-Soaltlc and anti-IIec^ publication and that CHf<?
rrlVrl . ,rH *hnr' wl* X . , . r » I f

’ -V^**^**, v-l P *SV*£-*
r,

L 'S5

T ’ho has furnished roliaM*
has described Tire Truth deoPo-'*, Z'6• PaxZ

? orcanlL'aticn enich publishes tho Truth
md antl-Becro publication and that CHAHL
’Truth beefier » is a notorious anti

Tho Ilarch, 1551 issue of "Tho Thunderbolt , referred to
above, contains an article v;hieh is 'derogatory of J. EDGAR H0CV3R, FBI
.Director, and thin issue la enclosed for the Bureau's information

.

Tho issues of the 'Truth ^ccher' , mentioned above , jov-o
revie;rod and reflected no infornaticn of a pertinent nature, and
therefore, they and tho envelope in .Jliich they uero enclosed
are being caute exhibits in tho 1A section of iff 157-4.

2 - Bureau (105-66233) (Till)

1 ~ Blx*nilngham (IMFO) (HI)
1 - Iff (151-n) ("The Truth :

, IgA r m (105-25550)
K /cfcrdZiiva'S

:o3?" ) (412)

:
•/' '/?/



WORCD WAR 1

82nd DIv„ A. E. F.

WORLD WAR II

82nd Div., Airborne

NATIONAL HEADQUAR'

"ALL AMERICAN"

EIGHTY-SECOND DIVISION ASSOCIATION
28 EAST 39th STREET

NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

August 18 61

Federal Bureap of Investigation
201 Bast 69 th Streep N Y C

FROM /
aid

V.e have received circulars similar to the enclosed, which

in this instance were addressed to the president of our

association, ut the meeting rooms of our

association.

This type of literature is not welcome, and though we are

not aware of your authority in matters like this, perhaps

you could inform the people who publish the enclosed, or

they to inform their agent in New York where from the post

mark we gather the material was mailed, that we want our

address removed froii

SEARCHED ‘MDEXED

.

SERIALIZED ^.‘^.nL£D..C

m x 136 r
•

Bl— NEW YORK



201 East 69th StFeat
Wow York 21, New York

August 23, 1961

Your interest in furnishing thi3 material to us is

indeed appreciated.

It is suggested that you may desire to directly advise

the sender or puMshor of this literature that you do not

desire to receive it. This Bureau does not perform this function

for reasons you may well appreciate.

Very truly yours.



OPTIONAL. FORM NO. 10

5010-104

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to SAC, New York (105-28550)

from : SAC, Birmingham (105-477)

date: September 20, 1961

subject: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS
(00: BH)

The September, 1961, issue of "The Thunderbolt",
official paper of the NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY, printed
an article on the back page as follows:

y^N.S.R.P. New York City Unit headed by
William^ Hoff, announced the creation of a Party
BowiTng^team. Members will enter regular Bowling
league competition wearing bowling shirts with
National States Rights Party embroidered on the
back of the shirt. This move is good public
relations and those interested should contact Mr.
Hoff immediately. Write NSRP of New York, P. 0.
Box 1243, Brooklyn 1, N. Y. "

The above is for the information of the New York
Office, in attempting to ascertain the activity of the
NSRP in the New York Division.

Cihs>NY (RM)
1 - BH
CBS : fmb
(3)

UEGIilSSIPICATIOI? AS OF

SEARCHED !NDE^%T
SERIALIZED *
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" Report Form
FD-263 (5-12-55)

FEDERAL :AU OF INVESTIGATION

Reporting Office Office of Origin Date Investigative period

BIRMINGHAM BIRMINGHAM 10/6/61 3/15/61 - 10/5/61
TITLE OF CASE Report aade by

C. B. STANBERY

Typed By:

hss

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
CHARACTER OF CASE

RACIAL MATTERS

XKHKm
REFERENCE

Report of SA C. B. STANBERY, Birmingham; 3/31/61.
- P -

INFORMANTS

Identity
of Source

File Where
Located "9





« *>-

BH 105-477

COPIES MADE:

5 - Bureau (105-66233) (RM) i

1 - G-2, 3rd Army, Fort McPherson, Ga. (RM)
1 - OS I, Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala. (RM)

,

1 - ONI, 6th Naval District, Charleston, S.C. (RM)
2 - Atlanta (105-763) (RM)
1 - Charlotte (Info) (105-683) (RM)
2 - Cincinnati (105-1139) (RM)
2 - Cleveland (RM) /2 - Chicago CI0$-4630)RM
1 - Detroit (Info) (100-26534) (RM) - .

1 - Jacksonville (105-60) (Info) (RM)
1 - Knoxville (105-202) (Info) (RM)
1 - Little Rock (105-187) (Info) (RM)
1 - Louisville (105-271) (Info) (RM)
2 - Los Angeles (105-5724) (RM)
2 - Miami (105-1438) (RM)
1 - Memphis (105-320) (Info) (RM)
2 - Mobile (105-339) (RM)
2 - Milwaukee (RM)
2 - New Orleans (105-889) (RM)

(3T- New York (105-28550) (RM)
2 - Birmingham (105-477)

INFORMANTS (Continued)

Identity File Where
of Source Located

BH T-6 is

BH.T-7 is

BH 105-477-654

Sources Used To Characterize the NSRP are:

re information ini

re information in

re information

, re
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Sources Used in Documentation of Alabama Knights, Knights of
the Ku Klux Klan, Inc.

, are:

Source 1 is

Source 2 is

Sources Used in Documentation of United Klans of America,
Incorporated, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan (United Klans) are:

b7D

b7D

Careful consideration has been given to each source
concealed and "T" symbols were utilised only in those instances
where the identities of the sources must be concealed.

L EADS
CHARLOTTE )
DETROIT )
JACKSONVILLE )
KNOXVILLE ) (INFORMATION)
LITTLE ROCK )

LOUISVILLE )

MEMPHIS )

Information copies of this report are being furnished
to the above offices due to past activity of NSRP in those terri-
tories or because there is information of interest to them in
instant reports

. ATLANTA: AT ATLANTA, GEORGIA

Will submit current report.

CHICAGO: AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Will report on the NSRP Rally held in Chicago on
August 19, 1961, at the LaSalle Hotel, and any other NSRP activity.

C
COVER PAGE
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CINCINNATI: AT CINCINNATI, OHIO

Issue #34 of ’’The Thunderbolt” announced that
a local NSRP Newsletter would be published in Ohio reporting
activities of NSRP in Ohio. Will ascertain if this News-
letter is being published.

CLEVELAND: AT CLEVELAND, OHIO
J

F l
- -rr-ir.-rr ....

See lead for Cincinnati above. Will ascertain
if this Newsletter is being published in the Cleveland Division.

MIAMI : AT MIAMI, FLORIDA

Will submit current report,

MOBILE: AT MOBILE, ALABAMA

Will submit current report.

MILWAUKEE: AT MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

Issue #32 of "The Thunderbolt” announced, that new
State mailing address for Milwaukee is P. O. Box 2493, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. Will ascertain holder of this box and what NSRP
activity, if any, is occurring in Wisconsin.

NEW ORLEANS: AT NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA

Will ascertain the holder of P. O, Box 4342,
New Orleans 18, La., reputed in ’’Thunderbolt” issued #32 to
be new state mailing address of NSRP. Also, report results
of NSRP Mass Meeting of September 26, 1961.

NEW YORK: AT NEW YORK, N. Y.

Issue #32 of "The Thunderbolt” announced that
the new state mailing address is P. 0. Box 1243, G.P.O.,
Brooklyn, N.Y. , and that NSRP in New York is headed by WILLIAM
HOFF, who picketed the CONGRESS OF RACIAL EQUALITY in New York.
Handle in accordance with Birmingham letter to Albuquerque,
3/15/.6{L

.

D
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LOS ANGELES : AT LAGUffA BEACH, CALIFORNIA

It is noted that Issue #34 of ’’The Thunderbolt
announced that NSRP of California, P. 0. Box 421, Laguna
Beach, stated that a state publication for California called
’’Attack” would be started. Will ascertain if ’’Attack" is
being published and status of NSRP in Los Angeles Division.

BIRMINGHAM: AT BIRMINGHAM. ALABAMA
' " ' 1 “ V—1 — 1

Will follow and report activities of N.S.R.P.

E*
COVER PAGE
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
* FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to:

Report of:

Date:

1 - G-2, 3rd Army, Fort McPherson, Ga. (RM)
1 - OSI

, Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala. (RM)
1 - ONI, 6th Naval District Charleston, S.C. (RM)

SA C. B. STANBERY
October 6, 1961

Field Office File it BH 105-477

Title:

Office: BIRMINGHAM

Bureau File & 105—66233

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Synopsis: Headquarters of NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY (NSRP) remain
at P. O. Box 783, Birmingham, Alabama. NSRP continues to
publish "The Thunderbolt", self-described as the official
"White Racial Organ" of this organization, I

PThi
rounderdoit" , resides atl I

"The Thunderbolt" continues to be anti-Jewish and also
attacks Director HOOVER and the FBI. Alabama State Head-

. quarters of NSRP is P. O. Box 1774, Montgomery, Alabama.
I

Ireports that February, 1961, donations amounted
to $1,121.34 and February expenses were $1,309.20; that
during first half of 1961 "The Thunderbolt" received in
subscriptions and literature sales $3,803.05 and $3,429.64
was received from contributions to the "Sustaining Fund".
On 8/1/61, NSRP held public meeting at Jefferson Countv

j

Courth
p
use, Birmingham; about 27 people present.

|

I I presided. Speeches were made favoring segregation.
"Anniston Star", daily newspaper at Anniston, Alabama,
advised on 9/5/61 that NSRP sponsored a meeting on that
date on leased parking space in Anniston. ,T. B. stover
attorney for NSRP, and
NSRP,
JAMES

spoke

.

FARMER
FBI Direcxor hwvjsk, Attorney General KENNEDY,

o£. Congress of Racial Equality, and FBI Agents
I
Resident Agents at
"Anniston Star" statedAnniston, were hanged in effigy,

that about 175 people were present at beginning of meeting
but dwindled to about 25. Informant reported in July, 1961,
that

l land J. B. STONER are "still in
poor financial condition". AN INFORMANT HAS ADVTSsn that

AGENT SURVEILLING HIM.
]HAS WARNED THAT HE WOULD SHOOT ANY FbT
T/N —m -n *

, 1
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»

»
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DETAILS:

OFFICERS OF THE NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY (NSRP)

Issue #25 of "The Thunderbolt" dated January, 1961.
self-described as the "official White Racial Organ of the
National States Rights Party", reported as follows:

"At the recent Chattanooga conference of the National
States Rights Party (November 26-27, 1960), the following Party
members were elected to serve you during the next four years:
NED DUPES, National Chairman, Knoxville, Tennessee; Mrs. E. L.
BISHOP, Vice Chairman, Little Rock, Arkansas; Mr. W. B. BURCH,
Assistant Chairman, Killarany, Florida; Miss' BERNICE SETTLE,
Secretary-Treasurer, Knoxville, Tennessee; ROY FRANKHOUSER,
Organizer, Reading, Pennsylvania; NAT KOEHL, Security Officer,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin; DR. EDWARD R. FIELDS, Information Director;
Birmingham, Alabama."

It is noted that no information has been received
that an additional conference has been held since November, 1960,
and no information concerning the election of other officers
has been received.

ADDRESS OF NSRP

Issue #25 of "The Thunderbolt" shows the address of
the 1 NSRP as P, o. Box 783, Birmingham, Alabama. > The most recent
issue of "The Thunderbolt", Issue #34 for September, 1961, con-
tinues to carry P. O. Box 783, Birmingham, as the mailing*
address of NSRP and shows DR. EDWARD R. FIELDS as Editor, tele-
phone STate 7-6818.

"THE THUNDERBOLT" - PUBLICATION OF THE NSRP

"The Thunderbolt" is self-described as the "official
White Racial Organ of the NSRP".

Issue #27 of "The Thunderbolt", dated March, 1961,
contained a front page given over entirely to an article en-
titled. "JEWS CONTROL NAACP" . This article stated that ARTHUR
SPINGARN, Jewish President of the NAACP, KIVIE KOPLAN, Jewish

2
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Chairman of NAACP, and JACK GREENBERG, Jewish head of NAACP
legal staff, control the workings of the NAACP. Page two is
devoted to a full-page story of "The Columbians", an orga-
nization formed in Atlanta, Georgia, by EMORY BURKE and HOMER
LOOMIS. This article stated that "The Columbians" stood
strongly for segregation.

Page three contains an attack on Director J. EDGAR
HOOVER of the FBI, allegedly quoting at some length from a
speech made by Director HOOVER on April 15, 1960, at the
African Methodist-Episcopal Church at Chicago, Illinois.
The editor of "The Thunderbolt" noted, "J. EDGAR HOOVER labels
the basic premise of the Citizens Council and all States Rights
and Constitutional groups as dangerous, a disease, a virus,
etc. He calls our literature obscene and feels it should be
banned from the mails. (It’s all right for the NAACP to publish
race mixing literature, but it is wrong for us to advocate
racial purity, racial integrity and intelligent discrimination
for our people.) To J. EDGAR HOOVER ' s way of thinking, those
who want their child to go to a white school are’ living in a- ^

vacuum of moral degeneracy!'."

Page three contained another article entitled "HOOVER
OVER CONGRESS". This article stated in part, "The FBI never
questions or harasses Negro pickets or sit-ins - another case
of civil rights for blacks only. J. EDGAR HOOVER now holds
himself above Congress and refuses to answer questions on his
infringements on white men's rights. The FBI created by
Congress has become so all powerful that they now ignore
Congress."

Issue #27 of "The Thunderbolt" also contains a lengthy
article concerning United States Senator HERMAN TALMADGE of
Georgia. This article alleges that Mr. TALMADGE is an
"integrationist" and a member of the NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF
CHRISTIANS AND JEWS.

Issue #28 of "The Thunderbolt" for April, 1961, was
devoted entirely to stories concerning the ADOLF EICHMANN
trial. This issue contains articles such as "Jews Massacre
Arabs", "Judea Declares War On Germany" and "The Jewish Fake
Photos".

3
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Issue #29 of "The Thunderbolt" for May, 1961, con-
tains an article entitled "Subversives in Government". This
article sets forth a list of officials of the United States
Government, such as Secretary of the Treasury DOUGLAS DILLON,
Secretary of Labor ARTHUR GOLDBERG and Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare ABRAHAM A. RIBICOFF. This issue con-
tains a lengthy article, which has appeared in "The Thunderbolt"
before, entitled "Opinions of World Famous Men on the Jews".
This issue carried the story that ROBERT LYONS, State Chairman
of NSRP in Pennsylvania, departed on April 29, 1961, for
London, England, to attend the "Nord-Europa Encampment".
NSRP member A. C. HAYDEN of Ohio accompanied LYONS.

The June, 1961, Issue #30 of "The Thunderbolt" con-
tains a front page article entitled "Impeach President Kennedy".
Under this heading is a photograph of white and Negro children
captioned "KENNEDY Wants Your Child In This Picture". This
issue accused "The Birmingham News", a daily newspaper, of
being a part of the "Giant Newhouse (Jewish) chain of news-
papers.” This article stated that "The Birmingham News" de-
fames "white heroes as mobs' and thugs" while calling the
mixers "freedom riders". This issue carries an article en-
titled "B'nai B'rith Seeks Control of Courts", Other articles
appear in this issue concerning the evils of integration, show-
ing photographs of"Ihterracial couples". An article entitled
"Federal Marshals Are Illegal" appeared in this issue. This
article stated that President KENNEDY did not have a right to
send armed men into a sovereign state without first being re-
quested by the Governor of said state. This article said the
marshals "are illegal interlopers". This issue also gives
information as to how to make a citizen's arrest. The article
said in part "No criminal who commits a felony is above a
citizen's arrest, be he another citizen, a p&litician, a
policeman, or even a federal marshal."

Issue #31 of "The Thunderbolt", dated June 25, 1961,
continued its attack on "The Birmingham News", alleging that
Birmingham News Reporter BUD GORDON helped persecute a white
man named HERSCHEL W. ACKER of Rpme, Georgia, as one of the
disturbers of the peace at the Trailways Bus Station in Birm-
ingham on May 14, 1961. This issue contained a lengthy article
entitled "History of Communist Spy Rings in America" by FRANK
L. BRITTON. The back page of this issue iS devoted to an

4
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article entitled "The Chicago Jungle - The Jungle Beast That
Walks Like a Man and Kills Like a Beast." This article re-
lates incidents at Chicago such as the killing of his girl
friend by MARSHALL ABRAHAM with a hunting knife. Reproduction
of an article from the magazine "JET" was printed on page 4
of this issue. This article was captioned "Chicago Man Beheads
Lover" and said in part, "From his Chicago jail cell last week,
twenty-nine year old laborer, MARSHALL ABRAHAM, seemed totally
unconcerned over the grim fact that he had hacked off his
girl friend's head with a hunting knife - only disturbed over
reports that news stories had given inaccurate details of his
grisly crime." "The Thunderbolt" set out on page 4 various
comparisons of Negroes and white people, such as the size of
the skull, the inferior quality of Negro blood, according to
"The Thunderbolt"

.

Issue #32 of "The Thunderbolt" dated July, 1961,
printed a front page story entitled "Fantastic Fortune of
SAMUEL I. NEWHOUSE". This article stated that Mr. NEWHOUSE
is the son of a Russian Jew immigrant and is now worth
$200,000,000.00. This article stated that Mr. NEWHOUSE did
not have to work for any of his vast holdings, but in time of
trouble stepped in and bought up "51% of the stock. This is
all he needs for complete control". This issue contains
several lengthy articles alleging that "Communism is Jewish".
This issue printed an article entitled "J. EDGAR HOOVER Makes
Shocking Statement". This article quoted the "Paterson Evening
News" for May 10, 1961, page 40, in part, "During the past few
weeks HOOVER has sent FBI Chief Inspector WILLIAM G. SULLIVAN
to deliver speeches in many parts of the Nation, warning
Americans not to be taken in by charges that their churches
are overrun with Reds. These allegations have served to
create the impression among many Americans that the Protestant
denominations in particular have been subjected to alarming
infiltration and influence, SULLIVAN says, but this is a patent
falsehood. The truth of the matter is that the COMMUNIST PARTY
has not achieved any substantial success in exerting domination,
control or influence over America's clergymen or religious
institutions on a national scale."

"The Thunderbolt", in this article, alleged that
"J . EDGAR HOOVER has forced Congressman FRANCIS WALTER in his
'House Un-American Activities Committee' to stop its investi-
gation of Communism in the churches. This proves that J. EDGAR
HOOVER can be bought and has been bought. Many have been
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fooled into thinking HOOVER to be America's Number One Red
fighter. Nptbing could be farther from the truth.” This
issuer'also carried a short article indicating that Governor
JOHN PATTERSON of Alabama had stopped the FBI from using the
Alabama State Patrol radio and had forbidden State Police
to cooperate with FBI Agents. This article said that Governor
PATTERSON’S patience had been "tried to the limit” because the
FBI had been harassing segregation leaders and voting regis-
trars .

Issue #32 of "The Thunderbolt" announced that JAMES
K. WARNER was no longer a member of NSRP and that his book
store or "Book News" is no longer affiliated with NSRP. On
page 4 it was announced that Mr. PAT R. CRAWFORD was elected
new State Chairman of the NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY of
Arkansas. New state mailing addresses of NSRP Chapters were
announced in this issue, as follows:

NSRP of Louisiana, P.0. Box 4342, New Orleans 18, La.

NSRP of Wisconsin, P.0. Box 2493, Milwaukee, 14, Wis.

NSRP of New York, P.0. Box 1243, GPQ, Brooklyn, N.Y.

NSRP of Montgomery, Ala., VICK ASHURST, Chairman,
417 Clayton Street, Montgomery, Alabama.

This ’ announcement noted that all other state addresses
remained unchanged.

Issue #33. of "The Thunderbolt" for August, 1961,
carried front page articles concerning the Segregation-Inte-
gration situation in Georgia. One article listed the names
of approximately thirteen stores in Atlanta and urged that
these stores be boycotted by white people because "these firms
have shown that they care more for their colored customers
than they care for white patronage." Pages 2 and 3 contain
stories and pictures pertaining to the integration of schools.
One article is captioned "Congressional Report on School Mixing-
Children Pregnant". On page 2 appears an article, allegedly
reprinted from the "Centreville Press" , Centreville, Alabama,
June 15, 1961, pertaining to the "Freedom Rider" episode in
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Birmingham on May 14, 1961. This article allegedly gives an
exact conversation between Attorney General ROBERT KENNEDY
and Mr. GEORGE E. CRUIT, Superintendent of the Greyhound Lines,
Birmingham. In substance, this article indicates that Mr,
KENNEDY was trying to get the Greyhound bus driven from
Birmingham to Montgomery and Mr. CRUIT was explaining why
he could not get anyone to drive the bus. Page 4 contains
a photograph of NSRP members ROBERT LYONS, ROY FRANKHOUSER
and JOHN MARSHALL. These men are shown holding placards—while picketing the NAACP Convention in Philadelphia. On
page '4 of this issue there appears an article which said that
on July 22 and 23, 1961 ; Mr. WILLIAM HOFF, Chairman of the
newly formed NSRP of New York City, led a picket line of nine
patriots in picketing headquarters of CONGRESS OF RACIAL EQUALITY,
This article said the men carried American and Confederate flags.
Several wore "Thunderbolt” arm bands and passed out copies of
"The Thunderbolt". Members of the "Jewish War Veterans", tried
to start a >fight but were warned by alert police. This article
also pointed out that VICK ASHURST, Chairman of NSRP of Mont-
gomery, Alabama, P. 0. Box 1774 Montgomery, Alabama, led a
picket line against a local showing of "Exodus". "The
Thunderbolt" congratulated Mr. ASHURST's unit for enrolling
more members in July than any other NSRP unit. It was stated
that the Montgomery unit is holding weekly meetings "even
through the hot weeks of August".

Issue #34 of "The Thunderbolt" for September, 1951,
carried a front page article entitled "If Atom Bombs Fall -
Who Is To Blame". The front page also carried an article
entitled "The Fuchs Spy Ring - Eight Were Jews", and a list-
ing of military secrets allegedly received by Russia from the
above-mentioned spy ring.

Page two describes the integration of schools in
Atlanta, Georgia, the first of September and refers to Atlanta
as "America's East Berlin".

A short editorial stated, in part, "The Jews Ulan
to use the:.Atlanta method of police terror, to mongrelize
every white school in the South. Boycotts and private schools
is the immediate means of stopping Jewish violence which is
destroying white schools .

"
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Page 3 is devoted primarily to an article entitled
"Jo EDGAR COVERS FOR FRANKFURTER". This article states, in
part, "NSRP investigators have uncovered a document in the
U. S. Government Archives whereby J. EDGAR HOOVER of the FBI
listed the Jew ruler of the Supreme Court, FELIX FRANKFURTER,
as a Communist. ISAAC FERGUSON, JACOB HARTMAN and BIEDENKAPP
are also Jewish Communists. HOOVER issued this report in 1921
before he received the political appointment to head the FBI.
We, therefore, had a patriotic Congressman request a photo-
stat of this document. He was* '.refused; o (See letter #1) J,
EDGAR HOOVER then learned his secret report had been discovered
and rushed an FBI Agent over to intimidate the Congressman and
bury the document. Letter No. 3 is our investigative reply
to the Congressman. (Names of the Investigator and Congressman
have been censored to protect them from persecution)."

Page 4 of this issue contains a lengthy article
entitled "Let's Build the NSRP in Your Town". This article
is a plea to organize new local branches of the NSRP. This
article stated that NSRP is "now laying plans for the elections
of 1962, but we cannot wait until a few months before the
elections to get started to work, and the National Headquarters
cannot send out organizers to every locality."

Page 4 contains some photographs of "Thunderbolt
Mobile Unit" . This is a trailer which contains "The Thunderbolt"
emblem on its side and such slogans as "The Politicians Have
Sold Us Out", "We Believe In Government By The People", "This
Is A White Working Man's Party", "We Fight To Save Alabama
From the Fate of Atlanta". On the rear of the trailer is
printed, "Join Us and Fight to Save the White Race", "National
Headquarters, P. 0. Box 783, Birmingham, Alabama; Alabama
Headquarters, P. 0. Box 1774, Montgomery, Alabama." On another
side of the trailer is the following: "Separation of the Races
is God's Plan. Race Mixing is a Communist Plan. 2 - 4 - 6 - 8
We Will Never Integrate. The White People Must Stand Together -

By Standing Together and Fighting Together We Will Win."
I

It was announced that this Mobile Unit would start
rolling in Alabama and will cover four to five counties a week.
This unit will be used to get the "truth out to the people of
Alabama and prepare for the 1962 elections. It will also help
to recruit new members and hold NSRP meetings. The Mobile
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unit Is equipped with a public address system, so that open
speakings can be held on any location. The Mobile unit is
a traveling NSRP office and small meetings of 7 or 8 people
can gather inside the trailer and it will sleep up to 6
people. Alabamians, look to the roads, for the NSRP is roll-
ing your way."

There is a report in this issue by ROBERT LYONS
pertaining to his visit to the "Nord-Europa Encampment" in
London, England.

Page 7 contains a lengthy article entitled "NSRP
Organizer Arrested in Atlanta", which purports to be a reprint
from "The Atlanta Journal". The article refers to the arrest
of ROY E. FRANKHOUSER , JR. of Reading, Pa., a national orga-
nizer for the NSRP. The occasion was "a peaceful protest"
rally, according to "Atlanta Journal", "sponsored by KU KLUX
KLAN in Atlanta." The "Atlanta Journal" article stated that
Detective Captain R. E. LITTLE, JR. of the Atlanta Police
Department claimed that FRANKHOUSER kicked him on the shin.
Another article on page 7 was entitled "Jewish Anti-Defamation
League Bulletin Brags How They Control -Race-Mixing Propaganda
On T.V."

Page 8 of this issue contained a large printed
application to the NSRP; also, some brief notices concerning
NSRP activities. An NSRP rally was held in Chicago August 19,
1961, at the La Salle Hotel, Speakers at this meeting were
MAX NELSON, Party Organizer; MATT KOEHL, Security Officer;
ROBERT LYONS, Youth Leader, and ROY FRANKHOUSER, National
Organizer. According to "The Thunderbolt", the crowd was
larger than anticipated and extremely enthusiastic, and that
a social get-together is next on the party agenda for Chicago.

NSRP of New York City, headed by WILLIAM HOFF,
announced the creation of a Party Bowling Team. Members will
wear bowling shirts with NSRP embroidered on the back of the
shirt. It was stated that those interested should contact
Mr. HOFF immediately at P.0,; Box 1243, Brooklyn 1, N. Y,
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NSRP of California, P.0. Box 421, Laguna Beach,
California, announced the beginning of a State Publication
for California. It will be called "The Attack". It was
stated that all California members should support this worthy
effort.

NSRP of Ohio announced that they would begin publi-
cation of a local NSRP news letter on activities in their
state. New Orleans was the first place to publish a State
NSRP Newsletter and it has been highly successful, according
to "The Thunderbolt". .

NSRP of Louisiana announced a mass meeting for
September 26th. I |was scheduled to speak. be
"The Thunderbolt*' stated that the NSRP of Louisiana has been b7c
in the forefront in the struggle for white schools.

,
It was

stated that people wishing to attend the New Orleans meeting
should write NSRP of Louisiana, P.0. Box 4342, New Orleans
18, Louisiana.

Birmingham Confidential Informant T-l advised on
April 14, 1961, that he received with his March, 1961, issue
#27 of "The Thunderbolt" a printed leaflet. He said al»p&r$

-

of this leaflet was entitled "Financial Report" and r@ad as
follows;

"During February donations received amounted to
$1,121.34. This is an increase of $117.44 over January. At
the same time our February expenses ran to $1,309.20. This
is a loss for February of $187.86. Times are hard and with
income tax time here, we easily can understand why only fifty
percent of you were able to return your Sustaining Fund Cards
during February, but at the same time the increase over
January leads to believe that with better weather and more
activity ahead funds will increase and the deficit wiped out.
Therefore, we will not cut back on any of our projects. So,
in order to sustain this newspaper, try and get your contri-
butions to the Sustaining Fund in this month, even if you must
give less than before. Keep fighting." Signed: "DR EDWARD
R. FIELDS".

10
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Confidential Informant T-l advised on May 27, 1961,
that he received, together with Issue #30 of "The Thunderbolt"
for June, 1961, a printed letter which was entitled "We Are
Under Invasion". This was a letter from DR. EDWARD R. FIELDS,
P.0. Box 793, Birmingham, Alabama. T-l said this letter con-
tained the following: "All of you are fully aware of the
shocking events of the past few days . We are actually under
the armed rule of a dictatorial police state. Happenings
have occurred so rapidly that our entire timetable is off.
We are weeks behind on any number of vital projects. Yet,
everything had to be put aside for the enclosed urgent
Thunderbolt issue. As you can see, it is designed for local
mass distribution. President KENNEDY himself has asked the
Federal Judge to enjoin the NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY from
going down to local bus stations and stopping these Communist
mixing riders. (Even though no NSRP member has been arrested
in these battles) This is a giant smear against the NSRP to
make us appear guilty and the CORE riders innocent. As of
today we have not been served with any injunction papers and
if we are, they are null and void. We will pay no attention
to such cheap Communist attempts to intimidate us. Of course,
our attorney will find any move to hamstring our struggle
against Communism. Birmingham is like any other city. We
have our patriots and our tractors, looking for the easy way
to sell us out. This Thunderbolt will go out to the good
white people of Alabama. We hope that many of you will rea-
lise this vital need right here in Alabama. History moves so
rapidly that it seems as if we are propelled into a new crisis
©Mery:,-month. Regardless, we must continue fighting. In the
end truth will win out. We want to ask all pledgees to send
in their June cards early so that we will have funds on hand
to keep this fight going here on the Alabama front. We hope
all other supporters will try and give something for the month
of June now to help finance this desperate battle. Faithfully
yours, DR. EDWARD R. FIELDS."

T-l advised on June 20, 1961, that he received a
printed letter along with his issue of "The Thunderbolt",.
#31, dated June 25,' 1961, entitled "Our Goal - A National
Weekly". This letter was addressed to "Dear Fellow Members
and Supporters". The letter pointed out that two editions of
"The Thunderbolt” had been put out in June, 1961, and that the
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goal was to publish "The Thunderbolt" weekly. This Tetter said,
in part, "We will then have the only patriotic White weekly
newspjkjper in America. We are able to publish ’toore frequently
because the NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY has progressed all
along the line. The NSRP is the fastest growing White political
movement in America. Of course, the fact that you will be re-
ceiving twice as many Thunderbolts from now on and four times
as many when we start publishing weekly will force a rise in
our subscription rates to $5.00 a year in the very near future."

Birmingham Confidential Informant T-2 advised on
August 1, 1961, that he received some printed material at the
same time he received his issue #32 of "The Thunderbolt" for
July, 1961, as follows:

One printed cartoon depicting former Alabama Governor
JAMES E. FOLSOM and Congressman ADAM CLAYTON POWELL of New York
drinking cocktails together. This cartoon states "Join the
NAACPGM (National Association For Advancement of Colored Cock-
tail Parties in the Governor's Mansion)'." On the back of this
cartoon is a reprint of an article friqm "The'-Montgomery Adver-
tiser" for May 23, 1961, entitled "FOLSOM BACKS KENNEDY ACTION".
The article stated "Justice Department officials reported that
Attorney General ROBERT F. KENNEDY Monday received a message
of support in the Alabama crisis from former Alabama Governor
JAMES E. FOLSOM. FOLSOM phoned KENNEDY to tell him he felt
the steps taken by the Justice Department were warranted,
these officials said."

A printed notice announcing a States' Rights meeting
at the Jefferson County Court House, 7:30 P.M. , Tuesday,
August “1, 1961. This notice stated that DR. EDWARD R. FIELDS,
Editor of "The Thunderbolt" and Mr. C. C. BOUTWELL, writer
and lecturer" (father of our great Lt. Governor)", would be the
speakers."

T-2 said he also received a "Sustaining Fund Report",
This report stated, in part, "Well, here we are. at the mid-
way point ifi 1961. This is July and there are six months left
in the year. What has been the effect of the NSRP Sustaining
Fund on the growth of The Thunderbolt newspaper? We will
give you some facts and figures. From January to June, first
six months, The Thunderbolt received in subscriptions and
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literature sales $3,803.05. Contributions to the Sustaining
Fund were $3,429.64.

(

In other words, almost fifty percent
of the finances promoting this newspaper came from the Sus-
taining Fund and its pledgees, such as yourself. You should
be proud of the progress you alone are responsible for. We
now publish double the number of Thunderbolts, that were being
printed at the end of 1960. That number may feven be tripled
before this year is out.*'

This report said that every newspaper has only a
limited number of ways it can finance itself. Three of these
ways, advertising, heavy financing and small contributions,
were mentioned. DR. FIELDS, who signed the Sustaining Fund
Report , stated at one point in the report "Because of the
Sustaining Fund, our position is strong. Without it we would
cease to exist. These are the hard cold facts."

NSRP ACTIVITY IN ALABAMA

On

Thunderbo
1 "The Thunderbolt'", f

It"

advised thatf

said 3_
TTTEe
wanted

wants him to write an article for "The Thunderbolt".
,

statedf I told him that he would turn over to him his
index r>f fnraicrn cnrrasnnmiflnne' that he has the name of an

former Nazi official . The
]said he

was told bv
sent to
Israel

.

that copies of "The Thunderbolt" were
in care of the City Jail at Tel-Aviv,

advised that told him he had

wanted lto try to translate it.

b6
b7C
3o 7 D

30,000 copies Jjirintea of the
featured the EICHMANN trial:

issue of "The Thunderbolt" which
that he honed to publish "The bS

Thunderbolt" twice each month. Isaid he was reonested b7C

by b7D

for "The Thunderbolt".

|

said
|

gave him some
racial literature printed in Norway or Sweden and that he

13
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Birmingham Confidential Informant T-3 advised on
May 15, 1961, that |

1

I of the NATIONAL STATES
RIGHTS PARTY I

b6
b7C
b7D

T-3 stated that a man, apparentl y older than I I b6
and crippled, was in the company of]

| b 7 c
I \ It is noted that this individual was subsequently b?D
identified as J. B. STONER of Atlanta, Georgia, friend of I I

I land strong supporter of segregation.

The Birmingham Post-Herald for May 24, 1961, printed
an article which stated that EDWARD R. FIELDS of Birmingham
is not a licensed Alabama chiropractor, as was stated in a
May 21 Associated Press dispatch from Dalton, Georgia, pub-
lished in the Post-Herald.

DR. T. G. CARTER, JR., President of the Board of
Chiropractic Examiners for Alabama, was quoted by the Post-
Herald as saying that EDWARD FIELDS was not licensed by the
Alabama Board. The Dalton Dispatch said "EDWARD FIELDS, a
Birmingham chiropractor who heads NSRP," was a speaker at a
rally of the "radical National States Rights Party held at
Dalton Saturday night."

14
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Birmingham Confidential Informant T-4 advised on
June 24, 1961, that the Jeffersop County Citizens nounrHi
agreed at a recent meeting to retain I

as a. metyher for the present.
said he would walk out of the CouncT

oilsted
then and there

paid him forif they
printing work with as many as a hundred checks at one time,
ranging from $1.00 to $10.00.

T-4 stated that I

I I Jefferson County Citizens
council, stated he had a letter which he called the FBI about
and which was written by a Communist; that the FBI investi-
gated him rather than the man who wrote the letter.

T-4 said he heard thatf
Klansman, and I

* 4 « * ^
,
an old-time

]
are friends ; that they

were both scheduled to be ousted from the Jefferson County
Citizens Council. I I Eastview

County Citizens Council would be ruined.
of

Klavern of ALABAMA KNIGHTS, KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN, INC.

,

stated, according to T-4, that he does not like
that if [ Iis a Communist, the reputation the Jefferson

b6
b7C
b7D

h6
b7C
b7D

b
b7C
b7D

T-3, mentioned hereinbefore, advised on July 12,
1961, that ROBERT M. SHELTON, Imperial Wizard of the newly
merged organization, UNITED KLANS, KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN
OF AMERICA, INC., had mentioned that a small number of Klaverns
had declined to merge with the UNITED KLANS. T-3 said SHELTON
remarked that he understands the reason for so doing .was that
they intend to use I I of the NATIONAL STATES
RIGHTS PARTY in an advisory capacity to operate such independent
Klaverfcte,

T-5 advised on|
I,

that a regular meeting
of the Warrior Klavern, UNITED KLANS, KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX
KLAN OF AMERICA, was held at the Veterans of Foreign Wars
hall at Warrior, Alabama, on T-5 said there
was considerable discussion at this meeting relative to "The
Thunderbolt" and NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY. ROBERT M.
SHELTON . Imperial Wizard, was quoted as having said that I I

Hand J. B. STONER are affiliated with the

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
b7D
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Communists and Klansmen should not be too eager to associate
with
nsrp;

STONER or a man named also connected with

Birmingham Confidential Informant T-6 advised on
August 8, 1961, that a meeting of the NSRP was held at the
Jefferson County Court House, Birmingham, on|
T-6 furnished the following written report concerning this
meeting:

"B'ham. Ala.

’On the NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS
PARTY held a meeting at the County Courthouse in Room
#305 at 7:30 P.M.

"There was 27 present to hear the four speakers,
who were I I Mr. EMERY BURK,|

I Secretary of the States Rights Party
in Montgomery, who’s name I do not recall.

"The meeting was presided over by |

The meeting was opened with a prayer by one of the
members. I then spoke shortly on the danger
we white people face in the next election for Governor
of the State. How we must build a strong political party
in order to put someone in office that would preserve our
white way of life at all cost. He then introduced I

|
spoke to us on the reasons why we

should stay segregated. His speech was based on the Bible
and on history. He ask us all to read the 13th chapter
of Acts. He also ask us to read the book. Race and
Reason by CARLTON PUTMAN (or PUTNAM) . | I

also
stated that he believed all schools snduid teach This book
as a required subject.

'

"Next Mr. EMERY BURK from Montgomery was intro-
duced and spoke to us on why we should keep the white
race pure. He also spoke on how we were being sold out
by our politicians.

be
b7C
b7D

b 6

b7C
b7D
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"Next the Secretary of the N.S.R.P. in Montgomery
spoke to us on things we must do to grow in number and
political power. He told of the big strides that had been
made in Montgomery and how it had been done.

if ]then spoke again about the unfairness
of how

| Twas being brought back to Ala. from Ga.
to stand trial over the trouble that we had here in B'ham
over the Freedom Riders. He ask us all that could to
meet him downtown when he came in to peacefully express
the unfairness of the whole situation. He then stated
that he and possibly Mr. EMERY BURK were going to Atlanta,
on Aug. 11, 1961, to organize a boycott at the schools
that were to be intergrated at the opening of school in
September. He ask us all to bring a prospective member
with us to the next 'meeting . The date was not set defi-
nitely, but will probably be the last part of Aug.

"The meeting was then adjourned with a prayer by
one of the members."

Anniston,
Alabama, advised on September 5, 1361, that a meeting was held
on that date under the sponsorship of the NATIONAL STATES
RIGHTS PARTY at Anniston, Alabama. He said this meeting was
held on West Tenth Street in Anniston, on leased parking space,
with the principal speakers being J. B. STONER, Attorney,
Atlanta, Georgia, for NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY, and VIC
ASHURST of Montgomery, Alabama, who claimed to be President
of the NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY.

| |
said that a public address system was used,

and a gallows was erected. He said five stuffed dummies made
of straw and dressed in clothing were hanged in effigy, with
names printed on the straw bodies as follows:

ROBERT F. KENNEDY

J. EDGAR HOOVER

JAMES FARMER, Leader,
CONGRESS OF. RACIAL EQUALITY

CLAY SLATE and JOE LANDERS,
Resident Agents of the FBI,
Anniston, Alabama.

ho
b7C
h7D

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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/

| |
said that the principal theme of the talks

by STONER and ASHURST implied a Communist conspiracy by
CONGRESS OF RACIAL EQUALITY and other groups, and also im-
plied that the Government and the FBI ware attempting to
integrate the South,

I I said that a crowd of approximately 175 people
were present at the beginning of the thirty minute program,
but the crowd dwindled to about 35 persons standing around
the gallows and the speakers' platform, with some 10 to 15
persons of that number applauding the speakers.

said that he noticed in the outskirts of
the crowd two Anniston, Alabama, Police Department patrol
cars

.

He said there was no disorder noted during the
entire meeting.

The "Birmingham Post^Herald" for September 6, 1961,
carried an article datelined Anftiston, Alabama, in regard to
this matter. This article was captioned, "RFK And FBI Cjiief
Hanged in Effigy”. This article ;£said that n segregation rally
was held at Anniston, under the sponsorship of the NATIONAL
STATES RIGHTS PARTY, on September 5th, which attracted 200
persons to a vacant lot on West Tenth Street near the viaduct
in Anniston. This article stated that Attorney J, B. STONER,
Atlanta, Georgia, referred to Attorney General ROBERT F.
KENNEDY as "Bobby Sox Kennedy".

The article said that a collection was taken up
during STONER's talk, the proceeds of which would go to a
defense fund for nine Anniston men charged last week in
Federal indictments, growing out of the Mother's Day "Freedom
Rider" bus burning near Anniston*

According to the Post-Herald article, it was made
clear at the outset of the rally that picture taking was
unwelcomed, and that the rally was being held on private
property leased for the occasion.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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that f
CPQtAflential Informant T~7 advised on I

I aUli .T B FjTfftTKft nhrwo man*

b6
b7C
b7D

MISCELLANEOUS

BH T-2
, above-mentioned; advised on September 25,

1961, that he received a leaflet with his September, 1961,
’’Thunderbolt” entitled "N.S.R.P. ORGANIZER ROY FRANKH0USER
FRAMED IN ATLANTA", which read as follows:

’’ '’Peaceful integration’ in Atlanta was accomplished with
the use of violence against White Patriots by the police
themselves. On page 7, of the enclosed Thunderbolt is
the story of the false arrest of National States Rights
Party Organizer, ROY E. FRANKHOUSER. It was an out and
out frame up. We have numerous witnesses to what took
place. Hartsfield’s Detective, Capt. R, E. LITTLE attacked
and struck FRANKHOUSER as he took down a tag number. Then
LITTLE arrested and charged FRANKHOUSER with assault, -
the crime LITTLE himself is: guilty ofl

” It has always been the policy of N.S.R.P, to go all out
in defending any member who is arrested in the line of
duty. We furnish the member with full legal protection
at no cost to the member being persecuted. Mr. FRANKHOUSER
is a National Officer of this Party. He is a dedicated
member and well deserving of our all out support. In the
past a number of NSRP members have been arrested (mainly
in Atlanta, America's East Berlin.) We are proud of the’
fact that NO NSRP MEMBER HAS EVER BEEN CONVICTED IN ANY
COURT AND NEVER SENTENCED TO SERVE A SINGLE DAY IN JAILJ
This includes winning the gigantic attempt to frame GEORGE
BRIGHT for a Temple bombed by the Jews themselves. *

” This month ROY FRANKHOUSER needs our help. This young
patriot has given up everything for us. Mr. FRANKHOUSER
has served the NSRP faithfully- as a full time National
Organizer for almost a year. He has done much traveling,
speaking and writing for the Party. HE HAS NOT RECEIVED
ONE CENT IN PAY .' If we fail to put up an all out defense
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"in behalf of ROY FRANKHOUSER, it will not be safe for any
White Segregationist to enter Atlanta. The HARTSFIELD,
JENKINS, LITTLE gang of thugs will have you beaten up and
then. arrest

.
you with a lying charge of attacking them.

If they get away with this devilish outrage - who knows
to what other city it may spread. Perhaps the Jewish ADL
will get out another 'Police Manual* and advise other
cities to use this new method against White People?

"The place to make our stand is in Atlanta and the time is
NOW]' We are determined that ROY FRANKHOUSER will be
proven innocent and the real criminals exposed. This is
going to take money and ROY FRANKHOUSER should not have
to pay out one cent. IT IS UP TO US TO STAND BACK OF THIS
FRONT LINE FIGHTER. If we fail him, who else will dare
to stand up »$n the face of the enemy? ROY gave up his
job to work full time with the Party. He struggled with
us for Private White Schools in Atlanta. It can be said
without contradiction that ROY has given up more for the
NSRP than any other member. Now the question is, WHAT ARE
WE WILLING TO DO FOR HIM?

"LETS FACE THE FACTS: Our Party Organizer will be convicted
at this first trial in police court. He will go before a
HARTSFIELD stooge judge and will have no jury trial. The
case must be immediately appealed to the Superior Court
where we hope to get a fair trial for ROY FRANKHOUSER.
The National States Rights Party must accept full responsi-
bility, and assure Mr. FRANKHOUSER of the finest Lawyers,
Appeal Bond money, and a court stenographer (so that proper
appeal can be made.) We have made tremendous gains since
the election. We have doubled both the size and circu-
lation of The Thunderbolt . It would be a horrible setback
to the NSRP to lose Mr . FRANKHOUSER to HARTSFIELD's 1

notorious Fulton Tower prison. We intend to spare no
expense in Defending our loyal fellow member, ROY E.
FRANKHOUSER.

"We need your contributions and need them NOW.' If FRANK-
HOUSER is to be saved from this vicious frame up and Freedom
of Speech, Press and Assembly preserved we must have size-
able, and generous contributions AT ONCE] "
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i?oTiy
an?^°:ordinator of a11 its activities, contacts and

started X?ii?M 0rS
4

0f
i.?^

r hate groups. He apparently
r f

e
^“J

ai*ine in his teens, aided STONER in the Christian
wh<iI

J
*++

Sk-»?arty
£

and got involved in newspaper notorietywhile attending chiropractory school in Davenport . Iowaearly in «54, according to newspaper reports, he

hoo^Week"
i-JeW1Sh stickers on si°r0 windows during Brother-

....
The KU KLVX KLAN has beep designated by theAttorney General of the United States pursuant to

Executive Order 10450.
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UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA, INCORPORATED
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN (UNITED KLANS)

+U
R
?C?^S

®f Superior Court of Fulton County, Georgia, '

reflect that this Klan organization was granted a corporatecharter on February 21, 1961, at Atlanta, Georgia, under thename United Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan of America, Inc.

A source advised on February 27, 1961, that United
Sa

?LW£S £?
rmel as a

T
result of a split in U. s. Klans, Knights

K
J
an

' Inc * According to the source, the splitresulted from a leadership dispute and United Klans has thesame aims and objectives as the parent group. These are thepromotion of Americanism, white supremacy and segregation ofthe races.

1Q _.
Th® source and a second source advised inJuiy, 1961, that United Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan

lQc., merged with Alabama Knights, Knights of the

SMS+I K
l
a
?d

Iac ., forming United Klans of America, Inc.,

??£SS
S
u°

f
-a

the
?
u Klux Klan * The »erged organization estab-lished headquarters in Suite 401, The Alston Building,

SrerSiw
0®?' Alabam£* The organization is directed by ROBERT

+hf
L
e
0N

iu
Ini

??iL
ial ffizard

> end is the dominant Klan group inthe South with units in several southern states.
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THE ALABAMA KNIGHTS

,

KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN,
INCORPORATION.

X'

A source advised on that he attended
a closed meeting of Tuscaloosa Klavern #5, U. S. KLANS,
KNIGHTS OF THE
on
me

KLUX KLAN, INCORPORATED, REALM OF ALABAMA,
This source said it was announced at this

ERT SHELTON had been relieved of his duties
as Grand Dragon of U. S. KLANS, KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN
INCORPORATED: REALM OF ALABAMA, by[

forming a new KLAN organisation in Alabama
s source said ROBERT SHELTON was

b6
b7C
b7D

Records of the Tuscaloosa, Alabama, Probate Court
reflect that on May 17, 1960, incorporation papers were filed
for THE ALABAMA KNIGHTS, KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN, INCORPO-
RATED. According to the Articles of Incorporation, members
should oppose subversive activities and must take an oath
that he is not connected with a Communist-front group, or any
group which preaches the overthrow of our Government, or
attempts to destroy Christianity.

A second source advised that THE ALABAMA KNIGHTS,
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN, INCORPORATED, is operating in
Alabama and several Klavexg&s formerly connected with U. S.
KLANS, KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN, INCORPORATED, have joined
THE ALABAMA KNIGHTS, KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN, INCORPORATED.

Second source advised on July 21, 1961, that on
Jdly 8, 1961, a National Klonvocation was held at Indian
Springs, Georgia, with 500 to 550 Klansmen from Alabama,
Tennessee, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina
and South Carolina, present. This source said, at such meet-
ing, delegates from the above-named States voted to merge
THE ALABAMA KNIGHTS, KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN, INCORPORATED;
UNITED KLANS, KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN, INCORPORATED; and
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN, INCORPORATED, into an organization
to be known as UNITED KLANS

,
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN OF

AMERICA, INCORPORATED.

24*
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. 105-477

t
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
300 American Life Building

Birmingham 3, Alabama
October 6 , 1961

Title: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Reference: Report of Special Agent C. B. STANBERY,
Birmingham, dated October 6, 1961,

All sources (except any listed below) used in
referenced communication have famished reliable, infor-
mation in the past.

BH T-6, contact with whom has been insufficient
to determine his reliability.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned to your agency; neither it nor its
contents are to be distributed outside the agency to
which loaned.



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

5010-104

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
SAC, NY (100- date: 10/13/61

FROM : SUPV.

subject: NAZI CIRCUIT
MAIL BOX OF

INFORMATION CONCERNING

I I telephonicallv / <

contacted the Writer and stated that yesterday. 10/12/61, / *
his wife,

| |
found a circular in their mail l

box which apparently was issued by $ome Nazi group. |~
~

1

stated!that this circular bore the picture of
a swastika with tan eagle on top of it and that in red
letters on the top of the circular appeared the letters
"NSRP". \

He stated that the circular had no identifying
data on it as to the organization issuing it and bore no
union stamp indicating it had been printed by a union shop.
He further advised that the circular contained information
reflecting that the Nazis were openly demonstrating in
Iceland.

|
I stated he is employed by

seated that he would be glad to make the circular available
to the FBI if an agent would call at his place of employment
any day during the coming week during the morning hours.

|
was advised by the writer that an agent would

coneac'e mm sometime during the forthcoming week.

.1 - NY 100-

RFB: cpr
f;/

l fj_ ifcrrj
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FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

F B I

Date: 10/28/61

Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT

Via
TELETYPE

(Type in plain text or code)

URGENT

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

.L.

TO: DIRECTOR, AND SACS BIRMINGHAM, PHILADELPHIA AND WFO

PROM: SAC, NEW YORK (105-28550)

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY - RACIAL MATTER. 00: BIRMINGHAM.

REPHTEL TO BUREAU TEN TWENTYEIGHT SIXTYONE. ON TEN

TWENTYEIGHT SIXTYONE DETECTIVE
b6
b7C

NYCPD, ADVISED THAT POUR

GROUPS PICKETED OUTSIDE ST. NICHOLAS ARENA, NYC, THIS

DATE, WHERE ANNUAL DINNER POR QUOTE THE WORKER UNQUOTE

WEEKLY COMMUNIST NEWSPAPER WAS HELD. FOUR GROUPS

CONSISTED OP TEN PICKETS PROM AMERICAN-HUNGARIAN

FEDERATION, WHO PICKETED PROM SIX THIRTY PM TO EIGHT PMj

FIVE PICKETS PROM FIGHTING AMERICAN NATIONALISTS WHO

PICKETED PROM SIX PM TO EIGHT PMj FIFTEEN PICKETS

FROM NATIONALIST PARTY,RECENTLY FORMED NYC ORGANIZATION,

WHO PICKETED FROM SIX THIRTY PM TO NINE ZERO FIVE PMj

AND THREE PICKETS FROM NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY (NSRP)

WHO PICKETED FROM SIX FIFTEEN PM TO EIGHT THIRTY PM. be

THREE MEMBERS OF NSRP IDENTIFIED AS ROY F ANKHOUSER

READING, PENNSYLVANIA,c

)
b7C

a- New York (105-28550)
1- New York (157-195)
1- New York Q 57-new)—
1- Supv. 412

Approved:
Agent in Charge

Sent



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56}

• »
F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

Via
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

L

PAGE TWO
,

REPRESENTATIVE OF NSRP AND

NSRP PICKETS CARRIED CONFEDERATE FLAG AND—
1

WOK* GREY COTTON SHIRT AND TROUSERS WITH NO
j

INSIGNIA OR ARMBANDS. PICKETING WAS ORDERLY AND

THERE WERE NO INCIDENTS. INFORMATION COPY FURNISHED

FOR WFO. LETTERHEAD MEMO FOLLOWS.

b6
b7C

Approved: Sent M Per

Special Agent in Charge
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Bufile(l05-
NYfile(105- New York, New York

October 3 a, 1961

Re: National States Rights Party
Racial Matters

l
On OflfaiTffl* ^0 1961, Detective I “I

lS»l3ea that during the K)J
e
"J°

r
e ^Sartment (NICPDj,

deS™ below-

& t
af? |

KS®)-PJ-“teted from 7:00 pm
'

a dinner, under the^ausoices Sf
e
Jhf

S
fl

0r% New
«
orlc Cityj where

Artists (agVA) was £J?S American Guild of Variety

Ssz p?Sl :l“ei''
1

ITin® «K .
?•£TSf

I

S’4bS«
*

lighting toertca?M?tiSg??.”??
1
{?§

’ "g*,8” ?°t Nazis, we are
racial Separation" tlflj J Gas

f
ed traitors and support

"Sammy Davis Jr?*aAd Mav
®ob tactics gainst the F. A. N.";

Nationalists" • "Astor Wo*-*?*^
really don't fit; Fighting American

Jr." and "Race-mixeS^n^
0^1 houses

0
race-mixing Samm? Davis,

American Nationalists"
^ Sammy Davis, Jr.; Fighting

Picketing.
* There were no incidents during this

r
nn ,qnt>lirr!fRY

‘ ^tobry 86, 1Q6i, from 10^0 am ^ 11:30 am,
x-ront entrance of the “New Vor.L- —[Picketed at the

mob tactics ^Lr^heTT £“ "Stop ****
against vile 'Post 1 smear ’on ’FAN"

Joins mounting attack
the above picketing.

n FAN * There were no incidents during

This document contains neither
recommendations nor conclusions
°f

the
f^F* it is the property

of the FBI and- is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents arenot to be distributed outside
your agency.

)0tr* f



Re: National States Rights Party
Racial Matters

On Saturday evening, October 28, 1961, the following
demonstrations/-took place outside St. Nicholas Arena, New York
City, where an /ual dinner for "The Worker" ,weekly Communist
newspaper., was / leld;

!L
Pro l o:0Q pm to 8:00 pm. Roy Frankhouser. Raarll.ng.

Pennsylvania/ I

and
the NSRP. f

xiu insignia cr armbands.

. of the NSRP
picketed under the banner of

who carried a Confederate flag and his
wore grey cotton shirt and trousers with

Prom 6:00 nm to 8:00 pm,
and three ouier unidentified individuals

picKeuea under banner of the PAN carrying placards reading: "If
reds could speak in NYC, why can’t Rockwell"] "We hate race
mixing ; We hate race mixing and treason" j "Gas chambers for
traitors and supporters of 'To Abolish HCUA»"; "Support HCUA",
and We are not Nazis, we belong to PAN".

Prom 6:20 pm to 9:05 pm, ten members of the Nationalist
Party, recently formed New York City organization, picketed
carrying the following placards: "Stop Reds in America"] "The
Worker, a red hate rag"] "Long liv.e General Walker"] "McCarthy
was right ] "Peast of traitors"] "We denounce Rockwell" and
Reds murdered 50 million" No further information concerning
the Nationalist Party is available at this time.

6:05 pm to 8:00 pm, ten members of the American
Hungarian Pederation picketed carrying the following signs:
u Rnper bandit fires super bomb"] "Soviet puppets out of Hungary";
Khrushchev murderer" ] "Appeasement with Soviet imperialism
means slavery and "Hungary, Cuba, Berlin, Washington next"

.

There were no incidents during the above-mentioned
picketings on Saturday evening, October 28, 1961.

On Sunday, October 29. 1961. from 2i2D. ran tn^ f»».

TTvm .Dosuon, massacnuseuts area, and another unidentified male.
Picketed across from the United Nations (UN) Building in New
York City, carrying the following placards: "We are not Nazis

- 2 -
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National States Rights Party
Racial Matters

"we are Fighting American Nationalists"; "America for whites -
Africa for blacks - gas chambers for traitors"; "We hate race
mixing"; "UN discriminates against white nations", and "Get US
out of TJN and get the UN out of US". There were no incidents
during this picketing.

Detective
| I advised that all of the above-

Hientionea picketings were observed by in
Lincoln Rockwell* s American Nazi Party ^awp )

,

Characterizations of the NSRP, the FAN and the ANP are
attached hereto.

- 3 -



Re: National States Rights Party
Racial Matters

AMERICAN NAZI PARTY, ALSO KNOW AS
WORLD UNION OP FREE ENTERPRISE NATIONAL SOCIALISTS

_ . , „
A source advised on February 27, 1959, that George

Lincoln Rockwell, of Arlington, Virginia, had held an
organisational meeting of the World Union of Free Enterprise
**?-tional Socialists (WUFENS) at his residence on February 26,
1959.

Six persons were present and they, according to the
source, comprised the beginning of an officer corps of the
organisation. Rockwell told those present that the WUFENS
would be an international movement, but that the section of the
organization in the United States would be known as the American
Party of the WUFENS.

Rockwell, on March 26, 1959, furnished to Special
Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, a copy of the
program of the WUFENS stating that he expects to become President
of the United States through the organizations platform. The
main tenets of the WUFENS, as reflected in the program, call for
the migration of Negroes to Africa and the trial and execution
of all Jews guilty of Communist and Zionist treason.

A second source advised on August 8, 1961, that the
main activity of the organization, in furtherance of these
objectives, has consisted of picketings with anti-Jewish and
anti-Negro placards and talks by Rockwell attacking Jews as
traitors to the United States. The headquarters of the American
Nazi Party is located at 928 North Randolph Street, Arlington,
V XX’gXllILQ, •

4



Re: National States Rights Party
Racial Matters

FIGHTING AMERICAN NATIONALISTS

On February 23, 1961, George Lincoln Rockwell, leader
of the American Nazi Party (ANP), advised Special Agents of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation that the Fighting American
Nationalists (FAN) | I as an
anti-Communist organization, Rockwell said FAN was organized
in September, i960, and it is a separate and distinct group from
ANP, but members of FAN are "frustrated Nazis" who do not like
to wear the swastika or be associated with the principles of
Adolf Hitler.

Rockwell stated individuals have expressed an interest
in the FAN and since FAN is in consort with and guided by the
ANP, these individuals soon realize the use of the swastika is
the best method of getting recognition in their fight against
Communism. Soon these individuals join the ANP, Rockwell said.

Rockwell continued there are three members of the FAN
in|

land

A source advised onl Hthat in talking
to ANP,

|
I stated

there is no legal connection between FAN and ANP1 but FAN was
organized under the guidance of Rockwell and it is used as a
front group dominated by the principles and objectives of the
ANP and looks to George Lincoln Rockwell as its leader.

bo
b7C
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Re: National States Rights Party
Racial Matters

"hate groups. He apparently started Jew-baiting in his t&ens,
aided Stoner in the Christian anti-JeTtfish Party, and got involved
in newspaper notoriety while attending chiropractory school in
Davenport, Iowa. There, early in 1954, according to newspaper
reports, he pasted anti-Jewish stickers on store windows during
Brotherhood Week"

.

The Ku Klux Klan has been designated
by the Attorney General of the United
States pursuant to Executive Order
10450.

- 7 -



Transmit the following in

Date : 16/3 ]/6l

PLAIN
[Type in plain text or code,

Via AIRTEL
Priority or Method of Mailing]

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (105-66233)

FROM '
: SAC, NEW YORK (105-28550)

SUBJECT; NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
• RACIAL MATTERS.

(00 -.BIRMINGHAM)

ReNYtel to Bureau 10/28/61, captinned as above and

NYairtel to Bu dated 10/27/61, captioned "FIGHTING AMERICAN

NATIONALISTS; RACIAL MATTERS"

.

Enclosed herewith are 12 copies of a letterhead memorandum

pertaining to activities of captioned organization. Fighting

American Nationalists, American Hungarian Federation and the

Nationalist Party occurring in NYC during the week-end of 10/2 (

-

• 10/29/61 .

It is noted that the last mentioned group above is a

newly formed organization in the NYC area. NYO is gathering

information concerning the Nationalist Party and will furnish

results to Bureau as soon as possible.

4 - Bureau (105-66233) (Enel. 12) (RM)

2 - Birmingham (105-477) (Enel. 2) (RM)

3 - Washington Field (Enel. 3) (EM)

(1 - 157-1) (ANP)
(1 - 157-78) (FAN) sV

1 - Richmond (INFO) (RM) (Enel, l)
1 - Boston (INFO) (RM) (Enel, l)

t
<Z*/

1 - Philadelphia (INFO) (RM) (Enel. _lL
1 - NY (157-514) (Nationalist Party) (412) .

1 - NY (100-20102) (American Hungarian Federation) (352) / /

JttJS teller 1' C412) n <?' ^
&/LJ—4*

—

/ — — so
Approved t

~ - Sent M Per

Special Agent in charge



K
m 105-28550

The source used in the characterization of the ANP

is

The source used in the characterization of the PAN is

Additional copies of this airtel and letterhead are

being transmitted to the Bureau in view of the number of

organizations mentioned therein and the possibility of extra

dissemination

.

Information copies are being furnished to Boston,

Philadelphia and Richmond in view of data set forth in enclosed

letterhead memorandum of interest to these particular field
offices.
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Information attributed to Detective set forth

in the enclosed letterhead memorandum, was furnished to SA |
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URGENT 10-28-51 2-17 AM EDST EAS 1

TO DIRECTOR, FBi AND SAC, NEW YORK -2- I

NEW YORK VIA WASHINGTON I

FROM SAC, PHILADELPHIA 1

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY RACIAL MATTERS., 00- BIRMINGHAM.

ADVISED THAT MEMBERS OF THE

N.S.R.P.’ INCLUDING ROY FRANKHAUSER , NATIONAL ORGANIZER OF THE N.S.R.P.

S DATE AT READING, PA,

'^FRANKHAUSER HAS BEEN KNOWN TO WEAR SIDEARMS AND SHOULD BE CONSIDERED

Dangerous, copy sent to Birmingham, air mail.

/m: .. _

^<89 CORE” LINE EIGHT , FIRST WORD SHOULD BE "WORKER^^^
^6^

END AND ACK PLS

WA 2-23 AM OK FBI WA ELR R RELAY

NY WA R 2 NY PH



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

\ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

1 Memorandum
) l

e-

.-o

4
IJ

.

to : SAC, HEW YORE '
,

o - V

FROM : XC

O'
subject: THE THUNDERBOLT

date: 12/6/61

b6
b7C

On 12/6/61
1

City University of ifew York, 135th St* and Convent Ave., HYC, HY
furnishfed writer with the attached newspaper*



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-66235$ DATE: 22/8/61

PROM: SAC, NEW YORK (105-28550) P

SUBJECT: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS
(00: BIRMINGHAM)

Re report of SA C. B. STANBERY dated 10/6/61 at
Birmingham, Alabama

.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 8 copies of
a letterhead memorandum pertaining to the activities of
captioned organization in the NYC area.

The source who furnished information concerning
~1 is

J
who has furnished reliable information

in the past and who revested that his 1 Identity be concealed.

Information attributed to
|

|set
forth in enclosed letterhead memorandum was furnished to
SA

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

The sources used in the characterization of the
NSRP are:

2
2
2

1
1
A

> 1 ’

V*' JDB : Ibb
( 10 ) hlJ

Bureau (Ends. 8) (RM)
Birmingham (105-477) (Ends. 2)
Philadelphia (info) (Ends 2) (RM)
(1 - 105-3918) (NSRP)
(1 - 105-4158) (roy prankhouser)
Boston (Info) (Enel. 1) (RM)
WFO (Info) (Enel, l) (RM)
New York (157-195) (PAN) (412)
New York (105-28550)



Information copies of the enclosed letterhead
memorandum are being furnished to Philadelphia,, Boston and
WFO because of data set forth in the enclosed memorandum
which is of interest of those offices

„

NYO will continue to follow and report activities
of NSKP in the NYC area.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OP JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OP INVESTIGATION

New York
?
New York

December 8, 1961

Ret National States Rights Party
Racial Matters

Issue number 32 of "The Thunderbolt", self-described
as the "official White Racial Organ of the National States
Rights Party" (NSRP), announced that the New York State
mailing address for the NSRP is Post Office Box 1243,
G. P. 0,,, Brooklyn, New York, and that the NSRP in New York
is headed by William Hoff.

On

Rights Party

I. a source advised that I

|
in the name of I

I as well as the name States

On November 17. 1961.961 ,

]
New

Detective
York City 'olice Department,

advised that he had interviewed
| |

on November 15, 1961
and had obtained the following information from him.

I 1 stated that he resides in a—— J and nas resided
there since 1940, He stated that he resides at this address

b6
b7C
b7D
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This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agencyj It and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.



He: National States Rights Party

1 1 He was born in 1 l~glTl r
i

and is employed as by the

|ana nas Deen

bfe

b7C

empioyea mere ror cnree years

150 pounds , 5 ;

and medium hui

is described as white male, 27 years of age,
eet 8 inches, dark hair, dark brown eyes,
d.

|

stated that in July, 1961 he met in New York
City with Roy Frankhouser, who lives in Reading, Pennsylvania,
and who is National Organizer of the NSRP, the headquarters
of which is located in Birmingham, Alabama. On this
occasion,^ stated that Frankhouser appointed him New
York State Chairman of the NSRP and this appointment was
verified by mail within 10 davs in a letter received by

land signed by [
1 NSRP, Birmingham, Alabama. According to |_ms appointment was effective as of August 1, 1961.

stated that the New York State unit of
the NSkP nas no permanent quarters at this time When
meetings are deemed necessary, they are held at

"

has subdivided
Each unit is

New York

The NSRP, according to|
New York State into about 14 units..
centered aroung a large city within the state. ... . _ .

City is one such unit. l I
claimed a membership of 23 in

New York City and about 300 throughout New York State. In
addition to these, there are about 40 more persons in the
New York City area who are recipients of leaflets and
copies of "The Thunderbolt" but are not dues paying members
of the NSRP J I stated that he received the names of these
last mentioned individuals from the office of the NSRP in
Birmingham, Alabama

.

b6
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Re: National estates Rights Party

After approval of an application, an individual
becomes a member of the NSRP on payments of a $5 <>00

enrollment fee and must continue to pay membership dues of
$1:„,00 per month. All monies collected in this matter are
used to offset local organization costs in New York State,

I Ideclined to furnish Detective
| |

with a list
of the New York State members of the NSRP.

Istated that, from time to time,- NSRP units
will Join picket demonstrations sponsored by some other
group whose program may be similar to that of the NSRP.

|stated that the NSRP does not sponsor demonstrations,
only Joins others. On such occasions and when meetings are
scheduled, according to I |NSRP members wear the official
uniform of the Party which consists of grey shirt and
trousers, black tie and shoes, and an arm band emblazoned
with a thunderbolt.

stated that the aims of the New York State
Chapter of the NSRP are "for a white Christian American;"
that his group opposes all Zionism as being "un-American
and as dangerous to our freedom as ebmmyhisra. " I

stated that by Zionism he meant "Jews of any kind". |

stated that the NSRP demands that the Federal Government
return the "right of self-government to the States in the
Union on issues involving segregation in schools, housing
and employment

.

11
1 la Iso stated that the issue of

segregation in restaurants and rest rooms were matters
for individual state determination rather than "federal
interference"

„

- 3 -
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Re: National States Rights party

stated that the NSRP is not affiliated with

any other group and on those occasion when he has picketed

with an organization called the Fighting American

Nationalists (FAN) he did so as an individual and not as

an. official of the.NSRP.'
^ —]stated that his group

agrees with the program of FAN and the American Nazi

Party (ANP) and plans to augment demonstrations by FAN
and the ANP in the future. I~ Istated that in his opinion,

FAN is "a local Nazi, anti-Zionist groupe r
j
stated that

he has not become a member of either FAN or the ANP because

it is against the policy of the NSRP for its members to

have membership in the© organizations.

hasIn the opinion of Detective
„

greatly exaggerated the membership of the NSRP both in

New York City and New York State, for even though the NSRP

may have sympathizers in the New York area, there does not

appear to be an active NSRP membership of any size in

New York. Detective I |
pointed out that whenever

the NSRP has participated in th<

New York City only
past in demonstrations in

have participated as NSRP members with the exception or

October 28, 1961, when they were joined by Roy Frankhouser,

NSRP member from Reading, Pennsylvania, during picketing
outfeide St. Nicholas Arena, New York City, where the annual

dinner for "The Worker", east coast communist newspaper,

was being held.

Records of the Bureau of Special Services, New York
City Police Department, indicate that I I

~| participated with FAN in picketing Carnegie

Hall, New York City, on March 3* 1961 during a rally
sponsored by the Communist party (CP) to celebrate the

80th birthday of William Z. Foster, and on July 22, 1961

picketing at the headquarters of the Congress of Racial

b6
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Re: National States Rights Party

Equality Park- Row. New York City.

occasion ,1 I
,

On the latter

nThe Worker" dated May 27 j I960 on

page three, identified William Z.

Poster as Chairman Emeritus of the

CP.

Characterisations of NSRP, FAN and

ANP are attached hereto.
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Re: National States Rights Party

APPENDIX

AMERICAN NAZI PARTY (ANP)

A source, who has furnished reliable information in

the past, advised on February 27* 1959* that George Lincoln

Rockwell of Arlington* Virginia, had held an organizational
meeting of the World flhion of Free Enterprise, National
Socialists (WUFENS) at his residence on February 26* 1959.

Six persons were present and they, according to the source,

comprised the beginning of an officer corps of the organization.

Rockwell told those present that the WUFENS would be an
international movement, but that the section of the organiza-
tion in the United States would be known as the American
Party of the WUFENS.

Rockwell on March 29* 1959* furnished to Special
Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation a copy of the

program of the WUFENS* stating he expects to become President
of the United States through the organizations platform.
The main tenets of the WUFENS* as reflected in the program*
called for the migration of Negroes to Africa and the trial
and execution of all Jews guilty of Communist and Zionist
treason.

The source advised on August 9* i960 , that the main
activity of the organization has consisted io£ picketings of

the White House with anti-jewish placards, distribution of
anti-Jewish literature and open-air talks by Rockwell,
attacking Jews as traitors to the united States. On July 3*
I960 and July 24* I960* Rockwell was arrested on charges of
disorderly conduct. The charges arose out of talks by him
on those dates. On the latter occasion, sixteen other

^

members of the American Nazi Party also were charged with
disorderly conduct.



He: National States Rights Party

V

APPENDIX

FIGHTING AMERICAN

On February 23, 1961, George Lincoln Rockwell,
leader of the ANP, advised Special Agent s of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation that the FAN was

| |
as an anti-communist organization, Rockwell

said FAN was organized in September, I960, and it is a

separate and distinct group from ANP, but members of FAN
are "frustrated Nasis" who* do not like to wear the
swastika or be associated with the principles of Adolf
Hitler.

Rockwell stated individuals have expressed an
interest in the FAN and since FAN is in consort with and
guided by the ANP, these individuals soon realize the
use of the swastika is the best method in getting
recognition in their fight against communism. Soon these
individuals join the ANP, Rockwell said.

Rockwell continued there are three members of the
FAN in Washington. D. C.: I~

A source advised on
to

[

that in
I ANP,talking
.

P "Tstated there is no legal connection between FAN and
ANP but FAN was organized under the guidance of Rockwell and
it is used as a front gropp dominated by the principles
and objectives of the ANP and looks to George Lincoln
Rockwell ?as; its leader.
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Re: National States Rights Party

APPENDIX

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

On November 26, 1957, a source advised that the

United White Party (UWP) was organized at a convention
held in Knoxville, Tennessee, on November 10, 1957.. An
article in the November 26, 1957 issue of the "Greenville

Piedmont", a newspaper of Greenville, North Carolina,
reported that a "Ku Klux Klan spokesman of Greenville
reported the recent formation of a new political party
to be known as the United White party". According to
the article, the party was formed at a recently held
meeting in Knoxville, Tennessee, at which many Klansmen
were represented. The UWP was reported as being opposed
to all "race mixing organizations and individuals".

The July, 1958 issue of of "The Thunderbolt",
self-described as the "official Racial Nationalist Organ
of the National States Rights Party" (NSRP), reported that
rank and file "States Righters" had merged with the UWP
under "the banner of the National States Rights Party"
with national offices at Post Office Box 261, Jeffersonville,
Indiana

.

In November, 1958, a source advised that the

NSRP is composed of past members of the Ku Klux Klan and
notorious anti-Semites.

Issue number 19* dated June, i960 of "The
Thunderbolt" announced the address of the headquarters
of the NSRP had been changed from Jeffersonville, Indiana
to Post Office Box 783 , Birmingham, Alabama.

- 8 -
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Re: National States Rights Party

,NSRP CONT'D

On a source advised that]
I 4-1* ^ TvTn t*>t^ A « 4-

V

individual who "runs tine NSKP’
of the NSRP is the

The March, 1959 issue of the Anti-Defamation League

Bulletin contained an article by Jerome Bakst entitled

"Angry Young Men of Hate". Regarding Edward R. Fields, the

article stated "Fields, 26 years old and a Louisville
chiropractor, is a key figure -in the National States

Rights Party and co-ordinator of all its activities,
contacts and liaison with leaders of other hate groups.

He apparently started ' Jew-baiting in his teens, aided

Stoner in the Christian Anti-jewish Party, and got

involved in newspaper notoriety whilt attending chiropractory

school in Davenport, Iowa. There, early in 195^* according

to newspaper reports, he posted anti-Jewish stickers, on
store windows during Brotherhood Week".

A source advised in that

b6
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The Ku Klux Klan has been designated
toy the Attorney General of the United
States pursuant to Executive Order
10450.
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